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Poston hoping for approval

Saxton
baby wins
contest

Home health care plan
request to be reviewed

Roderick Donovan Saxton, all
four pounds and 111
.
2 ounces, has
a reason to shout, or cry, today.
His birth at 4:42 a.m. today at
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital made him the winner of
the annual First Baby Contest,
sponsored by the Murray Ledger &

Times.
Both the baby and mother
Rita Saxton were reported "doing fine" this morning by
hospital officials.
As winners of the contest, the
Saxtons will receive several
prizes donated from local merchants (see advertisement on
Page 8).
Merchants supplying prizes
include Clinic Pharmacy, D&T
Foods, F'ootprints, Owen's,
DeVanti's, Pier I, Flower
Basket, Storey's, DennisonHunt, JCPenney,
Bank of Murray, Begley's,
Artcraft, Fantastic Sam's, Bold
Liquidators, Holland Drugs,
Druther's, Wal-Mart, Golden
Corral,
Peoples Bank, K mart,
Payless, Sirloin Stockade, Youth
Center and Ken Lake Lodge
Restaurant.
Rules for the contest included:
• Winning baby must be born
in Calloway County.
• Parents must be residents
of Calloway County.
(Continued on Page 2)
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DOING FINE — Roderick Donovan Saxton,4 pounds 111
/
2ounces,and
his mother Rita Saxton were reported "doing fine" this morning at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital. Roderick, born at 4:42 a.m. today,
was the first Calloway County-born baby for 1984 and was winner of
the annual First Baby Contest.
Staff photo by Jennie Gordon

By RUTH ANN COLEMAN
Staff Writer
An application for approval of
establishing a home health care
agency at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital will be considered by the Kentucky Certificate of Need and Licensure
Board Wednesday.
Stuart Poston, local hospital
administrator, said today he is
hopeful that the board will approve the request and that the
program can become operational by April 1.
Cost for establishing the program has been estimated at
$8,625.
If approved, the MurrayCalloway County Hospital Home
Health Agency will provide nursing services through a
registered nurse and nursing
assistants, dietetic counseling,
physical therapy, speech
pathology and respiratory
therapy in the homes of
qualified individuals.
"Basically anyone can qualify
for the service but not all insurance companies cover home
health care," Poston says.
Medicare, the federal health
care insurance program for
senior citizens and the disabled,
is perhaps the major insurance
program covering home health

care.
Recent changes in the
Medicare reimburse system in
which hospitals "only get paid a
certain amount" per hospitalized individual, regardless of the
length of stay, has prompted
many hospitals to seek programs to limit the length of stay
while at the same time providing adequate levels of care,
Poston says.
Home health programs are
designed to provide follow-up
care of existing programs and
offer "better continuity of care
and, perhaps, a more appropriate level of care," he
says.
Ultimately, the programs
result in savings to the patient
and his or her insurance carrier
or another party responsible for
the payment, according to
Poston.
Establishing and maintaining
a home health agency based at
the local hospital will not require "big capital costs" says
Poston, who adds that, other
than salaries, the major cost
will be a vehicle and travel expenses. Existing hospital office
space can be utilized to house
the program and "we will try to
utilize as much of our current
personnel as we can," he says.

Yearly costs for maintaining
the program -will depend on the
demands for its services, as will
the size of the staff required to
handle the duties.
If approved, Poston expects to
staff the program initially with
one registered nurse and one
nurse's aide. Poston says the
registered nurse will probably
be a new employee and will also
serve as director for the
program.
Poston feels confident that a
need exists for this service in
Calloway County.
"Based on state statistics, only 30 percent of the individuals in
need of home health care in the
Purchase area are being served," he cites.

`4.

The figures are based on
reports from area health
districts which include several
counties and from hospital
dismissal reports. Precise
figures for Calloway County
alone are not available.
Requests for home health
agencies dominate the list of applications as hospitals statewide
are searching for ways to expand their services. The request
by the local hospital is among 13
home health agency requests to
be considered by the board.

Following 'humanitarian' appeal to Syrian president

Goodman, Jackson leave Damascus after airman's release
By TERRY ANDERSON
Associated Press Writer
DAMASCUS, Syria (AP) —
Navy Lt. Robert O. Goodman Jr.
left Damascus today with Jesse
Jackson, who persuaded Syria's
president to release the airman
from a month's captivity.
Goodman and Jackson boarded a U.S. Air Force Boeing 707,
which took off at 6:09 p.m.(11:09
a.m. EST) for Rhine-Main Air
Force Base near Frankfurt,
West Germany. The White
House said the plane would arrive in Washington on Wednesday morning.
Jackson said the stopover
would allow Goodman to "go
through the necessary medical
examination and the necessary
debriefing."
On Monday, Jackson met
Syrian President Hafez Assad
and made his "humanitarian"
appeal for Goodman's release.
Before boarding the plane.
Jackson thanked the Syrian
government "for their most noble and human gesture."
A civilian car brought Goodman to the Foreign Ministry at
11:23 a.m. The airman had been
held in Syria stritv Dec. 4, when

clear tonight
Today: Sunny. Highs in the
mid to upper 40s. Southwest
winds 10 to 15mph.
Tonight: Mostly clear'
Lows near 30. Southwest
winds 5 to 10 mph.
Wednesday: Mostly sunny
and mild. Highs in the upper
40s. Southwest winds 10 to 20
mph.
Lake Levels
Kentucky Lake
354.6
Lake Barkley
354.4

today's index
One Section — 16 Pages
At the Movies
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Classifieds
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Comics
14
Crosswords
14
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14
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3
Horoscope
14
Murray Today
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Obituaries .
7
Perspective
3
Sports
12, 13
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Jesse Jackson
his attack jet was shot down
over central Lebanon. As he
went inside, he told reporters,
"I'm very happy."
He and Jackson, a candidate
for th Democratic presidential
nomination and 4. leader of the
black civil rights movement,
emerged together moments
later. They raised their hands in
the V-for-victory sign and were
driven in a limousine to the

Sheraton Hotel where Jackson
had been staying.
Before boarding the plane,
Jackson said he spoke with
President Reagan by telephone
this afternoon.
"I have informed him officially that I've got the pilot with
me." Jackson said. He said he
asked Reagan to "start a personal dialogue" with Assad and
suggested a summit meeting
"would be very helpful."
Goodman changed into a welltailored suit following his
release and appeared at a news
conference with Jackson.
"It's unfortunate that people
are killed," Goodman said,
when asked how he felt to be
free. "I'm a naval officer and
the fact that I'm sitting here is
just fate. It could have been
1,000 other" servicemen who
were shot down and captured.
Goodman, 27, of Virginia
Beach, Va., was navigatorbombardier on a A-6E Intruder
jet that was shot down Dec. 4
during the only American air
strike against Syrian antiaircraft positions in Lebanon.
The plane's pilot was killed in
the raid, which was in retalia-

tion for attacks on U.S. reconnaissance flights.
'Asia(' why he thought the
Syrians granted Jackson's appeal for his release, Goodman
said: "I think he was able to
come from a different point of
view" than the Reagan
administration.
Earlier, Goodman refused to
speculate if efforts other than
Jackson's could have succeeded. "I don't know. I'm just happy to be going home."
Jackson has denied that he
made the mission because of
race reasons. Goodman is black.
President Reagan said that all
Americans "are delighted that
this brave young man will soon

be united with his family and
that his ordeal is over," according to a statement read by a
White House spokesman, Bob
Sims.
The Reagan administration
had refused to endorse
Jackson's mission, saying such
personal efforts might disrupt
official negotiations. Reagan
declined to return a series of
telephone calls from Jackson
concerning the trip.
Jackson, sitting at Goodman's
side during a news conference,
said his successful mission
"says we must expand our options," referring to U.S. Middle
East policy.
He did not specifically explain

what he meant, but earlier, during an interview with CBS,
Jackson pointed out that he had
been to Syria before and knew
the country's leaderi.
"We cannot have a policy
that's effective wherein our
leaders do not know Arab and
African leaders," Jackson told
CBS.
Of Goodman's release,
Jackson, an ordained minister,
said: "We are delighted to announce our prayers have been
answered."
The Syrian Foreign Ministry
issued a statement saying it was
releasing Goodman as a step to
"facilitate the withdrawal of

(Continued on Page 2)

Local administrators
react to task force
report on education
Changing a direction of importance from extracurricular activities to academics in our
school systems may be a long
and difficult chore, according to
members of the Kentuckians for
Excellence in Education Task
Force.
The group, which is composed
of government, education and
business leaders across the state
has been meeting twice monthly
since September in an attempt
to address this problem.
In its final report, the task
force has recommended that the
state board of education emphasize the primary purpose of
public education as academics,
not the pursuit of extracurricular activities
Fifth grade teacher Mary
Ryan at Murray Middle School,
and a member of the task force,
stated that hopefully the recommendations they have made will
get people within their own corn•
munities talking. Through this
type discussion the good points
will survive and any that are not
will be made apparent.
''The task force was made up
of very committed, conscientious people representing all
parts of the state," she stated.

adding that she, and others, did
not agree with every single
aspect of the final report.
One recommendation on the
list was an increase in the school
year. This would extend the
number of required days a student should attend from 185 to
195 days. Of this increase a
minimum number of 180 days
were specified to be spent in
instruction.
These extra days could be added to the beginning and the end
of the present school calendar,
Ryan explained, pointing to
things such as registration or
graduation that take away from
the basic instruction time.
John Williams, president of
Computer Services in Paducah
and also a member of the task
force, noted that an increase
should take place prior to the
start of the school day so
teachers could have more time
to get prepared.
"Teachers in all disciplines
need more in-service training in
the use of the English language
for communications of their subjects, no matter if they tea-eh
math or science," he remarked.
"I'm not against lengthening

(Continued on Page 2)
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OBEYING THE LAW — Residents around Murray and Calloway County have had 10 years now to become accustomed to the 55 M.P.H. speed limits on our highways. It was 10 years ago that then-President Richard Nixon
signed a law reducing the national speed limits. The reduction originally began as a fuel conservative measure
following an oil embargo by the OPEC countries of the Middle East. Authorities have estimated that over 60,000
lives have been saved as a result of the slower speed limit.

Property assessment books
now open for listings, changes
The property assessment
Businesses and manufacbooks will be open to list properturers are required to report
ty for the 1984 county and state
their inventories, accounts
property taxes beginning today
receivable, and equipment on
and extending through
hand as of Jan. 1.
February 1984
Other items that are taxable
During thil time, it will be
and which must be reported are
necessary tcriist imprtvements *notes rveivable, stocks in outmade to property that would afof-state corporations, corporafect the value. New houses.
tion bonds, money on deposit in
buildings, mobile homes, and
out-of-state banks or savings
mobile home lots should beand loan instatutins. These are
reported as well as remodeling
intangible items and subject to
or additions to existing
the state tax only.
buildings.
Homeowners who will become
Mobile homes that have been
65 years of age during 1984
bought, traded, or relocated
should make a'pplication for
should be reported during this
homestead exemption to be
listing period.
eligible for exemption for the

I .•

1984 tax year. Application must
be made during January and
February. Homeowners who
have moved from one residence
to another must reapply for
homestead exemption. Failure
to do so will result in he loaaof
the benefits until a new appliition is made the following year.
The application is only good for
the residence the application
was originally made for.
The office of the Property
Valuation Administrator is
located on the first floor of the
Courthouse. PVA assistants will
answer questions pertaining to
the above by calling 753-3482.
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Pentagon learns to live with breakup of Bell
By NORMAN BLACK
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP ) — For the past two
years, communication specialists have mounted
an unprecedented planning effort designed to ensure that in war and in peace, the Pentagon will
be able to compensate for the loss of "one-stop
shopping" with the Bell System.
Government and industry are activating two
"command posts," ready to respond to emergencies "without worrying about corporate boundaries," says Lt. Col. Jerome A. Landry of the
Defense Communications Agency.
Throughout the long, contentious process that
led to the breakup of American Telephone &
Telegraph, the Department of Defense was the
one government arm that never wavered in its
support of a unified Bell System.
Now the brass hats are singing a different
tune, born of necessity after the consent agreement that led to Sunday's breakup of AT&T.
Officials say the nation's communications
system is just as secure today as it was last
week.
"I've never believed the whole world was going to end on Jan. 1 because of the breakup of
American Telephone and Telegraph," says Landry. "It's been more difficult to get things done,
but we've managed to get there."
The Defense Department spends more than
$860 million a year on leased long-distance communication systems, plus another $500 minion on

leased facilities on military bases. "We lease
about 95 percent of our long-haul system," says
Landry, "and the majority of that is from the
Bell System."
'Concern that the system could be compromised by splitting up AT&T led the Defense Department to oppose Justice Department antitrust efforts. In the end, the Pentagon was unsuccessful;
in 1982 AT&T agreed to spin off its 22 local Bell
companies into seven regional firms.
And the planning process began, involving industry experts and national security professionals at the Defense Communications Agency
(DCA); the Federal Communications Commission and the National Communications System.
Starting this month, a 24-hour-a-day National
Coordinating Center will be activated by the National Communications System, an umbrella
organization meshing the government's civilian
and military emergency systems. The center
will work with government officials and
representatives of AT&T, Bell and independent
phone companies, equipment makers and longdistance competitors.
The new Bell companies, meantime, working
through a new corporate entity they own jointly
called the Central Services Organization, have
activated a special Watch Center to iron out
coordination problems, essentially taking over
AT&T's role.
Landry describes the two centers as cornmand
posts that will work around corporate boundaries whenever necessary.

Release of captured airman
delights President Reagan
WASHINGTON (AP) — President Reagan said today that he
is "delighted" the Syrians
released captured airman
Robert 0. Goodman Jr. and the
president called on the Syrian
government to work for peace in
Lebanon.
"All Americans must be
pleased that the government of
Syria has told our ambassador
that they have agreed to release
Lt. Goodman as a result of the
efforts of the Rev. Jesse
Jackson," Reagan said in a
statement.
"We are delighted that this
brave young man will soon be
united with his family and that
his ordeal is over."
The president continued: "We
hope that the Syrian government will continue to work for
peace in Lebanon so that all
foreign forces — Syrian, Israeli

and the MNF — can come home
and allow -that country to be
united, independent, and
sovereign once more."
Reagan planned to meet today
with his Middle East envoy,
Donald Rumsfeld, about a Pentagon plan on redeploying U.S.
Marines in Lebanon. Goodman's
plane was shot down during a
Dec. 4 air strike against Syrian
outposts in Lebanon.
Reagan's statement was read
by Bob Sims, a deputy White
House press secretary who said
Reagan was "notified promply
this morning" about the Syrian
announcement in a conference
call with National Security
Council staff members, White
House Chief of Staff James A.
Baker III and State Department
officials.
Last week, White House officials sought to put as much

distance as possible between the
administration and Jackson's
efforts because,. Sims said, the
president believed that "any
chance of Jackson's succeeding
would be-because he was not officially representing the president and not an emissary of the
U.S. government."
Jackson had been in Syria
since Friday trying to win Goodman's release.
Sims said Reagan had been
"praying for Goodman's
release."
Sims also said Reagan appreciated the efforts of all who
made the release possible, and
saw Jackson's effort from the
start as a "humanitarian effort." He said the government
was beginning to make arrangements for Goodman's
return.

Jackson...

•
_

(Continued from Page 1)
American troops from
Lebanon."
The statement said Syria
-"hopes that the U.S. government will take measures to end
Its military involvement in
Lebanon, such involvement
which has contributed pain and
suffering to Lebanon, to.. the
area, and to American
people..."
At one of his news conferences
in Damascus, Goodman said the
first thing he planned to do upon
arriving in the United States
was "hug my wife."
Goodman said he learned he
was being released only minutes
before he was freed. "I was told
I would be released on several
other occasions," but had
waited in vain until this time, he
said.
'
The Syrian statement today
cautioned that Syrian forces will
continue to "confront very firmly all provocative and aggressive acts that it may be subject to."
Jackson called the agreement
to release the airman "a giant
step toward peace." He said it
was "built upon President
Assad's willingness 'to put Lt.
Goodman's predicament in the
humanitarian category."
Jackson met with Assad for 90
minutes Monday 10 miles south
of Damascus at a villa where
Assad is recovering from a
heart ailment attribleted to
fatigue.
"I think it's fantastic," said

Marilyn Goodman, the airman's
mother, after she was awakened
this morning at her home in the
New York City borough of
Queens. '70h God, it's
unbelievable."
"I feel great. Absolutely
great," said the airman's
father, Robert 0. Goodman Sr.,
50, of York, Pa., a retired Air
Force officer. He said Jackson is
"due all the credit in the world
for Rob's release."
U.S. Ambassador Robert
Paganelli, who had worked to
arrange Goodman's release, appeared at today's press conference and was asked what effect he tteought Jackson had had.
He responded: "I don't—know.
I'm sure it helped. Reverend
Jackson has a great deal of
respect in this part of the
world."
Jackson, responding to questions from reporters, said, "I
have not stopped to calculate the
political effect" of winning
Goodman's release.
"Every moral act has political

Education...

(Continued from Page 1)
our school year, but only after
we've explored all other
avenues," said Murray Independent School System Superintendent Robert Glin Jeffrey, in
response to the task force
recommendations.
Calloway County School
Superintendent Jack Rose noted
That he believed a recommendation to reduce the disturbances
in the present instruction time
would be more appropriate.
Rose did say he supported extracurricular activities to an
(Continued from Page 1)
certain extent, but also replied
that athletics drew more than
• Exact time of birth must be
their share of spectators.
certified by an attending
Both Jeffrey and Rose exphysician.
plained that their school
• Parents must apply to the
systems have always attempted.
Murray Ledger & Times to receive
to stress the importance of the
prises.
basic language, science, math
•--Gifts must be redeemed-by - and social studies Courses.
Feb. 1, 1964.
However, Rose noted that recent boests in these basics at the
The first babies born in
stages of elementary education
Calloway County were twins
have resulted in impressive test
born at 10:30 kni. Sunday_ to
Timmy and teny Salyer, At. 1,- scores at the Enver grade levels. —
In the past Murray and
Bantus.
Calloway County have offered a
Because the parents reside-in
Marshall County, they were not staggered leVtil of graduate
Aside, according to contest diplomas to students who completed more difficult courses
regulations. to PhrtleiPat•in the
during their four years of high.
Calloway County'outset
-

Baby...

consequences," he said. "There
was risk in this mission and
there will be reward for the people who displayed courage and
intelligence.—
Both Paganelli and Jackson
said no concession was made in
exchange for Goodman's
freedom.
Jackson and his entourage, including clergymen, advisers,
two sons and U.S-Secret Service
agents, arrived Friday in
Damascus to make what he called a "moral and humanitarian
appeal" for Goodman's release.
Jackson, his party and foreign
reporters were allowed to visit
Goodman on Saturday at the
Syrian army's political department headquarters, where it
was believed Goodman has been
held.
Goodman said he was in good
health, except for a dislocated
shoulder that was healing and
bruises on his hand, both suffered when he ejected from his
plane. He said he was being
treated well.

school. These students would in
turn be eligible for the valedictorian and salutatorian honors.
Such a system of promoting
academic excellence is also
recommended by the task force.
According to Ryan,the recommendations outlined by the task
force will be viewed as a success
only when they provoke an interest among the community.
"Most school people want to do
what thildr communities want
them to. I think the schools have
done a good job with the money
they have to work with," she
said.
Knowing whether these
recommendations will meet
their objectives will depend
greatly upon the response of
school-age parents who play a
major role in the support of extracurricular activities. These
after-school functions -tend- to
draw more support from
parents than academic performances, it was explained.
-We must stir an interest in the
parents attitudes toward
academics, commented one
teacher. "If parents don't care,
the kids don't care and we won't
have any big changes in education, until the students' attitudes
hange."

v

In many instances, however, the National
Coordinating Center won't need to become involved, asserts Marvin Konow, an assistant vice
president of the Bell companies' Central Services Organization.
"The same Bell people who were doing the job
yesterday (in the field) are doing it now," says
Konow. "If this thing is going to work, it's going
to work at the grassroots level and I'm positive
that's going to happen."
"I think we'll have a better system than before
the breakup," adds Mimi Weyforth Dawson, a
member of the FCC. The breakup has forced the
government "to deal with an old system that had
flaws," she explains.
Of course, the breakup raises delicate new
Issues.
The FCC, says Dawson, will face crucial questions as the Defense Department moves to
"harden" or secure portions of the commercial
phone network for use in the event of a nuclear
attack.
The National Coordinating Center will work
with many more firms than just AT&T and the
Bell companies. William G. McGowan, chairman of MCI Communications, says the Defense
Department appears to have finally realized that
companies like his can actually enhance national
security by offering "redundancy" — longdistance networks that are separate from
AT&T's.
"Before, they had an easy solution ,with AT&T

and they relied on that," says McGowan. "They
haVe options now they never had before."
Perhaps the biggest adjustment for the Pentagon has involved day-to-day business.
DCA officials say they've encountered "increased cost, slower response time and more
complex and time-consuming contracting processes" over the past year. The acquisition of
equipment must be coordinated with the hookup
of phone connections through a local telephone
company, along with long-distance circuits from
AT&T or one of its competitors.
The Pentagon has responded by urging large
firms to bid on Defense projects as a "singlesystem manager," responsible for end-to-end
service while sub-contracting the various pieces.
Landry says that effort "is coming along well"
and the Pentagon expects to be dealing with six
or seven major firms in 1984.
J. Randolph MacPherson, the DC,'
regulatory counsel, says the agency nonethgess
has warned the various arms of the Defense
Department to expect a 25 percent increase in
their communications costs between Jan. 1, 1983,
and Jan. 1, 1985, because of the breakup, accompanying regulatory changes and rate hikes approved at theatate and federal levels.
He and -Other Defense executives .also say,
though, they believe the changes will prove
beneficial in the long run.
. "Their needs are so diverse and so large,
they've got to be one of the biggest beneficiaries
of competition," agrees McGowan.

State constitutional officers
receive oaths of office today
By MARK R. CHELLGREN
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Kentucky now has its full complement of constitutional officers with the swearing in today
of six people elected in
November.
In ceremonies in the Capitol
Rotunda, Superintendent of
Public Instruction Alice
McDonald, Auditor of Public Accounts Mary Ann Tobin,
Secretary of State Drexell
Davis, Treasurer Frances Jones
Mills and Commissioner of
Agriculture David Boswell all
took the oath of office for their
four-year terms.
Attorney General David Armstrong, who was appointed to fill
the unexpired term of Steve
Beshear when the latter was
elected lieutenant governor,
also took the oath for his full
term.

Officials report
quiet New Years
ine 1983 holiday season may
have been one of the quietest in
several years, according to local
and county officials.
Only a very small number of
DUI citations were issued and
no fatalities were reported, said
Murray Police Chief Jerry Lee.
"The whole holiday season
seemed to be peaceful and
quiet," he noted. "Perhaps this
will be the start of a trend for
area residents."
Calloway County Sheriff
David Balentine reiterated
Lee's statements by adding that
no DUI's were arrested in the
county. "This has got to be about
the quietest holiday season in a
long time," he said.
Both the police chief and the
sheriff noted that the past couple
of week's unfavorable weather
conditions may have played a
role in the reduction of drivingunder-the-influence of alcohol
arrests and other crimes.
"We only apprehended about
three or four DUI's in the city,"
Lee pointed out.
Balentine commented that
there just wasn't as much traffic
on the county roads as usual this
holiday season.

Local residents
escape injury
in accident

About 500 people crowded into
the Rohm" and on nearby
balconies to witness the
ceremonies, which lasted for
less than 30 minutes.
Each of the officials took a
turn at the microphone, but
most limited their remarks to
thanking their friends and
supporters.
The ceremony was a prelude
to the opening of the 60-day biennial session of the 1984 General
Assembly, which was scheduled
to begin at noon EST with
Speaker Bobby Richardson and
Senate President Pro Tern Joe
Prather calling their respective
chambers to order.
Housekeeping duties such as
approving a calendar for the
session, setting the date for a
special election to fill four vacant seats in the HOurie and the
formal selection of party leaders
in both chambers are likely to
fill the first day of the
Legislature.
Hanging over the generally
festive atmosphere, though, is
the prospect of finding solutions
to problems not easily solved.
As with any General
Assembly, the major piece of
work facing the lawmakers is
determining a budget for the
next two years. In a prelegislative meeting two weeks
ago, the enormity of that task
was revealed.
According to figures compiled
by the Legislative Research
Commission, the state faces a
potential deficit of as much as
$4-40 million during the 1984-86
biennium. And, as was pointed
out by state Sen. Mike Moloney,
D-Lexington, the Legislature
cannot pass a budget that is not
balanced.
Moloney, chairman of the
Senate Appropriations and
Revenue Committee, and his
House counterpart, Rep. Joe
Clarke, D-Danville, have spent
much of the last few months
warning their colleagues about
the dismal fiscal forecast.

Moloney, Clarke and others
have wondered if the state can
continue operating without more
m6ney.
And that means raising taxes,
something Mrs.. Collins has
pledged that she will not do.
"We have a commitment at
this point to develop a budget
which doesn't reflect the need
for any additional taxes on the
people," said Larry Hayes,
secretary of the governor's
Cabinet and her chief legislative
liaison.Mrs. Collins goes into the
General Assembly on the traditional honeymoon that new
governors enjoy.
Even Richardson, a Glasgow
Democrat who didn't make any
points with the new governor
when he suggested that perhaps
the office of lieutenant governor
should be abolished, is feeling
magnanimous.
"I think the governor and I
will be able to get along fine,"
Richardson said.
Prather, a Vine Grove
Democrat and a close associate
of the governor, predicts an
even closer relationship.
"I feel that she is going to try
to develop a very close working
relationship with the members
by involving them in her thinking on a daily basis," Prather
said.
.Still, some legislators are
politely warning the governor
not to intrude on the burdgeoning feeling of independence
among members of the General
Assembly.
"I'm sure she is a very
gracious person and I think she
would make a very grave
mistake if she tries to use the
Senate," said Rep. Richard A.
Turner, R-Tompkinsville. "The
House feels very strongly about
its prerogatives and it's certainly not going to take a lot of direction from the Senate. She's
never served in the House and if
she fails to understand this, she
could run into lots of Problems."
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Fewer than expected die
on roads during holiday
By The Associated Press
Traffic accidents over the
three-6.y New Year's holiday
weekend claimed 245 lives,
fewer than had been expected.
The National Safety Council
had estimated between 250 and
350 people could be killed in
highway accidents between 6
p.m. local time Friday and midnight Monday.
Council statisticians said 290
deaths could be expected during
a non-holiday period of the same
length at this time of year.
During last year's holiday,

Two Murray residents
escaped serious injury when
their automobile left the
highway and struck a utility pole
on Poor Farm Road Monday
evening.
According to a report filed
with the Calloway County
Sheriff's Department, John
Tracey Gream, 21, S. 13th St.,
was westbound on Poor Farm
Road when his 1975 Dodge hit a
patch of ice causing him to loose
control of the vehicle. It then
LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP) — A
went off the roadway on the norrelatively mild and quiet
thside in what appeared to be a
weather pattern was taking hold
backward position where it
across the Aldo Valley early tostruck the utility pole, the report
day and the National Weather
stated.
Service said it looks like it will
A passenger in the vehicle,
continue for the rest of the week
borma.-Fiiid, Rt. 2, was taken to
"Upper steering winds are
the Murray-Calloway County
flowing from the great norHospital where she was treated
thwest through the mid plains
and released, a spokeswoman
and then into the Ohio Valley,"
for the hospital stated.
the NWS reported. "'This is a
The accident occurred at appattern that will produce
proximately 8:30 p.m.
, moderately above normal

which was also a three-day
observance, 268 people were killed in traffic accidents. The
worst New Year's holiday occurred during 1965's three-day
weekend, when 564 deaths were
eeported.
The toll over the past
Christmas weekend was 238 —
the lowest for a three-day holiday since the council began
compiling statistics. The council
attributed the low toll for that
holiday period to record cold
and snow,. over much of the
country.

It may be 50 this weekend;
mild weather front moves in
temperatures and only weak
weather fronts.
The forecast called-- for
temperatures to rise an average
of two degrees each day through
the end of the week. Occasional
weak frontal systems will provide temporary cloud . cover in
an otherwise fair sky, the NWS
said.
Highs in the 40s are predicted
this week, possibly reaching into
the 50e towards the weekend.
Lows in the 20s are expected.
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perspective

Mrray Ledger & Times

garrott's galley

Reagan isn't
playing Santa
to our hungry
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With Ed Meese playing Scrooge to the na
hungry, claiming that people queue at so
lichens "because the food is free and that's easier
than paying for it," it's not suprising that the
Reagan administration has felt the need for
damage control. ,
The president gdt into the act when he told a
reporter that "as long as one American Is hungry,
that's one person too many,"following this up with
his press conference claim that more had been
done to feed the needy during his presidency than
ever before.
To borrow a line from the president himself —
"There he goes again." This administration has
hardly played Santa to the nation's hungry. The
Congressional Budget Office reports that, adjusted for inflation and unemployment, food
benefits have been slashed, not increased, by Mr.
Reagan with $2 billion cut from food stamps and.
$1.4 billion from child nutrition programs just this
year.
These cuts hurt the poorest families, for they
have mostly been achieved by reducing the
benefits to which those below the poverty line are
entitled. As a result, these families run out of food
earlier in the month. That's one good reason why
studies from such non-political charities as the
Salvation Army as well as from the administration's own Depagtment otAgriculture report long
lines at the soup kitchens and a near-drklibling of
demand at emergency food centers this year. '
1
The presidential Task Force on Food Assistance
was supposed to shed new light on the hunger problem. But that panel has become so disputatious
that it will never even meet before its report appears; instead, a "consensus" document,
prepared by a carefully vetted staff, is being fed
into the commissioners, one at a time, for their
acquiescence.
The task force draft report doesn't address the
hunger issue; instead, it attempts to defuse it.
While acknowledging the evidence of the studies
— and the realities of those soup kitchen lines —
that hunger remains a major problem,the report
puts none of the blame on the White House.To the
contrary: There is quibbling about the statistical
reliability of certain studies, criticism of mental
Institutions for releasing inmates without means
of support — everything but acicnowledgthent that
this administration has made the situation far
worse that it was three years ago.
The commission's draft report doesn't urge a
more generous and more inclusive food stamp
program — on the contrary, it may well propose
raising the eligibility ceiling still further. The only reforms it's likely to command are better
record-keeping and better publicity efforts. Nor
will it urge strengthening the nutrition program
for women, infants and children, despite the
astonishing benefits of that federal effort.
A pat on the back for the White House may be
all that could be expected from a task force stacked with Reagan loyalists. Yet that course stands
In sharp and sorry contrast to the efforts of the
first national commission on hunger, headed by
then-Sen. George McGovern, which determined a
decade and a half ago that the nation needed to
itct boldly in order to put food on the table of every
_American. Despite the soothing words hoW coming from Washington, the problem has not been
solved. This task force, like the president, is merely putting a better face on a pone)
,toward hunger
that only Scrooge could applaud.

by m.c. garrott

A review of some of the 'Galleys'

of 1983 and the memories they left
With this first column of 1984, I
summer missionary; and Emma
am, as has been my custom for the
Sue Hutson's impromptu audience
past nine plus years, pausing for a
with Pope John II at the Vatican.
moment and looking back at the
I have especially enjoyed doing
memorable experiences I had in
the nostalgic columns. They seem
pulling together the 103 written in
to generate unusual reader action.
1983.
A lot of comments were heard after
Today's is No. 952 since the colthe one ran about Debbie Bell's
umn first appeared here in The
master's degree thesis and how life
Ledger & Times in October 0(1974.
was in Calloway County schools 50
To single out any one as the
or 60 years ago.
"Column of The Year" would be
Then there was the one about Hal
difficult. They were all either fun
Houston, Jr., performing a hernia
or interesting to do. Some struck
operation on a patient upon whom
nostalgic chords. When you
his grandfather, Dr. Brent
become a senior citizen, you seem
Houston, had performed a similar
to have a tendency to reminisce.
operation 64 years before.
Some for one reason or another
We all got a laugh out of John
surprisingly generated unusual
Parker's story about the time when
reader interest. Some just naturalhe, as a young boy, drove Dr. John
ly come to mind as I think back
W. Capes new Nash automobile off
across the year.
the grease rack in his father's
• • •
garage on South 4th Street and into
The year produced more cola wall.
umns in series form than in any
Another was Bailey Gore's
previous year — that is, stories reboyhood trip to the west coast with
quiring more than one column to
some of his Hopkinsville buddies,
tell.
Including present UK football
It took two columns to: Describe
coach Jerry Claiborne.
Don Hardy's gallant battle against
Then Van Valentine's book,"My
cancer; wish Dr. Marshall Gordon
Memories," came out with a lot of
and his family farewell as they left
interesting and humorous stories,
for Springfield, Mo., and the
some at which r shared with- you.
presidency of Southwest Missouri
• • •
- University; to share with you all
Every year brings a number of
the talents and special interests of
"people" stories columns about inJohn Boyer; and to relate John
dividuals or reporting interviews
Trotter's love for baseball and his
with them, and 1983 was no
years following the St. Louis
exception.
Cardinals.
I well remember my visits with
It took three columns to get in on
Ailene Greene, wife of Murray
all of Jodie Cochran's hog killing
State basketball coach Ron
know-how and experiences, and it
Greene....Dr. Kala Stroup, the new
took four to tell the story of Mr.
president of Murray State....Lita
D.Y. Dunn's trip to Washington to
Gough, the vivacious young lady
participate in the 50th anniversary
who entertained us well for so long
observance of the founding of the
as the Racers' "Dunker' ...and
U.S. Army. Reserve and four dealwith Bethel Richardson as he told
ing with the 20th anniversary of
of his motorcycle ride from the
Stubb Wilson's dliappearance and
west coast to Murray.
death in an airplane crash.
Another that comes quickly to
• • •
mind is the column about Mrs.
The "unusual" columns that come
Marjorie Gaddie and how she
to mind might well include:
quietly boarded a bus for Memphis,
Robert Houston and Bobby
underwent open heart surgery at
Willson and their flights hereabouts
Baptist Hospital there all alone and
In their Ultra-lite airplanes; Bob
10 days later was preparing to
Waters and his Boy Scout knife colboard a bus for home when a
lection; Mike Outland's wild trip to
church bus was sent for her.
North Carolina to get his girl friend
In this same category could well
who was over there as a Baptist
fall the one with Tom Shekell as he
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capitol ideas
WASHINGTON (AP) — Congressional delegations from Southern
states seem to be getting more
liberal, at least -16.3 viewed by
Americans for Democratic Action.
For years, the ADA has graded
members of Congress on how they
voted on issues the organization
regards as an indication of
liberalism.
In 1982,-the liberal group started
grading state delegations, as well
as individuals.
The 1983 ratings provided the
first year-to7year comparison of
how House members from particular states are voting. One year
may be too short a time to show a
trend, but, for what it is worth, all
of the delegations that became
notably more liberal between 1982
and 1983, as judged by the ADA,
were from Southern or border
states. _ .
West Virginia led the list, followed by North Carolina, Missouri,
Alabama, South Carolina,
Oklahoma, Virginia and Texas.
"We are taking a look at this in
men detail to see what factors are
invollred.- whether it was the
treehmenter what it was," Frank

recalled the World War II exteresting at the end of 1984 — the
periences of he and his two
Good Lord willing — to look back
brothers, the only set of triplets
and see what that year had in store
ever inducted into military service
for me to write about as the column
from Calloway County, and the one
reaches and passes its 1000th
Melva Hatcher helped me with in
mark.
telling about the simple life style
With your continued good help,
her uncle and aunt maintain in
and I am especially grateful to
Larue County.
those of you who consistently give
• • •
me good tips on stories, I will conPopeye Ross' retirement and the
tinue to do my best to bring you
closing of his Chevron service stasomething to read and, prehaps,
tion at the corner of Main and 15th
give you a chuckle or two twice a
Street also drew a lot of comment.
week — on Tuesdays and
The station since has reopened
Thursdays.
with Mickey Cochran as the
I know many of you have inoperator and with Ed Elkins and
teresting or humorous stories to
,Joe Suiter, two of Popeye's
tell, and my hope is that you will
mainstays back at the pumps.
share them with me for "The
• • •
Galley," because keeping it going
Then there were the "fun" colIs like feeding a St. Bernard dog!
umns....the one on the trip Jeff,
A note to me in care of The
Gary Galloway and I took to St.
Ledger & Times, or an evening call
Louis to see the Houston Astros
to me at home (753-7809)- will do the
play the baseball Cardinals....our
trick. I will appreciate hearing
week on the beach with the entire
from you.
family at Panama City...,my first
• • •
Fancy Farm picnic... breakfast
Meanwhile, best wishes for God's
with Joe Tom Erwin at his place on
ricest blessings in good health and
Kentucky Lake....and meeting TV
much happiness in 1984!
sports commentator Bob Trumpy
Happy New Year!
at the MHS athletic banquet are
some of the most memorable.
It wasn't "fun";though, to come
home after a weekend in Louisville
Ten years ago
to learn that George Hodge's place
Preston Perry who retired on
burned along with the building L.D.
Dec. 28 as Hazel Postmaster after
Miller owned and In which I had a
30 years with the U.S. Postal Serlittle office. Fortunately, all I lost
vice will be honored with a dinner
was some rather treasured pictonight at Gallimore's Restaurant,
tures and some files and papers
Hazel.
that should have been thrown away
Michael David Robertson has
long ago anyway.
been named as campus minister
• • •
for Baptist Student Union Center at
There were times during the
Murray State University by the Exyear, too, that we were greatly sadecutive Board of the Kentucky
dened by the passing of close
Baptists.
friends. Among these were E.J.
Births reported include a boy to
Haverstock....Sarah and Pete
Dr. and Mrs. David Winslow, Jr.,
Panzera....young Jim Hail out at
on Dec. 11.
.Murray State....B Ll 1
Mel Purcell of Murray finished
Zambella....Tip Doran....Dr. and
second in the 14-year-old singles
Mrs. O.C. Wells....Pat and Modene
division of the Sugar Bowl InvitaHackett....Dwight Crisp....and,
tional Tournament at New Orleans,
just recently, Coach John Miller,
La.
who was my gym teacher when I
Dr. Clell Petersen is speaking on
was an uncoordinated freshman at
"Birds In Your Back Yard" today
Murray State.
at the meeting of the Garden
• • •
Department of the Murray
These and all the others are
Woman's Club.
history now. It will be equally as inTwenty years ago
Christopher Mason -Henson, son
of Mr. and Mrs. Allen Henson, was
the first baby of 1964. He was born
at 9:20 a.m. on Jan. 2.
The Rev. Hubert Beck of
Charleston, Ill., has been called as
resident pastor of the Lutheran
Church in Murray by the Mission
Board of the Lutheran Church. Services now are being held at Robertson School, but new facilities will
be at 15th and Main Streets,
Murray.
Mr. and, Mrs. George Linville
held open house in celebration of
their 50th wedding anniversary on
Dec. 22 at their home.
Births reported include a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Magness on
Dec. 14.
Miss Leah Caldwell, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Codie Caldwell, is a
student at the University of Kentucky, Lexington.
Students at David Lipscomb College, Nashvill, Tenn., include
Rogenia Blackwood, daughter of
Mrs. Ruth Blackwood, and Miss
Janice Paschall, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. L.W. Paschall, both of
Murray.
Thirty years ago
Murray City Patrolman 011is E.
Warren will take over the position
of Chief of Police of Murray tomorThe Missouri delegation's. row. He has been a member of the
force since March 1948.
average increased from 28 to 53
Carman Motel at 1505 West Main
after the state lost a Republican
Street is having open house today
seat because of the redrawing of
at the new facilities. Mr. and Mrs.
congressional district lines on the
A. Carman are owners.
basis of the 1980 census.
Campbell- Rhea, Rotarian '
from
In Alabama, where offb
Paris, Tenn., spoke on the life of
Democrat turned out a Republican,
Winston Churchill at the meeting of
the average ADA rating of the
the Murray Rotary Club at the
seven-member delegation jumped
Murray Woman's Club House. He
from 10 percent to 31 percent.
was introduced by Ray Brownfield.
In South Carolina, one Democrat
Births reported include a boy to
replaced a Republican &ad the,
Lt. and Mrs. J.L. Morrill, Jr., on
ADA's liberalism rating for the sixDec. 12.
member delegation went from 17 to
36.
Not all of the changes in voting
patterns appeared to result from
By Ken Wolf
Democratic gains. In Oklahoma,
In November, 1988. AP writer
-for -example, the delegation's
Mort Rosenblum*wrote a series of
average grade increased from 32 to
articleson Eastern European coun50 even though all five of the state's
triseg-In one of these, he quoted a
House members were re-elected.
statement by Psisntisek Vencovsky,
And in eomvof the other states, the
a Czech planning official, on the
increases in votes regarded by the
"four miracles of socialism:"
ADA askliberal were out of propor1Cvsrlests has &jab but nobody
tion to the gains made by the
Democrats. Different issues are
Nobody works but all
used to grade the congressmen in
pilotS ta11111.1. Plaits are
different years, however, and the
MOWN but Nothing Is
ADA'. Gallo said no
intillohls. Netlikeis available
have been &awn about
bit waned"Is perfect.
c alitkins

looking back

by w. dale nelson

Gallo of the ADA said.
West Virginia made the most
astonishing turnaround. In 1982,
the ADA gave West Virginia
representatives an average rating
of 36 on a scale of 100. In 1983, this
Increased to 81 percent, just two
perCentage points behind
Massachusetts, which the ADA
called the most liberal delegation
In Congress. West Virginia elected
three new Democrats to its fourmember delegation in 1982, inc lu ding two who replaced
Republicans.
Virginia, which elected four new
House members including three
Democrats who replaced
Republicans, had a delegation that
drew an average rating of 24 percent from the ADA,compared with
6 percent in 1982. Despfte the increase, the Old Dominion's delegation was still rated by the liberal
group as the most conservative in
Congress.
In North Carolina, where two
seats changed hands from the
Republicans to the Democrats, the
delegation's ADA grade intreased
from IS percent to 511percent.
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Newborns, dismissals listed by hospital
Census at Murray. 12th St.; Joe Wayne
Calloway County Pritchett, Hardin;
-.Hospital for WednesMiss Ellem Marie
day, Dec. 28, was 93 Johnson. 1611 Parklane ;
adults and eight in Patrick F. Rowland,
nursery.
1703 Audubon; William
Newborn admissions H. Castle, 103 Lark,
were as follows:
Paris, Tenn.; William
Baby Boy York, G. Holt, Jr., Rt. 7;
pai-ents, Ginger and
Mrs. Sheila H. Green,
Steven, Rt. 9, Benton;
1009 Hickory, Benton;
Baby Boy Gibson, Mrs. Patsy Ann Bean,
parents, Wendy and 313 Heritage, Mayfeld;
Jaaes. Rt. 2 , Mrs. Katie A. Todd, 6A
Gilbertsville
Washington Court,
Dismissals were as Paris, Tenn.;
follows:
Mrs. Connie Adams,
Mrs. Lois A. Douglas, New Concord; Charles
Rt. 3; Mrs. Deborah R. W. 'Thompson, 1700
Wood and baby boy, 330 Calloway Ave.; William
North Fifth St.; James J. Wheeler, New ConA. Harryman, 408 North cord; John Owings, Jr.,

WINTER DELIGHT — Fresh Tangerine Sherbet
served with vanilla ice cream and a topping of semisweet chocolate is good for a fresh fruit dish.

Fruit recipe released
By CECILY
BROWNSTONE
AP Food Editor
DEAR CECILY: I'd
like to use fresh
tangerines for a
sherbet, but I lack a
recipe. Can you help? —
ENTERPRISING.
DEAR ENTERrRISING: Here's a recipe for
Fresh Tangerine
Sherbet. I'm happy you
asked for it because
these days light and
refreshing fruit desserts
are welcome at every
season of the year. You
can serve the sherbet as
is or with vanilla ice
cream — one of my
favorite combinations to
offer to guests. — C.B.
TANGERINE
SHERBET
12 to 14 medium
tangerines, cut in half
crosswise
1 envelope unflavored
gelatin
-1 cup light corn syrup
1.4 cup milk
Using a reamer,
squeeze the juice from
the tangerines. If
necessary, use a finemesh strainer to
remove any seeds. You
will need 3 cups
tangerine juice.
In a medium bowl

94 Shady Oaks Trailer
Ct.
Census at MurrayCalloway County
Hospital for Thursday,
Dec. 29, was 95 adults
and seven in nursery.
No newborn admissions were listed.
Dismissals were as
follows:
Mrs. Kimberly S.
Oakley and baby boy,
216 North 13th St.; Mrs.
Cheryl J. Hicks and
baby boy, New Concord; Miss Jennifer R.
Green, Rt. 2, Hazel:
R
MtissAngela
1;
B. Higgins,
Brandon J. Hughes,
Hardin; Miss Laura M.
Williams, Rt. 1, Almo;
Randy D. Lassiter, Rt.
2, Hazel; Mrs. Sharon
R. Maher, 129 Dogwood
Dr.; Leland W. Steely,
Rt. 2, Hazel;
Robert M. Duncan,
Rt. 2, Hazel; Thomas
Turner Ahart, 749 Riley
C t ; Nathan C.
Cochrum, Rt. 2, Mobile
Home Village; Jean I.
Green, 313 South 13th St.
Census at MurrayCalloway County
Hospital for Friday,
Dec. 30, was 94 adults
and eight in nursery.
Newborn admissions
were as follows:
Baby Boy Bean,
parents, Patsy and

James, 313 Heritage,
Mayfield;
Baby
oy Burnett,
parents, Christa and
Jerald, Rt. 4, Mayfield;
Baby Boy Bahre,
parents, Susan and
Thomas, Rt. 5, Benton;
Baby Boy Farris,
parents, Debra and
Doyle, 200 South Sixth
St.;
Baby Boy Henson,
parents, Debra and
Dennis, Rt. 1, Benton.
Dismissals were as
follows:
William; M. Mason,
Rt. 2, Hazel; 'Mrs.
Patricia 4-G. Skinner,
New Concord; William
R. Wilson, Rt. 7; Robbie
W. Marquardt, 2209
Gatesborough; Finis L.
Guthrie, No. 73 Shady
Oaks Trailer Ct.;
Mrs. Kathy D. Lee
and baby girl, Rt. 1,
Dexter; Mrs. Jeanetta
Lynn Smith and baby
boy, Rt. 8; Mrs. Wendy
S. Gibson and baby boy,
Rt. 2, Gilbertsville;
Garvus Russell
Dowdy, Jr., Rt. 6;
William E. Crider, 808
Sycamore St.; William
R. Rule, Rt. 1, Kirksey;
Johnie H. Elliott, Rt. 5;
John D. Kimbro, Rt. 6;
Mrs. Gladys M. Pettit,
Rt. 4; Mrs. Jennie Mae
Wilson, 835 Hurt Dr.;
Larrie Neil Clark, 811
Sha-Wa Ct.; Aaron M.
Burkeen (expired) Rt.
1, Almo.

Dietician at zoo
LOUISVILLE, Ky.
(AP) — Some of Karla
Stauble's customers eat
like birds no matter
what she cooks for
them.
In fact, the birds —
particularly the flamingos — present a
challenge to the 25-yearold dietician at.. the
Louisville Zoo. She
begins by grinding up
nine hard-boiled eggs,
five pounds of smelts,
six pounds of bird-ofprey diet and five
pounds of carrots.
Then she adds a variety of ingredients that include alfalfa meal, catfish food and vitamin
supplement. She adds
water, stirs and serves.
It's those kinds of
meals that have the zoo
spending about $157,000
annually to feed its
animals.
On any given week,
Mrs. Stauble might
order 240 pounds of carrots, six 40-pound boxes
of apples, 160 pounds of
bananas, 30 pounds of
grapes and five or six
bushels of sweet
potatoes.
"We don't take
seconds," she noted.
Mrs. Stauble doesn't
work on weekends, so on

Fridays, she prepares
sprinkle the gelatin over
for Saturday, Sunday
2
1,4 cup of the tangerine
and Monday morning.
juice and let soften —
When she returns to
about 5 minutes. Heat
work on Monday, she
11,i cups of the remainstarts from scratch.
ing tangerine juice until
Some of the recipes
it begins to boil; pour
don't always turn out
over gelatin mixture
like she expects. For exand stir until gelatin is
ample, the woolly
dissolved. Stir in until
monkeys get a "Jell-O
blended the remaining 1
Cake" on special occacup tangerine juice, the
sions made from Jell-O,
syrup and milk. Turn inmonkey biscuit and
to a 9 by 9 by 2-inch pan.
fruit.
"We iced it with
Cover pan with saran.
whipped cream and
Freeze until very firm
they were scared of it,"
— overnight if you like.
she said.
Mrs. Stauble
Let stand at room
graduated from the
temperature to soften
University of Kentucky
slightly — about 10
with a degree in animal
minutes. Turn into the
science. She worked as
large bowl of an electric
a saleswoman in a
mixer. At low speed,
department store and
beat until smoothly
just as she was becomcombined but not
ing bored in May 1982,
melted. Turn into a
the job of zoo dietician
freezer container and
opened up.
cover tightly. Freeze to
"It's'been
have firm — 4 hours or
fascinating," she said.
longer.
-You can pick up so
Before serving, let
much just standing
stand briefly at room
listening to the keepers
temperature to soften
in the morning."
slightly. Offer as 'is or
To give her, the
with vanilla ice cream.
keepers and the
As a garnish, you may
'V eterinarian
want to use curls or
technologist a clearer
shaving of semisweet
idea of each other's
chocolate.
worlds, they are being
Makes about 1 quart.
scheduled to work parttime in each other's
areas.
Mon-Sat
am to 3 pm
"It gives me a chance
to see what happens to
Lunch Specials
my diets when they
lb. Chop Steak
leave my door," she
with Potato & Bread $229
said.
People she meets are
The Best Hamburger in Town,
often fascinated by her
job.
Served with Fries. $ 199
"It drives my husChoice of Bun. Plain, Onion or Kaiser
band crazy. He'd do
See Thursday's Ad
anything to work here,"
We Deliver
she said.
753-1314
There are drawbacks,
Hot Chili or Soup on Salad Bar
a Continued on page 5
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Reed-Norsworthy vows said

The sanctuary of the
Grace Baptist Church
was the setting for the
winter candlelight wedding of Miss Belinda
Kay Reed and Jerry
Don Norsworthy on Friday, Dec. 23, at 7 p.m.
The bride is the
daughter of Ms. Gloria
Reed of Murray and Noble Reed of Reidland.
The groom is the son
of Mr. and Mrs. Jack
Norsworthy of Murray.
The Rev. R.J. Burpoe
performed the double
ring ceremony. He was
assisted by the Rev. C.J.
Dexter.
The ceremony was
read before an arched
candelabrum flanked by
two twin branch
candelabra. Potted
poinsettias on fern
stands completed the
decorations.
The windows were
decorated with red
taper candles in brass
holders surrounded by
greenery, red berries
and red ribbon.
Music was presented
by Dwane Jones,
organist, and Mrs. Beth
Wilson, soloist.
The bride
The bride was
escorted to the altar by
her brother-in-law,
Gerald Reed of
Reidland.
She wore an ivory tealength gown of peau de
sole. The gown, fitted at
the waist, flared into a
full skirt. Short puffed
sleeves and a boat neck
were accented by peau trou sers and had
de soie fabric roses.
boutonnieres of holly
Her headpiece was of and white carnations.
tiny silk flowers.
The ushers were Tim
The bridal bouquet Stone, Chuck Williams,
was of fuschia silk roses Mike Harrison and
accented by ivory lace Steve Enoch. They had
ribbon tied in love knots. boutonnieres like the
Mrs. Brenda Reed, attendants.
sister of the bride, was
Serving as ring
the matron of honor. bearers were Bradley
Ms. Gaynell Danielson, Norsworthy, nephew of
also a sister of the bride, the groom, and Mitchell
was the bridesmaid.
Danielson, nephew of
Each attendant wore the bride.
a street length dress of
They wore navy
deep fuschia with a sweaters, white shirts
jewel neckline and a and navy trousers. They
cascading side ruffle on had boutonnieres of holthe skirt. Each dress ly and white carnations.
was complimented by a Each carried an ivory
ribbon tied belt and silk heart-shaped pillow
flower at the waist.
trimmed in lace with the
Both Mrs. Reed and wedding rings tied on by
Ms. Danielson carried satin ribbon.
wicker baskets of ivory
The bride's mother,
silk roses trimmed with Mrs. Gloria Reed, was
fuschia ribbons.
attired in a street length
Miss Erin Wilson, dress of royal purple
cousin of the groom,‘ with a lace jabot.
was the flower girl. She
Mrs. Jack (Charlene)
wore a red dress with a Norsworthy, mother of
white color and pleated the groom, wore a street
skirt. White leotards length dress of royal
and black velvet shoes blue with a ruffled stancompleted her outfit.
dup collar and ruffled
She carried a wicker cuffs. Taupe suede
basket filled with red shoes and handbag comrose petals which she pleted her ensemble.
dropped in the path of
Both mothers were
the bride. She had a tiny presented corsages of
red rosebud corsage and cymbidium orchids with
wore white silk flowers Iridescent ribbons.
in her hair.
The groom's father,
The groom
Jack Norsworthy, was
The groom was at- presented a boutonniere
tired in a three-piece of holly and white
black suit with a white carnations.
shirt and maroon and
Mrs. David (Ginger)
black accessories. His Norsworthy, sister-inboutonniere of fuschia law of the groom,
and white silk flowers presided at the guest
matched the bride's register and directed
bouquet.
the wedding.
David Norsworthy,
Reception
brother of the groom,
A reception followed
served as best man. the ceremony in the
Groomsman was Paul fellowship hall of the
Jones.
church.
Both attendants wore
Mrs. Josephine Manncamel jackets and black ing was hostess for the
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reception. Serving were
Mrs. Anna Jean Usrey,
Mrs. Mildred Burpoe,
Mrs. Donna Jackson
and Mrs. Volene Wilson,
the latter an aunt of the
bride.
The serving table was
covered with a red cloth
accented by a white
snowflake garland. A
white ceramic
Christmas tree with
matching candleholders
was used as the
centerpiece.
The four-tiered wedding cake was
decorated with red
roses and roman columns with love birds.
The top layer held the
traditional bride and
groom statuette. The
cake was made by Mrs.
Manning.
Coffee, punch, nuts
and mints also were
served. Silver and
crystal appointments
were used.
Rice bags of red net in
wicker baskets were
distributed by Bradley
Norsworthy and Mit-

chell Danielson.
The new Mr. and Mrs.
Norsworthy left for a
short wedding trip.
They now are residing
in their mobile home at
Shady Oaks, Murray.
Out-of-town guests included Mr. and Mrs.
James Wilson, Mr. and
Mrs. Carey Wilson and
and daughter, Erin,
Miss Jenny Lou Wilson,
Mr. and Mrs. Ron Miller
and Mr. and Mrs.
Gerald Reed, all of
Paducah, and Mr. and
Mrs. David Jackson of
Mayfield.
Rehearsal dinner
The rehearsal dinner,
hosted by the groom's
parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Jack Norsworthy, was
held in their home at
Shady Oaks.
The Christmas theme
was used throughout the
house. Covers were laid
for 34 persons.
The bridal couple
chose this time to present gifts to their
attendants.

Wedding planned
WHITESBURG — (AP) — U.S. Rep. Carroll
Hubbard of Mayfield and Carol Brown Howard
of Somerset
be married Sunday, Feb. 12, at
the First Bapt t Church.
According to. Monday's announcement, the
ceremony will'feature singing by former Gov.
A.B. "Happy" Chandler.
Rep. Hubbard has asked Bill Collins, husband
of Gov. Martha Layne Collins, and Floyd Poore,
Kentucky Transportation Secretary, to serve as
groomsmen They are longtime friends and were
classmates at Georgetown College.
Hubbard, a Democrat, now is in his fifth term
as the First District's representative in
Congress.
Mrs. Howard, a Whitesburg native, graduated
from Eastern Kentucky University in 1962 and
has been a teacher at Hopkins Elementary
School in Somerset for the past 17 years. She was
Miss Kentucky in 1959.
The marriage will be the second for both Rep.
Hubbard and Mrs. Howard.

Afghanistan government
orders registration, Army

Int.de Don.eq

753-0317
9-5
Mon.-Sat.
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Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Don Norsworthy
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Pakistan (AP) — The
Soviet-backed government of Afghanistan has
ordered all men above
the age of 18 to report to
the nearest army garrisons for compulsory
military service, according to Radio Kabul
In a broadcast
rnon4frwc-4 Sunday in
Islamabad, the state
radio quoted a Defense
Ministry communique
as warning that failure
to comply would invite
"strict punishment." It
did not spell out the
punishment
The order reflected

government concern
over the shrinking
Afghan armed forces. It
is believed the military
had some 90,000 officers
and men in December
1979, when Soviet troops
entered the country to
help the Marxist
-government battle anticommynist rebels.
Western analysts now
estimate that only
35,000-40,000 remain in
the armed forces due to
defections, desertions
and deaths in the conflict. They say the
Soviet Union still has
about 105,000 soldiers in
the country.
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Kentucky girl may get transplant
UNIONTOWN,. Ky. more months unless her
(AP) — Chasity Gibson diseased liver can be
will be one step nearer a replaced.
liver transplant when
Volk, associated with
the 1-year-old girl is adip.
mitted to a MeinpOit, Kosair Childrens
Hospital in Louisville,
hospital Wednesday.
first tried to get Chasity
"It's what we've be
waiting for," said L. admitted to the UniverDonna Volk. She AN sity of Pittsburgh
Hospital. She switched
spend about a week
tog evaluated andfe her efforts to Memphis
should know some
g after being told it would
be the end of March
then."
Doctors have told ,.er before there was a
parents, Jerry and possibility of getting inCharlotte Gibson, that to the Pittsburgh
Chasity is unlikely to facility.
"They have a newer
live longer thaN six

Worker' gains listed
WASHINGTON (AP) the highest average
Workers in New Hamp- pay, $27,626, while the
shire and the District of lowest average, $9,568,
Columbia posted the was received by retail
biggest gains in average workers, many of whom
annual pay from 1981 to work part-time
1982, while those in
The finance, inMichigan, Iowa and surance and real esate
Washington state fields led all industries
received the smallest in- In pay growth between
creases, the Labor 1981 and 1982, with an inDepartment said.
crease of 9.4 percent,
The Bureau of Labor followed by such
Statistics, reporting on service-oriented ina survey of 88.4 million dustries as hospitals
Workers covered by the and hotels, with 8.7
federal and state percent.
unemployment compenRetail trade, which
sation "system, said showed an increase of
employees nationwide 4.8 percent in average
averaged $16,732 in annual pay from 1981 to
wages and salaries last 1982, came in at the botyear, e 6.6 percent in- tom of the list.
crease from 1981.
The report said that
The bureau said New Alaska, with a figure of
Hampshire, which $27,904, had the highest
showed large gains in average annual pay of
construction, health any state in 1982, followcare services and ed by the District of Colmachinery manufactur- umbia, with an average
ing, led the nation in annual pay of $22,537.
average pay increases Next came Michigan,
from 1981 to 1982, with $18,809; New York,
an overall rise of 8.8 $18,530, and Wyoming,
percent.
$17,990. South Dakota
The nation's capital, had the lowest annual
including federal pay at $12,72, followed
employees, came in se- by Mississippi, $13,429
cond with an 8.6 percent and Maine, $13,466.
gain followed by
The 88.4 million fullMassachusetts and New time and part-time
York, each with gains of workers surveyed
8.2 percent.
represent about 88.8
Michigan had the percent of all
smallest increase in Americans who held
average annual pay — jobs in 1982.
3.8 percent from 1981 to
The calculations were
1982 — and Iowa and based on employment
Washington state and payroll data subfollowed with gains of mitted by companies
only 3.9 percent and 4.2 whose workers were
percent respectively.
covered by state and
The average pay in federal unemployment
Kentucky was listed as insurance compensation
$15,486.
programs.
The report said ThursExcluded from the
day that "average pay compilation were 12
varied widely by million to 13 million
Industry."
other workers in
It noted that workers agriculture, elected ofin the mining ndustry, ficials in most states,
which includes oil and household domestics
gas extraction, received and the self-employed.

French critics praise show.
PARIS (AP) —
French critics are hailing an international
avante-garde extravaganza titled "Good
Morning, Mr. Orwell"
and hosted by author
George Plimpton as "an
amusing and optimistic" response to
Orwell's "frightening
view of reality."
In the show,
American and French
avante-garde artists
picked up on the themes
contained in Orwell's
"Nineteen Eighty Four."
The one-hour program was beamed live
by satellite to the United
States, France and Germany over the New
Year's weekend. It contained frequent
references to "Big
Brother," the silent,
ever-present symbol of
repression.
It was broadcast by
public TV stations in the
United States.
Besides the 56-yearold Plimpton, other
Americans who appeared included a
futuristic rock group
"Oingo Boingo" performing live from San
Francisco and poet

program at Memphis
and there aren't as
many transplant patients," the pediatrician
explained.
Chasity, a victim of
biliary atresia, is in the
second of three stages of
the disease. "The doctors have warned us
that the third stage,
which will be accompanied by extensive
bleeding, will be dreadful, that she'll
deteriorate rapidly,"
Gibson said.
"She's a good baby;
she seldom cries except
when she's hungry or
her diaper is dirty," her
mother said. "And when
I'm busy with the
housework, I put her in
the playpen. She entertains herself, she
doesn't fuss."
Chasity, who
celebrated her first birthday Dec. 3, underwent
surgery when she was
2-months-old to connect
her intestine to her liver
to provide drainage.
The procedure produced "some success,
but then she got colingitis, and it spread to
her liver," Mrs. Gibson
said.
Last May, she underwent surgery again.

Anniversary reception on Sunday

Doctors "disconnected
the intestine and installed a stoma (a small bag
attached to the outside
of the abdomen) into
which all the bile now
drains," Mrs. Gibson
said.
In August, doctors
succeeded in clearing
up a new infection, but
they found that the liver
had hardened and blood
was bypassing it, making her veins swell.
"Her doctors told us
this is the second of
three stages of the
disease, that they have
done all they can do
surgically without a
transplant," Gibson
said."I was more afraid
then than I've ever been
In my life."
The Union Bank &
Trust Co. of Morganfield administers a trust
fund that has grown to
nearly $15,000, much of
it coming in small contributions "from people
we don't ever know,"
Mrs. Gibson said.
The couple, who have
another daughter,
Dawn, 3%, said Chasity
got her first doll at
Christmas but they're
hoping 1984 will bring
her the greatest gift of
all — a transplant.

DAT EBOOK

Mr and Mrs. Loyd V Owen

Tennis play Thursday
Group B of Ladies Tennis of Murray Country
Club will play Thursday, Jan. 5, at Kenlake Tennis Center. The group will meet at 8:30 a.m. at
the entrance to Murray-Calloway County Park to
go to Kenlake.
The lineup is as follows: Court One — Carol
Waller, Renee Wynn, Kay Ray and Martha Andrus; Court Two — Dianne Buckingham, Kathy
Kopperud, Marilyn Germann and Annette Alexander; Court Three — Cecilia Brock, Alice
Rouse, Cathy Mattis and Leisa Faugh.n; Court
Four — Vicky Holton, Vickie Jones, Cindy Dunn
and Laura Miller.

Hannah Fay Nance born
Mr. and Mrs. Rex Nance of Rt. 5, Paris, Tenn.,
are the parents of a daughter, Hannah Fay,
weighing seven pounds nine ounces, born Thursday, Dec. 22, at Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. The mother is the former Willo Fay
Brown.
Grandparents are Mrs. Treva Brown and the
late Albert Brown of Paris, Tenn., and Mr. and
Mrs. William D. Nance of Jones Mill, Tenn. A
paternal great-grandfather is Bardon Nance of
Jones Mill.

Family visits
Mrs. Rudolph (Opal) Howard spent the
Christmas holidays with her son, Dr. Russell
Howard and family of Evanston, Ill. She returned home with her son's family who spent the New
Year's holiday weekend here and with Mrs.
Howard's (Cindy) family in Metropolis, Ill. I

Luncheon Thursday
The Garden Department of the Murray
Woman's Club will have a potluck luncheon on
Thursday, Jan. 5, at noon at the club house. Jo
Williams will present the program on "England,
Scotland, Wales," with Janet Wallis as program
chairman and Gene Wrather to give the
Invocation.
Hostesses will be Ann Uddberg, Billie Hall,
Lottie Gibson, Dortha Jones, Pauline Parker and
Halene Visher. Rosanna Miller, department
chairman,. urges all members to attend.

Allen Ginsberg singing
an urgent plea to the
superpowers to
"meditate" on the
threat of nuclear
holocaust.
The Paris Chapter of Full Gospel Business
In N e-w— Y o r k ,
Men's Fellowship International will meet Frichoreographer Merce
day, Jan. 6, at Avalon Restaurant, Highway 79,
Cunningham became
Paris, Tenn. Dinner will be served at 6:30 p.m.
"the first man of the
with the meeting to start at 7:30 p.m.
year to dance with
Former Kentucky Governor Julian M. Carroll
himself."
will be the speaker. He and his wife now reside in
In France, Nam June
frankfort where he is presently a member of and
Palk, a South Korean
active in the Frankfort Chapter of the FGBMFI.
master of video and
Carroll will share how God has changed his life
electronic art who came
and is leading him by the Power of the Holy
up with the idea for the Spirit,
said Warren Hazel, a Par-is chapter
program, worked outspokesman, who invites all men, women and
side the Pompidou
children to attend.
Center in a television
truck mixing images of
the artists performing
"their response to
Orwell themes.-

Paris program Friday

Homeless shown not going to jails
LEXINGTON, Ky.
(
) — Tbe ill winds of
winter traditionally
blow hordes of homeless
men to a dubious sanctuary — the county jail.
Any criminal charge
— public intoxication,
for instance, or
trespassing —` yields a
warm cell and a meal.
Traditionally, many of
the men don't wait to be
arrested; they turn
themselves in.
But the winter of 1983
has been different.
Fayette County Jailer
Harold Buchignani said
he hasn't seen as many
of his cold-weather
"regulars" this year,
despite some of the bitterest temperatures in a
century. Jailers across
the state report the
same.
"Apparently, some of
them have gone to
Florida. They hop a
freight and go south,"
said Buchignani, adding
that he recently got a
phone call from a
former trusty who
wanted money to *t
back to Lexington.
In Owensboro,
Daviess County Jailer
Harold Taylor said
"We'd have 10 or so who
would have checked in
around Christmas time
for the sake of having a
Christmas meal.
"We didn't have that
and I don't know why.
We don't have any
(public shelters) and
the regulars that are
usually around here are
not here."
In Louisville, the
police van that combs
the city for vagrants
each night could easily
pick up 15 in an hour,
said corrections chief
Richard Fry. But officers say the "street

Dietician...
Continued from page 4
though. Smelts smell
and so does horsemeat.
"Luckily, I've got
allergies and my nose
stays clogged up," she
said.
The job has also taken
its toll on her menu
planning at home. "I
don't make salads. I
don't chop vegetables
(and) we eat out a lot."

Don't Miss
Settle-Workmans
Big After Chirstmas Sale

Mr. and Mrs. Loyd V.
Owen will be honored on
the occasion of their
50th Wedding anniversary on Sunday, Jan. 8.
A reception will be
from 2 to 4 p.m. in tilt
Educational Building or
the Hazel Baptist
Church.
All friends and
relatives are invited to
attend.
Mr. and Mrs. Owen
were married on Jan. 6,
1934, by the Rev. L.V.
Henson at Benton.
Their attendants were
Paul Owen and the late
Edna Mae Owen,
Mrs. Owen, the
former Masie Hamilton,
is the daughter of the
late Mr. and Mrs. W.A.
Hamilton.
Mr. Owen is the son of
the late Mr. and Mrs.
John H. Owen. —
They have three sons,
Gerald S. Owen, Wilton
Rehna Owen and Feril
R. Owen, all of Calloway
County.
Their two grandchildren are Erin Owen
and Tyler Owen.

who hasn't been charged with an offense can't
get in the jail,
Buchignani says "We
wouldn't let a guy
freeze. We'd call the
Salvation Army or
somebody.
"But if our police see
one of the regulars and
he's doing the least little
bit wrong, they're going
to pick him up and he
wants to be picked up.
"It's just like paying
taxes; you don't want to
do it, but you have to.
These people don't want
to be in jail, but it's inevitable that they'll be
back," Buchignani said.
Most of the jailers told
of local judges who are
sympathetic to the
homeless parading each
day through their
courtrooms.
"We've got three or
four (inmates) the
judge gave 30 days (for
public intoxication).
(He) said he wasn't going to turn them out
while it's cold," Bunch
said.
"And if we don't pick
them up, they'll go to
the police station or
here to the jail. It's the
only place they know, I
reckon. Here, they'll get
something to eat and a
warm place to stay."
Writer H.G. Wells died
in 1946 in London.

Carolyn Oliver
Of Mayfield
Lost 30 Lbs. &
32% Inches

Well, here is another success story
for you as a result of a conimittme'nt
to lose weight and a lot of encouragement along the way.
nrolyn's story is one a lot of us can relate to: Just
a few
weeks ago I hated the idea of getting dressed to go awywhere. I
wore a 13/ 1 4 but needed a 15/16.
How depressing! Dressing up was a chore because I felt that
no matter what I wore I didn't look nice and that makes you
feel awful.
Several of my friends at church had been going to Diet
Center and they had so many nice things to say about it. But
can I afford it, I kept asking myself. It dawned
on me suddenly •
Here I am, feeling awful about myself and I need to buy larger
clothes, can I afford not to go to Diet Center?
You can see what my decision was. I'm so very glad I chose
tc
lose weight at Diet C.efier. rye letiroitt• iturabout mttritioo am1
I truly believe
never gain weight &limits.
_
Thanks. Diet k:entei—

Off Everything

Buy Something
For Yourself From
Our Complete Selection
Of Decorative Accessories.

rit

J.P. Nesbitt's
Hwy. 641 N.
'Adjoining Wiggin's Furniture

Bobby Bunch said his
facility at Bowling
Green normally would
be holding 130 inmates a
day at this time of year.
The count was down to
89 last Wedneiday.
The jails at Covington
and Owensboro had 80
and 74, respectively,
down from a daily
average of 110 apiece.
Frey said the jail in
Louisville had 698 inmates, down from 1,125
for the same date in
1982. And in Lexington,
Buchignani said his
Metro Detention Center,
built to hold 410, was
holding 325.
Still, traditions die
hard and not everyone
has found warmth
elsewhere.
"We've got three
regulars that have come
in the last few days —
came in here to the jail
or walked into the police
station with a bottle,
wanting to be locked
up," said Taylor in
Owensboro.
"A jailer has the same
arrest power as any
policeman. When they
come in here, we usually just charge them with
public intoxication and
lock 'em up. Otherwise,
I feel like they're either
going to be frost-bitten
and in a hospital or on
charity."
Although someone

we're
moving
forward

We're Moving
To A New Location
Come Help Us!
/
13

people" are not to be
found in many of their
usual haunts on city
streets and beneath
bridges.
"I can't really account for where they've
gone, but there hasn't
been that increase" in
prisoners because of
cold weather, said Frey,
executive director of
Jefferson County's
Metropolitan Correctional Center.
"I think the police are
dropping some people
off at places where they
know they'll be warm
and have something to
eat," rather than bringing them to jail, Frey
said. "We still get some
of them, but our total
number's way down."
James Kerns, chief
deputy at the Kenton
County jail in Covington, said the number
of street people seeking
a haven in his facility
dropped this year with
the opening of the Do
Drop Inn, a large public
shelter across the Ohio
River in Cincinnati.
Plus, "there's not the
number of alcoholics
you used to have years
ago," said Kerns, who
has worked at the jail
for 1 7 years.
"Nowadays, it's pillpoppers. The old wino is
a dying breed."
Warren County Jailer

001 AT THE

This
Week
Only!
4

Mon.-Fri. 7:30-1:00
and 2:00-5:30
Sat. 10-12

DIET
CENTER

641 N.
The Village
753-0020
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Community events
Tuesday, Jan. 3
Tuesday, Jan. 3
Murray TOPS (take
Alcoholics
off pounds sensibly) Anonymous will meet at
Club will meet at 7 p.m. 8 p.m. in west side of
at Health Center.
Livestock and Exposition Center. For inforKappa Department of
mation call 753-0061,
Murray Woman's Club
762-3399 or 753-7764.
will have an open
meeting at 7 p.m. at
Bea Walker Group of
cldb house.
First Baptist Church

Tuesday, Jan. 3
WMU will meet at 7:30
p.m. with Mrs. Wayne
Halley.

Tuesday. Jan. 3
for Girls will meet at 7
p.m. at lodge hall.

Murray Optimist Club
, Offices of Circuit
will meet at 6:30 p.m. at
Court Clerk will be closHomeplace Restaurant.
ed today.
Murray State UniverMurray Assembly No. sity Libraries will be
19 Order of the Rainbow open from 8 a.m. to 4:30

Tuesday, Jan. 3

Thursday, Jan.5
Thursday, Jan.5
Thursday, Jan.5
Activities for senior hall.
Mothers Morning Out
—
citizens will be from 10
will be at 9 a.r; at First
Murray Moose Lodge a.m. to 2 p.m. at Hazel
Murray Civitan Club Baptist Churc .
will meet at 8 p.m. with and Douglas Centers
is scheduled to meet at 7
officers to meet at 7 and from 10 a.m. to 3
p.m. at Homeplace
Make Today Count is
p.m. at the lodge hall.
p.m. at Ellis Center.
Restaurant.
scheduled to meet at 7
p.m. at First Christian
Wednes- day, Jan.4
Community Shower
Xi Alpha Delta Church.
Hazel and Douglas
Centers will be open for Lexell and Barbara Chapter of Beta Sigma
Murray Brothers Who
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. Camp and children, Phi Sorority will meet at
for activities by senior Mary, Mike and Ben, 7:30 p.m. at Ellis Care and WKOA Happy
who lost their home and Center.
Hoopers wiki" ljaye a
citizens.
contents by fire will be
basketball ganillte;
otoith
Preceptor Omicron proceeds to go to MurMission Groups are at 7 p.m. at the Universcheduled to meet at 7 sity Branch of the Bank Chapter of Beta Sigma ray Headstart at 7:30
p.m. at Cherry Corner of Murray. For informa- Phi Sorority will meet at p.m. at Murray Middle
tion call 759-1791, day, 7:30 p.m. at Commerce School.
Baptist Church.
753-3283, night, or Centre.
---- -Sixth Annual Dairy
Flint Baptist Church 489-2438.
Mothers Morning Out Seminar will be at 10
Mission Groups are
Single Connection will will be at 9.a.m. at Good a.m. at West Kentucky
scheduled to meet at 7
meet at 7 p.m. at the Shepherd United Livestock and Exposip.m. at the church.
Educational Building of Methodist Church.
tion Center.
Baptist Young Women First United Methodist
of Sinking Spring Bap- Church. For informatist Church are schedul- tion call 759-4045 or
ed to meet with Janet 762-68,56.
Paschall.
NEW YORK (AP) — found you do best in the
Alcoholics
Anonymous and Al- It's Important to know business world, you can
Ray Brownfield will
Anon %rill have a closed where the jobs are these do, and you can find a
speak at 6:45 p.m. at
meeting at 8 p.m. at days — what's hot and place for yourself in the
First Baptist Church.
First Christian Church, what's not. But it's also job market.
important to know how
Benton.
"The secret is where
Murray State Univertd land that job, no mat- you do it. The secret
is
sity Libraries will be
Murray State Univer- tert how many job oppor- not knowing about a hot
open from 8 a.m. to 4:30
sity Libraries will be titnities .may be career, but a hot overall
p.m.
open from 8 a.m. to 4:30 av*ilable, panelists at a field and, whatever you
recent workshop here do, making yourself
p.m.
a
Thursday, Jan. 5
agreed.
specialist
in
of
one
those
Garden Department
The participants in fast-growing fields,"
Murray Women of the
of Murray Woman's
Moose will meet at 8 the program, "Where she said, adding that
Club will meet at noon
p.m. with officers to the Jobs Are ... And How two fast-growing areas
at the club house.
meet to 7 p.tn. at lodge To Get Them," spon- are health care and
sored by the Business finance. _
and Professional
In addition, Ms. Gates
Women's Foundation said, there are still
a
and the Clairol Loving few areas where
the
Care Scholarship Fund, percentage of women
NEW YORK (AP) — mature inside."
gave advice in these
Director-choreographer
Fosse, who has sur- areas, with a special versus men is so low
that a qualified woman
Bob Fosse, famed for vived a heart attack and
slant toward women.
will have a better
such hits as "Cabaret" said he has all but given
Among the panelists chance of getting hired,
and "All That Jazz," up smoking and has quit
was Anita Gates, author getting a higher salary
says he has to stay away drugs, also said his
of "90 Most Promising and moving ahead.
from people who offer dancer's body is not
Careers of the 80s," and These areas include
him drugs.
what it used to be.
"21 Steps to a Better .engineering,. aronliec•
"I have an addictive
"It's painful for me to Job." Ms. Gates said
ture and auto sales; and
personality and have go into my studio,"
there is no such thing as working as an airline
lived most of my life in Fosse said in the intera list est five careers that pilot or an FBI agent.
excess," the 56-year-old view for the Jan. 19
everyre ought to go in"In general," she
Fosse said in an issue of Rolling Stone
to to have a good future. said, "just think serinterview.
magazine. "You look in
"Whatever it is you vice. If you're working
"I see so many the mirrors and your
want to do, whatever it for a company
that
cokeheads. in the in- spirit is in the air, but is you
dreamed about makes a product that
dustry," said Fosse who your body is on the beingfrom
the time you you can see or hold or
admitted to still feeling ground like a little toad were
6 years old, or wear or live in or drive,
"very childish and Lm- with broken legs."
whatever it is you have you're probably
not as
p.m.

Career tips listed

FOUR RIVERS SCHOLARSHIP WINNER — Cynthia Ann Bruce (second from left) of Mayfield, a sophomore
mathematics major at Murray State University, is presented the $750 Four Rivers Manufacturing Council
Scholarship for 1983-84. Making the presentation is Ed Shinners (right), vice president and general manager of
Vanderbilt Chemical in Murray and president of the Four Rivers Manufacturing Council. Also shown are Dr. Kala
M. Stroup, Murray State president, and Barry Craig, director of industrial relations and personnel of the General
Tire and Rubber Company plant in Mayfield. The scholarship is presented each year to a child of an employee of
one of the members of the Four Rivers organization. Miss Bruce is the daughter of John and Ann Bruce, and her
mother is employed by General Tire in Mayfield.

STOCK—UP NOW!
Use Convenient Layaway

Queen Elizabeth battles reporters
LONDON (AP) —
Queen Elizabeth II has
fired off a new—Volley in
the royal battle with the
press, demanding that
she had other members
of her family be left
alone at their holiday
retreat.
The latest palacepress imbroglio came as
15-20 reporters and
photographers — most1 y free-lance
cameramen — were
camped near Sandr-

"Thomaston"

FULL SIZE SHEETS

5
88
3.88 •

Matching Cases

2 f0r
Full Size SHEET SETS
• *Fitted Sheet
*Top Sheet
*Pair of
Matching Cases

88

ingham, a mansion in
Norfolk about 100 miles
northeast of London.
Some were using
telescopic lenses and
walkie-talkies to keep
tabs on the queen and
her family.
Michael Shea, the
queen's press secretary,
accused the press of intruding on the family's
privacy both at Windsor
Castle, where they spent
Christmas, and Sandringham, where they

•

TOWEL ENSEMBLES
Stock-up Your Closet and Save!

Full Size Woven

BEDSPREADS
•Aztec
*Revere
•81 other Heirlooms
3R4E9G9.

Solid Colors and Fancy Patterns
to enhance your bathroom

$27.

Queen Victoria
REG. 39.99

New Bedford & Crochet

$30•

First Quality

THERMAL SPREADS

DRAPES

Full Size
Reg. 19.99
SPECIAL

Stub and
- Textured Weaves

DEPARTMENT SPEAKER — Jean McClure
presented a program on "Holiday Arrangements" at
the December meeting of the Garden Department of
the Murray Woman's Club. The members all participated by making an arrangement to be used in
their homes. The department will have a potluck luncheon on Thursday, Jan. 5,.at noon at the club house.
Jo Williams will present the program about her
travels in "England, Scotland and Wales."

VALUES to 114.
63114.
LONG

•

L 88

84 IN.
LONG V•

PLACEMATS
Assorted Colors &'Prints

a

*1`r COUPON
On Your Next
PRESCRIPTION
REFILL
One Coupon Per Rs,

ro

management consulting"
firm.
"Getting organized is
No. 1 because you're going to be asked a lot of
questions, such as what
do you want to do, what
are your achievements,
what are your skills,
what can you offer the
company, what can you
offer the organization,
and so forth," he said.
Morin said being
organized includes
drawing up:
• A list of 20 attributes: "Whatever
you like in the sense of
likes, attributes, skills
and list
achievements."
• A personality profile: "Whatever you
really want vs. what you
can do."
• A resume: A data
sheet on yourself. Good
design. Make it clean,
simple, no pictures, no
polka dots, no razzledazzle, just keep it easy,
nice bond paper."
Morin said the list of
20 attributes and the
personality profile are
intended to help identify
personal skills and
abilities so that a person
is better aware of What
he or she wants in the
joh market.

4 Vinyl

Ph-

Editors of two national newspapers
agreed to bring their
r%eporters and
photographers home,
but several newspapers
turned down the palace
✓ equest to ban
r photographs and stories
/ from free-lance
journalists.
"The press have been
continuing to harass the
queen and her family,"
said press spokesman
John Haslam.
According to a police
spokesman, the queen's
entire family is at Sandringham, including her
husband Prince Philip,
Prince Charles,
-Princess Diana, baby
William, Prince Andrew, Prince Edward,
Princess Anne and her
husband, Capt. Mark
Phillips, and their
children.
Last January, Shea
complained when
photographers on skis
and in helicopters stalked Charles and Diana
during a skiing vacation
in the Swiss Alps.

Our New Location
At Whitnell & Glendale
Behind Big Johns.

c 88

COMPLETE FAMILY DEPT STORE

celebrated the New
Year.
In a rare rebuke from
the 5 7 -year-old
monarch, newspaper
editors were asked Monday to call off their
✓ eporters at
Sandringham.

well off in the future in
the job market as if it's
a service company.
"And that doesn't
mean philanthropy or
charity; it means banking, it means insurance,
where there are all
kinds of new
specialties: medical
malpractice insurance,
kidnap insurance, dental insurance. There are
new specialties in every
field, but just keep service in mind."
The next step, after
identifying "hot" career
fields, is getting the job;
and that takes organization, said William
Morin, chairman of
Drake, Beam, Morin
Inc., an international
hurnan resources

"The interviewer
doesn't want to hear
that you don't know
%tat you
otdre
company," he said, "so
be able to talk about,...
tasks, specifics, Ideas
that You have about
what you can do for the
company that relates to
your past."
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OBITUARIES
Forrester dies in accident

Lit

st

Services for Dean
Forrester will be
Wednesday at 2 p.m. in
the chapel GI Isaac
Funeral Home._ Allington. The Rev. Alvin
York will officiate.
Burial will follow in
the Arlington Cemetery.
Friends may call at
the funeral home after 5
p.m. today (Tuesday).
Mr. Forrester, 51, Rt.
2, Arlington, died Monday at 2:40 a.m.from injuries sustained in an
accident one mile west
of Sharpe. The State
Police said his car ran
off the north side of the
road and struck a utility
pole.
Marshall County Coroner Jess Collier pronounced Mr. Forrester
dead on the scene. His
car overturned and he

Demonstrations at Tunis

Thurmond dies at hospital

Services for Thomas sister,
Mrs. Jack
Guthrie Thurmond were (Louise)
Cochran, and
Monday at 1 p.m. in the
one brother, Gene Thurchapel of Max Churchill
mond, both of Murray.
Funeral Home. John
Dale officiated. The
song service was by
Jerry Bolls' Singers.
Pallbearers were
Tony Thurmond, Tim
Thurmond, Paul Bailey,
Frank Albert Overbey,
The funeral for Aaron
Dale Cochran and Cor- Burkeen was Sunday at
dis James.
2 p.m. in the chapel of
Burial was in the Mur- Max Churchill Funeral
ray City Cemetery.
Home. The Rev. KenMr. Thurmond, 60, drick Lewis officiated.
Livonia, Mich., died Music was by Mrs.
Saturday at 2:59 p.m. at Juanita Lee and Mrs.
Lourdes Hospital, Bobbie Burkeen.
Paducah.
Pallbearers were
He had been injured in Charles Burkeen, Neal
a fall on the ice in front York, Ronald Burkeen,
of the home of his Jewel McCallon, Edgar
mother on Wednesday. Doores and Graves
He and his wife were Burkeen.
Final rites for Joseph visiting here enroute to
Burial was in the
Erwin, Sr., were Satur- Florida when he receiv- Temple Hill Cemetery
.
day at 10 a.m. at St. ed the head injury on the
Mr. Burkeen,62, Rt. 1,
Joseph Catholic Church, ice.
Almo, died Friday at
Elizabethtown, Ill. The
Mr. Thurmond had 9:15 a.m. at MurrayRev. Joe Stallins retired April 29, 1983, as Calloway County
officiated.
a hi-low operator for the Hospital.
Burial was in the Farmer-Jack Grocery
He is survived by his
church cemetery.
Company, Detroit, wife, Mrs. Virginia
The funeral for Mrs.
Mr. Erwin, 67, died Mich. He was a member Cleaver Burkeen; one
Martha Surd was Mon- Thursday at 6:25 a.m. at of the Livonia Church
of daughter, Mrs. Jimmy
day at 1 p.m. in the Hardin County General Christ.
Burkeen; one son, Jerry
chapel of Filbeck and Hospital, Rosiclare, Ill.
Born Feb. 10, 1923, in Mac Burkeen; one
Cann Funeral Home,
Survivors are his Calloway County, he sister, Mrs. Oeda
Benton. O.D. McKen- wife, Mrs. Ruby Erwin; was the son of
Mrs. Faughn; two granddree officiated.
three daughters, Mrs. Willie Ethel Diuguid children, Ronald
Burial was in the Joe Ann Bellies and Thurmond and the
late Burkeen and Lavonda
Jackson Starks Mrs. Veronica Mar- Jamnes Zelna Burkeen.
Cemetery.
shall, La4ke Station, Thurmond.
Mrs. Burd, 58, Rt. 1, Ind., and Mrs. Virginia
Survivors are his
Benton, died Saturday Krumpos, Marysville, wife, Mrs.
Freda
at 8:05 a.m. at Western Ind.; one son, Joseph Knowles Thurmon
d;
Baptist Hospial, ,Erwin, Jr.;_ Rosiclare, two daughter
s, Miss
FRANKFORT, Ky.
Paducah. She was the
Glenda Thurmond and (AP) — Republican
widow of Virgil Surd.
Also surviving are Miss Marcia Thurmond, lawmak
ers picked
Survivors are one three brothers, Ian Er- Livonia, Mich.; two
Richard Turner of Tomsister, Mrs. Howard win of Hardin, Ray Er- sons, James Thurmon
d pkinsville today as
(Ann) Darnell, Taylor, win of Rosiclare, Ill., and Mark Thurmon
d, minority House floor
Mich.; two brothers, and _Ralph Erwi0 of _Miami. Fla.
leader to succeed Art
Charles Coi)eland, Tren- Muscatine, Iowa; eight
His mother, Mrs. Schmidt who was
ton, Mich., and Oscar grandchildren; seven Ethel Thurmond, Rt. 8,
elected to the Senate
Copeland, Benton.
great-grandchildren.
survives, along with one last November.
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was thrown from the
car, the State Police
said.
Survivors are his
wife, Mrs. Nancy
Forester; three
daughters, Rebecca,
Tina and Kim Forrester, Lexington; his
parents, Virgil and Ida
Forrester, Arlington;
one sister, Mrs. Nancy
Mae Hutson, Coldwater.
The deceased was
employed at Carlisle
County Middle School
and was a member of
Calvary Baptist Church,
Arlington.

Mr. Burkeen's

funeral rites
held Sunday

Funeral held
for Mr. Erwin
at church

Mrs. Burd's
funeral held
on Monday
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Mr. Mohler's
final rites
on Saturday
Final rites for
Clarence Mohler were
Saturday at 2 p.m. in the
chapel of Max Churchill
Funeral Home. Lake
Riley and Reed Bennett
officiated. The song service was by singers
from the Hickory Grove
Church of Christ.
Pallbearers were
Leon Mohler, Donald
Mohler, Mike Mohler,
James Edwards, Ralph
Edwards and Mike
Wyatt.
Burial was in Brewers
Cemetery.
Mr. Mohler, 79, Rt. 1,
Almo, was pronounced
dead on arrival at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital on Thursday
at 8:05 p.m.
He is survived by his
wife, Mrs. Gertie Bennett Mohler; one son,
Bobby Mohler; one
sister, Mrs. Elwood
Brown; three brothers,
Lloyd Mohler, Curtis
Mohler and Gaylon
Mohler; three grandchildren; four greatgrandchildren.
Baseball great Babe
Ruth died in New York in
1948 after a long illness.

TUNIS, Tunisia (AP)
— Demonstrations
broke out in Tunis and
Sfax today after four
days of riots in southern
Tunisia protesting
government increases
in food costs. Unofficial
sources said as many as
25 people had been
killed.
Buses serving
downtown Tunis and
outlying industrial
areas stopped running
at midmorning. Protesters took to the
streets and chanted
anti -government
slogans and demanded
the price increases be
canceled.
The demonstrators,
mostly youths, hurled
stones at stores and
buses. Police with plexiglass shields fired tear
gas to break up angry
groups and surrounded
the university campus.Many shops closed.
Cafes usually crammed
with morning crowds
were nearly empty. The
main streets of the
capital were nearly
deserted.
In Sfax, this north
African nation's secondlargest city 155 miles to
thesouth,
demonstrators stoned
buildings and set cars
on fire.
A spokesman for the
French Consulate in
Sfax told Radio Monte

Turner, new floor leader
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YOU DON'T
WANT TO
MISS THIS
SALE
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Edward Holloway, minority floor leader.
Middletown
Republican, was
Senate Republicans
selected minority were scheduled to elect
caucus chairman, tak- their new leadership
ing Turner's place„,..
laler. They need a
minOrity leader to sucKen Harper of ceed Jim Bunning, who
Crestview Hills was the resigned to run Mr
other nominee for governor last year.

Carlo that the situation
was deteriorating.
Journalists in Sfax
reported all roads to the
southern part of the
country had been blocked. Rail traffic to the
port of Gabes, 95 miles
further south, was
halted and the Sfax
railway station was
jammed with people
waiting for
transportation.
Demonstrations
flared last Thursday in
southern Tunisia after
the government announced about a 115 percent increase in the
price of bread and the
abolition of government
subsidies on flour and
other staples.Bread
went from 80 mWimes
to 170 millimes (about 8
cents to 18 cents) a loaf.

No accurate casualty
figures were available
from the ftve days of
rioting.
News of the latest
trouble didn't become
public until Monday,
when travelers from the
southern regions reached Tunis.
Tunisia looks north
and eastward into the
Mediterranean and
south into the Sahara
Desert. Libya is to the
southeast and Algeria to
the west. Habib
Bourguiba was elected
president for life of the
republic in 1974 under a
one-party government.
Tunisia was estimated
in 1981 to have 6.6
million people, most of
them Arabic-speaking
Sunni Moslems.

Stock prices show
little change today
as rate uncertain
NEW YORK (AP) —
Stock prices were little
changed today, the first
trading session of 1984,
as the interest rate
outlook remained
uncertain.
Slightly more stocks
rose in price than fell in
the midday tally on the
New York Stock
Exchange:- '''''''
But the Dow Jones
average of 30 industrial
stocks, down 5.08 points
over the final three sessions of last year, slipped another .21 to
1,258.43 at noon'.
Despite the lackluster
finish in 1983, the stock
market's best-known indicator ended last year
with a gain of 212.10
points, or 20.3 percent.

Settle-Workman
Big After-Christmas Sale

Meanwhile, the start
of the new year brought
about the splitting up of
American Telephone &
Telegraph, which shed
its 22 regional telephone
companies on Sunday.
Shares in the "old"
AT&T rose % to 61% in
early trading, while the
.rlektr AT&T gained 14 to
18 in trading on a whenissued basis.
Big Board wolume
reached 29.77 million
shares a third of the way
through today's session,
against 32.59 million in
the same period Friday..
The NYSE's composite index fell .06 to
95.12. At the American
Stock Exchange, the
market value index was
up .19 at 223.20.

177'

SALE
NOW IN
PROGRESS
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NO EXCHANGES, NO REFUNDS,

MEN'S DEPT.

re
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NO ALTERATIONS ON

LADIES' DEPT.

SALE MERCHANDISE
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Men's Robes
Men's Dress Suits
Men's Dress Shirts Button down or plain collar ,
Men's Sport Shirts
Men's Sport Coats
Men's Sweaters
Men's Dress Pants
Men's Dress & Sport Hats
Men's Dreii & Surburban Coats
Men's Work Jackets
Men's Leather Jackets
Mans Flannel Shirts Smali Only
All Men's Jeans
1 Table Men's Heavyweight
Work Jeans by Wrangler
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/
1 3 OFF
20 TO 50% OFF
/
1 2 PRICE
20 TO 50% OFF
'AOFF
'A PRICE
'A OFF
20% OFF
20% OFF
20 TO 50% OFF
'A PRICE
lA PRICE
20% OFF
Value $1499

All Ladies Purses
Ladies Dresses Misses, Jr & /
1
2 Sizes
Ladies Robes
Ladies Blouses
2 Racks of Ladies Sportswear
Ladies Sweaters
All Ladies Jeans Jr & misses
Ladies Winter Coats
All Ladies Winter Jackets
All Ladies Flannel & Brushed Nylon
Gowns & Pajamas

'A PRICE
IA PRICE
/
1 2 PRICE
'A PRICE
/
1 2 PRICE
/
1 2 PRICE
20% OFF
IA PRICE
'A PRICE
20% OFF

CHILDREN'S DEPT.
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SHOE DEPT.
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14

1 Table of Ladies Dress & Casual Shoes
Children's Boots Values to $24.99
All Men's Dress & Casual
Shoes & Dress Boots
Men's Western Boots
,
Men's Jogging Shoes
1 Table Children's Jogging Shoes
1 Group Ladies House Shoes
All Men's Work Shoes

'A PRICE
$5.00

20% OFF
'A PRICE
20% OFF
'A PRICE
% PRICE
10% OFF

Girls Dresses Size 2T thru 14 Yrs.
% PRICE
Girls Jeans Size 2T thru 14 Yrs
20% OFF.
All Girls Sportswear Slacks, Tops, Stuns &Skirts, Sizes 2T thru 14 Yrs % PRICE
All Girls Robes, Pajamas & Gowns
'A PRICE
All Girls Winter Jackets
'A PRICE
1 Table Girls Jeans
1/4 PRICE
All Boys Jeans Slim, Reg & Husky
20% OFF
Boys
Sport Shirts 2T thru 18 Yrs
All
20% TO 50% OFF
All Boys Winter Jackets
/
1
2 PRICE
1 Table of Boys Jeans
% PRICE
One Group Children's
Tobbaggans, Gloves Mittens
'A PRICE
All Infants & Months Sizes, Boys & G,r s Sportswear20% PRICE

I.

Is Is

Is
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0

All Electric Blankets by Fieldcrest

20% OFF

Settle-Workman Downtown
Across from Bank of Murray
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LOOK WHO'S
1984's
FIRST BABY
AND THE WINNER IS!

The New Years Baby for 1984 is Roderick
Donovan Saxton, born
to Rita Saxton, of Murray.
The Winner of the First Baby Contest, spons
ored by The Murray._
Ledger & Times and area merchants, was born
today at 4:42a
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.

t
8x 10 Color Photo
For
Mr. or Miss 1984

Artcraft Photography

Prizes Awaiting 1984 First Baby

Portraits, Weddings, Fromes
One Day Processing
118 So. 12th

753-0035

First Pair of StrideRite Shoes

STO
'mCKADE

To Miss or Mr. 1984

For The Parents
of Mr. or Miss 1984

fl

2-8 oz. Sirloin Dinners
753-0440

Bel Air Center

Chilireo's Shoe Store

Soothside Manor

753-4383

Savings Account
Now Open

Bel Air Center

753-1795

BOLD
LIQUIDATORS

PEOPLES ,BANK

Downtown CT. SQ.
In The Old
Jeffrey's Bldg.

o

MURRAY ci KY.

For Mr. or Miss 1984

7Vatteit,
A Gift For
Mr. or Miss
1984 is
Waiting At...

For Mr. or Miss 1 984

A Johnson's Baby Gift Set

Gift Certificate
For
Mr. or Miss 1984

1 Case of Baby Food
For Mr. or Miss 1984

A JUMBO BOX OF PAMPERS
FOR MR. OR MISS 1984

Pay Lass

p

A Dinner
•F
For Two For The
Parents Of Mr. or Miss
1984

Phone:(502) 474-2211
Located on Highway 94 East
Aurora on Kentucky Lake

STEAK DINNER FOR 2
For The Parents Of

Mr. or Miss 1984

Chestnut
Street

Bank of Murray
"THE FRIENDLY BANK"
Itilounbor
FDIC

GIFT CERTIFICATE

(1fr it

el

for
Mr. or Miss 1984
109 S. 4th Murray
753-1462

‘
1°

OWEN'S FOOD
MARKET

5th & Walnut

A New Savings Account
is waiting for
Mr. or Miss 1984

,

Holland Drugs

DISCOUNT PIIISCRIPTIONS
1205 CHESTNUT
MURRAY KY
Mal Sat 9 R

)Dek
i

753-8302

Chestnut Hills Shopping Center
Murray, Kentucky

, South 4th
Across From Marray Drive-In

For Mr. or Miss 1984

Clinic Pharmacy

JCPenney

Foods

3 Boxes Of
Pampers

To Miss or Mr. 1984

$25 Gift Certificate
for
Mr. or Miss 1984

D&T Warehouse

AKE sr TE

1 Case of Baby
Formula

t\r--.
N1tI'a
753-1314

For Mr. or
Miss 1984

Baby
Planter

Owner

6091
/
2 South 4th
Murray, Ky 42071

Sharilyi Wisehart

753-9514

A Shampoo, Cut & Style
For Mom,Dad & The Baby
Plus A Gift Pack of Fantastic Sam's
Hair Core Products

0F- aritastic&wits
the original Family Haircutters

We ye qot locatoons coast to coast, and one near yowl

OTUAPIC PLAZA,
MURRAY, 753-0542

A BOX OF WALMART DIAPERS
FOR MR. OR MISS 1984

WAL•MART
641 North Central Center 759-9995
,

A $15.00 Gift Certificate

orey's

FOOD
GIANT
Bel Air Canter

753-8322
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Goodman's parents,
By The Associated Press
spoken with the Rev.
The jubilant parents Jesse Jackson, the canof Robert 0. Goodman didate for the
Jr. exclaimed "fan- Democratic presidentastic" and "absolutely tial nomination who
great" today after hear- went to Syria to seek
ing that Syria had Goodman's freedom.
agreed to free their
Jackson last called
Navy flier son held cap- her Saturday after
tive since Dec. 4.
meeting with Syrian
Goodman's wife, Foreign Minister Abdul
Terry Ann, "was so ex- Halim-Khaddam, Mrs.
cited she could hardly Goodman said. "He was
talk" in a telephone call very hopeful and very
telling her mother the pleased," she said. "He
news, said Goodman's said he was going to
mother-in-law, Loraine stay and work on it."
Bryant of Portsmouth,
Mrs. Goodman
.H.
credited Jackson for "a
"I just need more humanitarian plea" on
details," said Marilyn her son's behalf.
Goodman, the airman's
"I think the point he
mother, awakened at
was
trying to make is
her home in New York
City. "Oh God, it's sometimes the admistration's hands are
unbelievable."
tied in certain areas and
"Absolutely great,"
S ometimes a
said Robert 0. Goodman Sr., 50, of York, Pa. humanitarian plea can
"No words to describe work better than the
political aspect,'.! she
the feeling of elation."
said. "In that I think he
Mrs. Goodman called was right."
the news "fantastic'.
Mrs. Goodman, a
and said she had not yet bank teller, said she

excited over release from Syria

would stay home from
work today and await
further word on her son,
whom she last saw during the July 4 weekend.
"I'll just wait for the
phone to ring," she said.
"What can I tell you?
It's absolutely great."
Goodman's father, a
retired Air Force lieutenant colonel who is now
an executive for a food
processing equipment
firm, spoke with his son
In a television hookup
between Damascus and
the ABC "Good Morning
America" program.
"Bob, we're proud of
you," the elder Goodman said. "Come on
home."
"He's (Jackson) due
all the credit in the
world for Rob's
release," said the flier's
father, who earlier had
expressed ambivalence
about Jackson's trip to
Syria.
"My opinion was he
should evaluate the
facts given him," the
elder Goodman said. "I

just hoped he would
listen to the official a..
vice, which was opposed
at the time.
"Being successful, I
think he deserves all the
credit in the world. ...
This is a tremendous
service for cause of
peace."
Goodman also said he
had no reason to believe
the trip was a political
one.
"He's (Jackson) a
man of integrity and
conscience," the elder
Goodman said. "I have
every reason to believe
his motives were
apolitical."
Asked if he will meet
with his son overseas or
wait until he returns,
Goodman said, "I would
leave that to the Navy's
office. If they want to
have him for a couple of
days to debrief him,
fine."

Intruder jet that was
Mrs Bryant said she done," she said.
shot down Dec. 4 during hopes to see Jackso
n if
Lt. Cmdr. David
an air strike against he schedules
another Allen, a member of
Syrian anti-aircraft campaign trip to
New Goodman's squadron in
positions in central Hampshire "I
would Virginia Beach, said the
Lebanon. The pilot was tell him how thankfu
l we news of the release left
killed.
all are for what he's the flier's
colleagues "a

Announcement pleases Reagan

WASHINGTON (AP)
— President Reagan
was described as pleased after being told early
this morning of Syria's
release of captured airman Lt. Robert 0. Goodman Jr., the White
House said.
"Our only statement
would be that President
Reagan is certainly
pleased by the anlouncement of Lt. Goodman's release. Beyond
that we'll have to wait
for more details,"

Goodman, 27, of
Virginia Beach, Va.,
was navigato'r bombardier on a A-6E

other U.S. weapons.
After a year in which
textile, grain and
maritime agreements
caused Chinese-U.S.
rifts and official
cultural exchanges
were canceled, Zhao
said relations were "far
from what should be
desired."
He spoke of "twists
and turns, ups and
downs" and "difficulties and obstacles."
The purpose of his
visit to the United States

i) HEALTH

r

411

Pressure instruments
Lawrence E. Lamb,M.D.

was to rebuild relations,
he added. Zhao is expected to leave Peking
on Saturday, stop in
Hawaii, then go to
Washington, New York
and San Francisco. He
will visit Canada Jan.
17-23.
Reagan is scheduled
to pay a return visit to
China in April, the first
such exchange betWeen
leaders of the two countries since diplomatic
relations were
established in 1979.
Zhao, 64, defended
China's claim that both
the Soviet Union and the
United States seek
world domination and
said China disagrees
with U.S. policies on
Grenada, the Middle
East, South Africa,
Taiwan, Korea and the
Third World.
But Zhao added:
"China's security is subjected to threat around
our country and I
believe that we know
better than the
Americans do as to
where our threat comes
from, and in this regard,
we don't equate the
Soviet Union and the
United States."

Marlin Fitzwater, depu- from Lebano
n. Good- will fly into Syria to pick
ty White House press man's plane
was shot up Goodman, a Pen-.
secretary, said.
down during a Dec. 4 air tagon spokesman said.
Goodman's release strike against
Syrian
was first announced by anti-aircraft
"All I know is that we
positions in
the Rev. Jesse Jackson, Lebanon.
will be sending a
who has been in Syria
military airplane to pick
Besides Jackson's an- him up
since Friday in an effort
and bring him
nouncement, the Syrian out,
to free the airman
" Pentagon
government notified the spoke
sman Lt. Col.
Fitzwater had no com- U.S. Embassy in Gene Sands said.
ment when told of a Damascus of Good He said details were
statement released by' man's release, accorbeing
worked out betding
to
State
Depart
the Syrian Foreign
Ministry, which called ment spokesman Brian ween the Syrian government and the Departon the United States to Carlson.
ments of State and
withdraw its troops
A U.S. military plane Defense.

Chestnut Street
Murray, Ky.

Phone
753-2571
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HARDWARE

sronas

HARDWARE STORES

BARGAIN TOOL VALUE
OF
THE MONTH

OF THE MONTH

MAT
01: TI1F. MONTH
-

Hamilton
Glass
Products

DEAR DR. LAMB -- My your doctor and let him no neuritis. Some
While Supplies
of these
wife takes several pills for some test:: to see if your
Last
effects can be prevented by
high blood pressure and sees body chemistry is in
77 tolyon c (f•-••• Gm
taking pyridoxine (vitamin
.
the doctor every few balance.
B-6).
months. We bought a bloodWhile Supplies
Dyazide usually doesn't
While Supplies
pressure instrument at one deplete potassium as some
Last
Last
Please
‹liscont
don't
inue
of our local pharmacies.
diuretics do. The only way to .any of your medicines withWinter Olympic Ski Cap
However, her doctor says tell is to have a blood test.
out your doctor's consent.
14-in. Pipe Wrench
the instrument is not accuApresoline, used to con- Let your doctor guide you
100% acrylic knit cap with the
Full-floating hook jaw with spring
rate. I understand that it trol high blood pressure
Beveled-Edge Door Mirror
,
official Olympic and snowflake
suspension for instant grip and
may not be as sophisticated rarely causes muscle after determining the most
11450-in door mirror Of float cause
likely
your
of
probdesign Asst'd colors 8350-73
as the one in the hospital. cramps, but it can
quick release.
5143
cause lem.
plate
glass
TSSBV1450
How good or accurate are
Quantities Limited
Quantities Limited
Quantities Limited
I.
the instruments available at
pharmacies?
DEAR READER — It
depends entirely on the kind
•PRICES GOOD WHILE SUPPLIES LAST* *PRICES GOOD
of instrument you have
WHILE SUPPLIES LASTe•PRICES GOOD WHILE SUPPLIES LAST* GOOD WHILE GOOD
WHILE SUP
purchased. If it's similar to
those in doctors' offices and
you learn to use it with a
HAWLEY, Mass. other Vietnam vets
Turner
had
stethoscope, it can be rea- (AP) — If angry Viet- established
a "base
sonably accurate. Of course, nam veterans are camp"
in the hills of
that depends entirely on how responsible for the fire
western Massachusetts
well you have learned to use that destroy
Y2 Gal.
ed a tiny and were heavily armed
the instrument. Some of the Buddhi
st shrine in this and living "off the
electric devices simply
western Massachusetts land."
aren't as accurate. They are
poor in recording a diastolic town, they should call
623 South 4th
Gary Randall, a
Murray' KY* *PRICES GOOD WHILE SUPPLIES LAST•
reading (lower blood fellow veterans for help, reporter,
said
the
man
counselors urge.
pressure).
told him: "Our enemies,
The blaze at the
One way to find out the
`Oa
the ones who killed our
accuracy of your instrument Mahasiddhi Nyingmapa
Smucker Grape
Hi-Dri
is to take it to your doctor's Center was being in- friends, they are
Fisher
brought back here and
Turner
office and take your wife's vestigated b
16 Single Slice
given businesses and a
pressure with it at the same state police, W. Michae
l
new start but they treat
time he takes the pressure Ryan, district
attorney
32 oz.
with his instrument. We
us
like a piece of gar•
for Hampshire and
even do that with some of
bage.
We
can't
get
jobs.
Frankli
n
countie
s,
said
12 oz.
the blood-pressure instruWe can't even afford to
_ _
ments that have a gauge on Monday.
feed
our
familie
s."
Shortly after the
them rather than a mercury
shrine burst into flame
"If it's true that Vietcolumn.
% Gal.
Rolls
Despite the drawbacks of Saturday, a caller told nam veterans are insome of the home devices, I television stations and a volved," said Richard
think they do more good newspaper that a "Viet- Bonneau, a veteran and
than harm. At least they namese pagoda" would counselor at the
Nabisco Cracker Saltines 1 Lb. 851
help people screen their be destroyed and warn- veteran
Friskie Beef Flavor Dog Food 141
/
2 oz. can 39°
s center in Sprblood pressure and become ed other Vietna
mese ingfield, "some people
aware of the range of the
sites would be the target have to get involved to
Shedd's Spread
pressure. They are someTennessee Pride
Sunflower
Northern Bathroom
take them off the track
times helpful in guiding of Vietnam veterans.
Country Crock
"We've
got
nothing
before
they
to
take
it
too
patients during treatment,
again depending upon the lose," the caller, identi- seriously and not want
type of device used and the fying himself as a to stop."
Hot or MRd
4 Roll Pkgs.
5 Lb.
member of "Tet 84,"
Bonneau met in
skill of the person using it.
3 Lb Tub
You will be interested in told The Morning Union Greenfield on Monday
the normal range and effects newspaper in Spr- with William F. Martin,
of blood pressure, so I am ingfield. "We died 15 38, president of the
sending you The Health Let- years ago."
Pioneer Valley chapter
ter 15-8, Your Vital Blood
Some of the most of the Vietnam Veterans
Pressure. Others who would savage
fighting of the of America. Martin aplike this issue can send 75
Vietnam War occured pealed to those responsicents with a long, stamped,
Paramount Hamburger Slice Pickles 32 oz. 69c Reelfoot
Old Fashion Franks 1 Lb. Pkg. $1.09
self-addressed envelope for during Tet, the Viet- ble for setting the fire, if
it to me, in care of his news- namese lunar New they were veterans, to
call him or the organizapaper, P.O. Box 1551, Radio Year, in 1968.
Red
The newspaper said tion's office.
City Station, New York, NY
Reelfoot
the caller described
10019,
Bonneau and Martin
DEAR DR. LAMB — I'm himself as a 35-year-old remained by their
a 47-year-old woman, a dia- former lieutenant who telephones Monday
10 Lb. Bag
betic and have been taking served in Vietnam. He night hoping for a call,
8 Pk. 16 Oz.
8 Pk 16 Oz
12 oz. pkg.
insulin for the past six years. claimed he
Plus Deposit
and four but none came.
Plus Deposit
I have horrible muscle
spasms in my chest, abdomen, legs and even my toes
CBTAII COLD BUTTER
Could you tell me how to
Take butter directly from the refrigerator
and
relieve these cramps? I'm cream
it after cutting the stick into about eight
taking Dyazide and Apresopieces. Keep mixer speed low when you
line for high blood pressure.
start
DEAR READER — First, creaming. This method is better for most types of
you need to know what is c000kies than allowing the butter to soften. If butter
Stokley Tomato Catsup 32 oz. 99'
causing the spasms. You softens too much, it means you have to add extra
Reelfoot Bologna 1 Lb. $1.19
may be low on sodium or flour and that cuts down on the
shortness or
potassium You should see tenderness of the cookies.
•PtICES GOOD WHILE SUPPLIES LAST•ePHICts GOOD WHILE SUPPLIES LAST*
*PRICES GOOD 'ICES GOOD VIM SUPPLIES LAST••PRIC GOOD Mt
SUPPE

Shrine fire under
investigation

3

D&T

Warehouse Foods

Jelly

It's The Total
On The Tape
That Counts

Towels

Cheese Food

Jum
bo8
9
1 19
98°

Ice Milk

'1°9
Butt rmilk

2

Margarine

Sausage

Tissue

0

Flour

$ 49 99° 89°

Potatoes

R.C., R.C. 100
Diet Rite

Bacon

$ 39 1 49 119

A. mat

M. 410 411..

a.

.4<••
•
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Murray Home & Auto ,

Premier happy about arms sales
PEKING (AP) — A mainland in 1949.
week before his schedul"We only ask the
ed visit to the United United States to carry
States, Premier Zhao out its commitment" to
Ziyang today said China reduce gradually; the
is "most unhappy" quantity and quality of
about U.S. arms sales to arms sales to Taiwan,
Taiwan and other Zhao told U.S. and
"unpleasant" American Canadian -reporters.
actions.
Washington signed the
But the premier said agreement with Peking
he does not plan to ask In 1982.
President Reagan for an
immediate and comChina lodged a strong
plete halt to arms protest in July when
shipments to the island Taiwan secured 8530
republic, which broke
million worth of air
away from the defense missiles and

little surprised but very
pleased."
Cmdr. Neal W.
Weisberg, who also
worked with Goodman,
said, "We're all glad
that he's back."
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Pepsi, Mt. Dew
or Diet Pepsi
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Computers have impact on American home

HOMES FOR AMERICANS

By BARBARA MAY-ER
AP Newsfeatures

,

space and furnishings.
help people in the selec- there are
. • •
many
Unlike other con- tion process.
choices that have to be
For a free copy of
, Even those who do not sumer home electronics
Recently, the Elec- made in order to get "How to Buy a Home
uwn home computers products which are
tronic s
n du s tries what you want.
Computer," enclose in
may be benefiting from generally chosen by the
Association pUblished a
envelope a stamped
an
them.
adults who pay for 50-page booklet, "How
The booklet is a good 5- by 7-inch or larger
Computers are having them, the choice of a
to Buy A Home Com- first step in beginning to self-addressed envelope
• impact on the home computer is often
puter," which points out sort out the issues in with 54 cents postage atAmerican home left to the children.
that prices for home computer ownership tached and mail to Elecr
whether or not they are
Jeanne Choffe, presi- computers vary widely and
suggests a number tronic Industries
1,
actually present in an dent of Electronics
— from about $100 to of additional steps,that Association, Consumer
nook
Individual home, Marketing Service, said
I
/ rm
torrid,
io 6".1 a
several thousand can be taken to become Electronics Group, P.O.
6 •,)
speakers said at a re- many parents were-buydollars. Such a wide a wise computer Box 19100, Washington
living rn,
cent symposium on ing the computer for the
variation indicates consumer.
DC
20036.
:
•kitchen; ,
home computers spon- children who were often
t.•.sored by the National the most knowledgeable
i
Home Fashions League. about computers. She
Interior designers and underscored her point
bed rm
———
By ANDY LANG
ting down a floor made of
:architects are already by introducing a panel
goroge
Q. — We have just randomwidth boards
AP Newsfeatures
22 6". 2 2 0"
using them to design of computer experts betdining IT
Q. — There appears to purchased some second- screwed to a subfloor. I
homes and commercial ween the ages of 9 and
2
lout
foyer
1'.
spaces; retailers in 15. Each of the be a leak in our roof, but hand wicker and rattan want the floor to look like
furniture
in
very
good
we
have been unable to
many parts of the coun- youngsters had played
the oldtime pegged type.
bed rm
try are also experimen- an important role in the find it. There are at condition. How can we Is this possible, and how
ting with shop-at-home selection of the com- least three places in our keep it that way over the do I do it?
years?
.17
services.
A. — Buy some wooden
puter their family attic where small pudA. — By keeping all dowels.
dles of water acJim Tompkins, an ex- owned.
Use a drill bit Of
ecutive with Videodial
,•
Ms. Choffee said that cumulate on the floor. It the pieces from drying the same size to make
master b r
Inc., predicted that by at present 5 million has been suggested that out. One way to do this is holes about half an inch
1987 almost 5 million families had home com- we do not have a leak, to wipe them periodical- deep in the floor boards
-2
1
households (or about 5 puters, but that by 1990 but merely condensa- ly with a cloth dampen- wherever the screws are
percent of American it was expected 30 tion. Could this be true ed with lemon oil. Be to be placed. Next, drill
homes) would be using million families would and what is the cause of sure to give special at- smaller holes
in the
tention to the underit?
fiat), Plar
videotex networks for be so equipped.
center of the plug holes.
HAIZI7G
sides.
Dust
everythin
A.
The
g
—
fact
the
pudboth shopping at home
Judging from a recent
After
the
screws
have
THIS
ALL
BRICK
RANCH
HOUSE
OF
Spanish design is
and obtaining report published by Con- dles are occurring in dif- as well as oil it.
been driven home, plugs
entered through an open courtyard. Inside, the family room
—
information.
sumers Union. the ferent places indicates
cut from the dowels are
Q. — I have to repair
features a fireplace. The living room is at the back of the
In the meantime, the children in the family it probably is condensaglued into place over the
some
screens
soon.
Is
it
tion,
unless
by
some
use of computers to set may be the computer's
house and near it are three bedrooms. Plan HA1217G has
coincidence your roof is all right to use screws and sanded
u p in-store gift heaviest users.
2,088
square feet. For more information write — enclosing a
smooth.
aluminum screening?
registries is already
In an extensive article leaking in several spots
stamped
, self-addressed envelope — to architect Carl E.
A.
—
Yes. It is
well developed, accor- on home computers at the same time. It's
Q.
—
I
have
done
a
naturally
noncorros
ive
Gaiser,
easy
enough
25600
to
check.
Telegraph Rd., Southfield, Mich. 48034.
If
ding to Joe Ricevuto of (Consumer Reports,
number of plumbing jobs
AT&T Information September, 1983) CU you are getting the pud- and can be kept in shape
with mild soap and over the years in the
Systems.
queried its readers for dles when there has
Computer -based their experiences and been no rain for a day or water at least once a three houses we have
owned, but I have one
registries offer im- discovered that among two, it definitely is con- year.
By ANDY LANG
coming up soon with copSometimes the facts and and the character of the
provements on older the 2.800 computer- densation. It takes place,
AP Newsfeatures
opinions are never again area.
Q. — You recently per tubing, which I have
systems since they can owning families who because warm, moist
When you purchase as easily available,
This latter fact can be
be rapidly updated and responded. children bet- air in the attic is settling recommended someone never used. I have been
can be programmed to ween 5 and 17 were on the cool underside of wash a varnished sur- told one of the big ad- what some real .estate neither before the deal is determined by what you
make shopping easier, among the heaviest the roof. Insulation will face with denatured vantages of the copper brokers call an "ex- closed nor after you have already have heard —
that is, the reputation of
keep the underside of alcohol to remove ac- tubing is it can be bent. Is isting" house or what is moved in.
he said. For example, a users of the machine.
cumulated grime. I there some special way of referred to as a "resale,"
customer might use the
You will want to know the neighborhood — and
The average family the roof warm and precomputer to enter the spent about 15: hours a vent the formation of always thought turpen- doing this to avoid kink- you should get somettllig the names,addresses and what you can find out
more than the structure phone numbers of a good from people who live
name of the bride or week with. the computer condensation, but ade- tine was better for that. ing it?
A. — Turpentine will
A. — One way is to use and the land that goes doctor, the nearest there. Nothing is of more
groom in a bridal and about half" the quate attic ventilation
registry, as well as the families who bought one will not allow the do the job, but it is a sol- special bending tools with it.
hospital and emergency value in this respect than
You should get the ambulance service. the advice of friends and
price range he was con- found themselves using moisture to come to rest vent for varnish and available at plumbing
sidering and get a it more than they in the attic. sending it to may so affect the sur- supply houses and well- knowledge that the fami- Which plumber will come relatives who live there.
face that a refinishing stocked home centers and ly has accumulated dur- quickly
the outside.
listing of several ap- expected.
Suppose you have plenwhen you need
job will be necessary.
— •
propriately priced gift
hardware specialty ing the years it has lived him and is he any good? ty of factual data but lack
CU found the most
selections.
Q. — An elderly
stores. In the absence of there. This information How about a carpenter? the kind of information
popular uses for the
Q. — Ev- ery time we those, copper tubing
Thomas Frank, home computer includ- neighbor says that
can includes facts and opi- If the house has a which will tell you
marketing director for ed game playing (69 years ago he used to put paint our house it seems be bent by placing it on a nions which may not cesspool or septic tank, something about the peothe American Society of percent) and learning wedges under the out- blistering and peeling oc- board, fastening one end, seem important at the which company
has been ple who live in the area.
Interior Designers' how to program (61 per- side siding boards to curs on one of the outside then kneeling on it and time of the sale, but. used when there
is trou- Will you get along with
corriputer system, ex- cent). On the other permit the house to walls about a year later. raising the free end very which balloon in value ble?
them? At this point, you
'
plained that the group hand, only about a third breathe, as he put it. He Is this because the par- slowly and carefully.
when the data is required
should talk to the local
It
A
is
surprisin
g
how
has, developed its own of the families said they says this allows ticular wall is on the certain amount of muscle at a later time.
often a buyer will think of minister, priest or rabbi.
hardware and software used the computer to moisture to esape and same side as the kitchen is required.
This know-how can be many of these questions Attend some community
specifically geared to learn something other *prevents peeling paint. and one of the
obtained during the inter- after his family has mov- function. Go shopping.
designers' needs. ASID than computer subjects. We would like to try but bathrooms? A neighbor
val between the time the ed in. If you get the Ask questions. Visit the
Q.
—
Our
oak
floor
has
is marketing its equipOne resulrdf the in- want to be sure we tells me this is so, but I some kind of marks on it, contract is signed and the answers ahead
of time, neighborhood several
ment to designers who terest in home com- aren't doing sornething want to be sure before I but we
aren't sure what date of the closing. It's you often can check them times. You soon will find
-wrong.
take steps to correct the they are
may save time and ef- puters has been an inexcept they usually while you, the with neighbors at your out whether you will get
A. — He is right. condition, as he did sucfort by using it to do ar- crease in the amount of
definitely are not heel buyer, are waiting for convenience, since dif- along with the people.
Many
homeown
ers
used
chitectural renderings informatioRavailable to
cessfully.
marks. How do we go your mortgage loan to be ferences of opinion often You will see whether, if
and to experiment with help people,in the selec- this method and some
A. — It is likely your about
removing such approved. It is available exist about competence you have children, there
still
do.
Howeve
r, neighbor has pinpointed
the rearrangement of tion process.
right from the start of the and quality.
marks?
are some of your
moisture was less of a the problem. Moisture
in
A. — Rub very lightly initial meeting, but it's
Naturally, there are youngsters'ages.
problem in his genera- the kitchen
and with steel wool that isn't • more readily forthcom- many
You will be lucky, inthings you should
tion because there were bathroom,
unable to too coarse. Use a
clean ing when the seller is in a find out before you sign a heed, if you find
fewer appliances escape,
apparently is go- cloth dampene
d with good mood because he contract or even attach everything is ideal. It
generating moisture ing through
the interior vinegar and wipe
the has made a sale and can your name to what is call- rarely is. Somewhere
and houses were not as wall
surfaces and getting area. If the
marks
airtight. Small vents are
still proceed with his- own ed a "binder." You must along the line you will
under the paint on the have not
vanished, repeat plans for moving.
often used these days. If
know what your needs have to make a comoutside wall. This causes the process,
One way to get what are and whether- your promise or two. But by
you use the wedge
but this time
the blistering, and peel-. use turpentin
method, use metal ones
e instead of you need is to write down new neighborhood • will making these preing.
As you will find out vinegar. In
and insert them under
a stubborn the questions you want meet them. A community purchase tests, you will
from your neighbor, you case, you
each board where it is
then may have answered and have the is made of many things, know whether you should
must find a way for the to sand
-r,ler 7 For Details
nailed to a stud. The
lightly with a fine seller write down the including the general give a little here and
moisture
to escape from grade of sandpape
answers. Another is to design of the houses, the there in order to get the
wedges should not pry
r.
make a list of the queries, average price of them, benefit of the
up the boards more than your house other than
through the walls. You
1-16th of an inch.
ask the questions per- the locations of the neighborhood's ad-

•,
.."124"•:16..‘:"!

•

here's the answer

on the house

"1—

Don't Miss
Settle-Workmans
Big After Chirstmas Sale

T

Lease A New '84
Cavalier

4

•

For Only $

3996Per Month

'
_ 1\
,
Cavalier 4 dr Sedan

Lease This New 1984 Cavalier 4-Dr. Sedan For 48 Months
For Only $139.96 Per Month And 12,000 Miles Use With
No Penalty.

AN.

Extra Options
Slistetiv Highsw
$11.00
Air
Tbded
$1.00
Giese
$5.00
$2.00
P.B
Automatic
$7.00
Trans
Whherrail
$2.00
Tires
Wheel
$2.00
cLvers
$11111.11111

Total

1. Capitol Conservation - A small security deposit
the first month 'ease payment represents the initial
cash outlay
2. Coedit Conservation - You are not making a purnase, thus ieaving your Credit. line open
3. Fixed Expense - One monthty payment covers the
iease payt:snt It simplifies any tax advantages you may
.
have
4. Better Car — With no down payment, you can drive
a better equipped car for less cash oulrlY—Per Month •
plus

probably will find he used
exhaust fans or wall
vents or both. Even opening the windows a bit a
couple of times a day for
about 15 minutes will
help. They need not be
opened more than a couple of inches.

Q. -- There is a crawl
space under our house.
The floors over it are
always a little chilly; not
a lot, but enough to be uncomfortable on very cold
days. What is the best
solution for this problem?
A. — The joists under
the floor should be filled
with bans of insulation.
After that is done, cover
the joists with a heavy
felt. If there is a dampness problem as well as
one of temperature,
cover the crawl space soil
with sheets of
polyethylene, lapping the
joints and holding them in
place with sand. Be sure
the sand Is very dry.
Q. — I soon will be put-

Soled Wood
Cobioes

--CHEVROLET —

Dwain Taylor Chevrolet
U.S. 641 S
753-2617

CUSTOM
KITCHEN
CABINETS
1212 Mein
Alarm, KY
753-5940
•• 6,111.•

sr_

—

Q. — Do you have any
advice on how to clean
marble tables? We have
two of them — one white
and one green. I have
heard about using a
poultice for removing
stains, but don't know
what kind of poultice is
meant.
A. — Any dealer selling
marble also carries
cleaning and polishing
materials. A poultice, in
relation to marble, is
made of an absorbent
substance combined with
water or a solvent. It is
placed on the stained
area for a specified
period of time (see the
directions that come with
the commercial
poultices) and then
scraped or brushed off.
You can make your own
poultice with fuller's
earth, whiting or any
similar absorbent product. It should be left on
for at least 48 hours. An
especially stubborn stain
may require three or four
treatments.

•Itsisssi Panel

sonally and write down schools and chUcches, the
the answers on the spot. shopping conveniences

vantages.
• • •
(Do-it-yourselfers will
find much helpful data in
Andy Lang's handbook,
"Practical Home
Repairs," which can be
WASHINGTON (AP)
After a three-month obtained by sending $1.50
— Sales of new single- slide attributed to to this newspape
r at Box
family houses rose a higher interest rates. -5, Teaneck,
NJ 07668.)
—49

House sales rise

slight 0.5 percent in
November, apparently
holding steady after
recouping summer
losses attributed to
higher interest rates,
government figures
showed today.
New houses were sold
at an annual rate of
638,000 last month, com=
pared with a revised
635,000 in October, the
report from the Commerce Department and
the Department of
Housing and Urban
Development said.
The report showed the
advance for October
had been smaller than
earlier thought, at 6.4
percent instead of a
previously reported 8.2
percent.

For all your T -avel Reservations Coll

Meariftria nosrll
my.

•Coilioot Tops
•Groaceses

•Bookceses
•Fvreityre
*Cistern Swift
Ferwitvre
*Refinish

sales picked up substantially in September and
October. The slight advance in November appeared to confirm
economists' predictions
that housing sales and
construction were
stabilizing with a small
drop in mortgage interest rates.
Today's report said
the median price of
houses sold last month
was $75,900, up $200
from October.
The sales rate are adjusted to discount for
normal seasonal variations. Before adjustment, the report said,
46,000 neW homes actually were sold last
month, compared with
52,000 in October.
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753-0880
,ppresenting

American and International Traveltime

Question
Q. — We have plastic
wall tiles on the lower
walls of our bathroom.
Two of them are cracked
and I want to replace
them. The last time I did
a similar job, I had no
trouble with the tiles, but
I did run into some difficulty with the grouting.
When I got through,the
was a haze on the face of
the tiles that took weeks
of scrubbing to remove.
Is there something you
can tell me that would
prevent this from happening again?
A. — Assuming you us€
regular grout, the only
trick is to keep a wet
sponge handy so that you
can wipe off any of the
grout that gets on the tile
faces. This must be done
-Instantly — not a few
minutes later, since the
4.aet ahnost
immediately. Should a
haze begin to develop
despite your precautions,
wipe it quickly with one of
the solvent cleaners, but
be careful that you wipe
the tile surfaces and not
the joints where you have
just put the grout.
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Governor's office will do no arm twisting in General Assembly

FRANKFORT, Ky.
(AP) — There was a
time when Kentucky's
governor had so much
power over the
Legislature that individual lawmakers
would consult the governor's office before
casting votes on
substantive issues.
Occasionally, the
state's chief executive
was the only person who
actually knew what
specific legislation
would accomplish. It
also was no secret that a
governor targeted some
bills each session for
passage or rejection,
and it could be unwise to
go against those wishes.
But times have changed. Lawmakers are
more independent of the
executive branch than
they formerly were, and
they spend nearly two
years between sessions,
through the interim
committee system,
reviewing proposed
legislation.
Thus, Gov. Martha
Layne Collins'
legislative liaison team
will have a lower profile, and will keep her
abreast of legislative
activity, answer the

questions of lawmakers
and gently lobby on
behalf of her important
projects
"The day and time is
gone when the executive
branch is going to control the action and the
flow of information and
legislation on the third
floor," said Larry
Hayes, the governor's
Cabinet Secretary and
her top legislative aide.
"A lot of what we're
going to be providing is
information," said Gary
Cox, who is on loan to
the governor's office
from the Council on
Higher Education for
the duration of the session. -Things like why
the governor is for certain legislation, what
she thinks it will accomplish. That sort ot
thing, instead of trying
to strong-arm people."
"Crowbar politics is
no longer," added
Hayes.
Hayes, Cox and Ralph
Schiefferle, the three
top members of the
governor's legislative
_squad, agreed that they
couldn't return to the
old ways even if they
wanted to.
"This is probably go-

ing to be the best
prepared General
Assembly in the history
of the Commonwealth,"
said Shiefferle, who
headed Mrs. Collins'
legislative team when
she was lieutenant
governor.
"They're better
educated going into this
one than any General
Assembly before and I
think that's going to be a
definite plus for them
and for us."
Hayes, who spent
many years as the top
aide to Senate President
Pro Tern Joe Prather,
D-Vine Grove, knows
that today's
independent-minded
lawmakers would resent arm -twisting.
"We're not looking to
put any heat on the
guys. We're looking to
enlighten them. And
that goes two ways. We
want to work with them
because, after all, were
all doing the people's
business." Hayes said.

"When legislative independence first came
into vogue, what that
meant, in many cases,
was to rebel against the
executive branch," he

added.
operate independently said.
However, there have of her office.
"We're going to leave
been many changes in
Individual agencies that to the people's
the past decade and the will be allowed to purbranch of government
term has a slightly dif- sue their own legislative to
sift through. We're
ferent meaning than it aims after consultation going
to look at the goals
once did.
with the governor, of the Collins' ad "We have seen it Hayes said. Plus, he ministratio
n and we're
evolve," Hayes said. "I said, Mrs.. Collins' going
to support those
think you're going to see legislative shopping list relatively
few pieces of
in this session more and for the 1984 session is
legislation that get us
more that what it means not a long one.
moving toward achievis they accept more and
"We're not going to be ing those goals."
more responsibility for concerned about all of
The governor will be
their own actions."
the literally hundreds of accessible to legislators
Mrs. Collins also in- pieces of legislation like who
have questions
tends, to a degree, to let some governors have about
her position on
her agency chiefs been in the past," Hayes certain
bills, Hayes

said.
"I think you'll find a
very amiable, very personal type of relationship that will develop,"
Hayes said.
Mrs. Collins'
legislative proposals
should be ready in a few
weeks, Hayes said, adding that the package is
being wrapped with no
strings attached to new
taxes.
"We have a commitment at this point to
develop a budget which
doesn't reflect the need

for any additional taxes
on the people.
"Her feeling is, particularly in times like
these when the people
have to tighten up their
belts and go along,
that's not the best time
for government to be
sticking its hand out."
Hayes said the current plan means the
governor may find it
necessary to shift
money from one agency
to another to meet the
most pressing demands
of Kentuckians
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Michael Jackson tops nominations
for annual American Music Awards
LOS ANGELES (AP)
— Singer Michael
Jackson grabbed the
lion's share of the
nominations Monday in
the 11th annual
American Music
Awards with nine in
pop-rock and soul
categories, while the
group Alabama
garnered four nominations to lead in the country category.
The nominations are
compiled from year-end
sales charts of major
music industry publications. The 18 winners
will be selected by the
public, with 20,000
ballots listing the
nominees being mailed
to a national sampling
of households.
In addition, a special
Award of Merit will be
presented this 'year to
Jackson for his
"outstanding contributions over a long period
of time to the musical
entertainment of the
American public."
Previous winners of the
special award include
Bing Crosby, Berry Gordy Jr., Irving Berlin,
Johnny Cash, Ella Fitzgerald, Perry Como,
Benny Goodman, Chuck
Berry, Stevie Wonder
and Kenny Rogers.
Winners will be announced in a nationally
televised awards
ceremony here Monday,
Jan. 16.
In the pop -rock
category, Jackson was
nominated as favorite
male vocalist and for his
single "Billie Jean,"
album "Thriller" and
video "Beat It."
Jackson also led the
soul category, with
nominations as favorite.
male vocalist and for his
single "Billie Jean,"
album "Thriller" and
videos "Beat It" and
"Billie Jean."
Alabama led in the
country category, with
nominations for favorite
duo or group and for
their single "Dixieland
Delight," album "The
Closer You Get" and
video "Dixieland
Delight."
In pop-rock, other
nominees were:
Favorite female
vocalist: Pat Benatar,
Stevie Nicks, Donna
Summer and Bonnie
Tyler.
Favorite male
vocalist: David Bowie,
Billy Joel and Lionel
Richie.
.4. Favorite duo or
group: Def Leppard,
Daryl Hall & John
Oates, Men At Work,
and The Police.
Favorite single:
"Every Breath You
fake" by The Police,
"Flashdance ... What a
Feeling" by Irene Cara,
and "Total Eclipse of
the Heart" by Bonnie
Tyler.
Favorite Album:
"Flashdance" original
soundtrack

"Pyromania" by Def
Leppard, and "Synchronicity" by The
Police.
..- Favorite Video:
"Tell Her About It" by
Billy Joel.
In soul, other
nominees Were:
Favorite female
vocalist: Angela ,Bofill,
Irene Cara, Arethti.
Franklin and Donna
Summer.
Favorite male
vocalist: Rick James,
Prince, and Lionel
Richie.
fr
Favorite duo or
group: DeBarge, The
Gap Band, The Isley
Brothers and Gladys
Knight & The Pips.
Favorite Single:
"All Night Long" by
Lionel Richie, "Cold
Blooded" by Rick
James and "Juicy
Fruit" by Mtume.
.0- Favorite Album:
"Lionel Richie" by
Lionel Richie, "1999" by
Prince and "Visions" by
Gladys Knight & The
Pips.
Favorite Video:
"She Works Hard for
the Money" by Donna
Summer.
In country, other
nominees were:
Favorite female
vocalist: Janie Fricke,
Crystal Gayle, Barbara
Mandrell and Sylvia.
Favorf)te male
vocalist: Willie Nelson,
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20
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50
%
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Charley Pride, Kenny
Rogers and Conway
Twitty.
.-- Favorite duo or
group: the Oak Ridge
Boys, Kenny Rogers
and Dolly Parton, and
the Statler Brothers.
Favorite single:
"Islands in the Stream"
by Kenny Rogers and
Dolly Parton, "Love
Song" by the Oak Ridge
Boys and "Swingin" by
John Anderson.
Favorite Album:
"Highways Br Heartaches" by Ricky
Skaggs, "Paricho & Lefty" by Merle Haggard
and Willie Nelson, and
"Somebody's Gonna
Love You" by Lee
Greenwood.
FAttorite video:
"Pancho & Lefty" by
Merle Haggard and
Willie Nelson, and
"Potential New
Boyfriend" by Dolly
Parton.
Millionaire brewer
John S. Labatt was kidnapped from his car in
Canada in 1934. But the
kidnapping effort failed
when the abductors lost
their nerve while attempting to collect the ;150,000
demanded in ransom,
and they turned their victim loose three days after
seizing him. In 1935, three
men were sentenced to a
total of 42 years in prison
for the crime.
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Stores are loaded with special values, many
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Big Savings on These January Bargains and Many More!!

Hurry—Save $10 on
Stereo Headphones

Cassette Recorder

Cassette Recording Tape

CTR-51 by Realistic

By Realistic

Nova'-40 by Realistic

• Reg. 3.00 • Age limit 12 years
• No appointment necessary
• Add 1.00 tot 2 or more children
• Limit one portrait special per child
•

Normal Bias Setting
60 Minutes
90 Minutes

Offer valid from 1/5/84 through 1/7/84

Reg. 24.95
• 3 " Drivers
• 10-Foot Coiled
—Cord
1/
2

Thursday
Friday
Saturday

4:00 a.m.-1:00 p.m. 2:00 p.m.-600 p.m.
12:00-4:00 p.m. 5:00 p.m.-900 p.m.
9:00 s.m.-1:00 p.m. 2:00 p.m.4:00 p.m.

JCPenney
Chestnut Hills Shopping Center
Murray, Kentucky

Try 'em on for spectacular stereo
sound! Oversize earcushions. padded
headband. 1/4" plug #33-993

2f-199 2f-279
Reg. 1.99 Each

0149. 2.79 Each

High output, wide frequency response.
Hinged storage case. No limit!
#44-602/603
• -

47

Reg. 69.95

32% Off

• Switchable
Auto-Level

Ideal for lectures or personal memos'
Cue/review helps find selections fast
AC/battery operation. #14-813 Barter,e„.Tra

(SM) C,t,Lifle ,s a ser,oce mark of Citicorp

PRICES APPLY Al PARTICIPATING STORES AND DEALERS
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Check Your Phone Book for the Radio/MeltStore or Dealer Nearest You
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'Baby Magic'
joins Wildcats

Homecoming awaits
coach in New Orleans
A homecoming of sorts awaits Murray
State Head Coach Ron Greene Wednesday as
his Racers travel to his former stomping
grounds — the University of New Orleans in
Louisiana.
The 7:30 p.m. tipoif in Lakefront Arena
will feature Greene's 4-3 Racers, idle since
beating Chapman College at home, Dec. 12.
Greene coached and was athletic director
at UNO for eight years, compiling a 117-65
record. His 1970 squad finished 18-5 and
ranked first nationally in the final
Associated Press NCAA Division II poll.
New Orleans holds a slim 3-2 advantage in
its series with the Racers although Murray
came away with a 65-56 decision the last time
the two teams met during the 1980 season.
MSU improved to 4-3 prior to its 22-day
layoff by beating Southern Mississippi and
Chapman College back-to-back following a
three-game losing streak on the road. MSU
has not won on the road this year. '
But at home, in Racer Arena, the Murrayans have played impressively for a
rebuilding team.
Against Southern Mississippi, senior
guard Lamont Sleets hit a 10-foot jumper
with three seconds remaining in the game to
give the Racers a dramatic 64-63 triumph,
Dec. 10.
Then, against Chapman College of California, Sleets and junior forward Vada Martin

poured in 23 points apiece to boost MSU past
the previously unbeaten visitors, 88-76.
Against Chapman College, Sleets became
Murray State's No.2 man on the school's alltime scoring list. Only Howie Crittenden
(2,019) is ahead of Sleets who now has 1,617
points to his credit.
The senior guard from Eminence, Ky., is
averaging 16.5 points per game — best on the
Racer squad this year.
Martin is the Racers' best rebounder with
6.6 per game. Martin, the team's second.
leading scorer, set a new school record for
most consecutive free throws this year, hitting 16 straight in a three-game span. His
performance bettered the old mark of 14 consecutive free throws set by Don Duncan in
the Racers' contest against Oglethorpe,
Dec.13, 1966-.
While the Racers will be depending on
Sleets, Martin and Greene's homecoming
magic to pull off their first mad victory of
the year, UNO will be trying to keep the
visitors at bay with a youthful, but impressive lineup.
John Harris is the standout among The
Privateer starters as the 6-8 junior center
boasts a 23.9 scoring`average and 8.9 rebounds per game to lead UNO in both
categories.
Last year the Privateers . posted a 23-7
record and earned a bid to the National Invitational Tournament.

HOMECOMING — Murray State basketball coach Ron
Greene will be playing in a homecoming game of sorts when
his Racers travel to the University of New Orleans, a school
Greene coached at and was athletic director of for eight years.
The team leaves today for the flight to Louisiana where the
Racers will play the Privateers, Wednesday at 7:30 p.m.
File photo by Jim Rector

LOUISVILLE, Ky.
(AP) — The No. 2 Kentucky Wildcats already
have 7-foot-1 Sam Bowie
and 6-11 Melvin Turpin,
known as the "twin
towers," and by next
week another player
noted for his size may be
wearing the blue and
white.
Leroy "Baby Magic"
Byrd III, a 5-5 guard
who played as a college
freshman at NevadaLas Vegas and later
transferred to Wabash
and Somerset community colleges, may be joining the team, according
to his fatner.
"We don't know
definitely yet," said
Byrd's father, Leroy
Byrd Jr. "He will be
able to play basketball if
he can get in ...
sometime in January."
The elder Byrd added
that it may be known as
early as this week.
whether his son will be
enrolling at Kentucky
because the next
semester will soon
begin.
Byrd would be eligible
immediately for the rest

of the season and have
two additional years of
eligibility. His father
said it isn't known yet if
he would be a walk-on or
receive a scholarship.
If he makes the team,
Byrd would be the
shortest Wildcat ever.
Coach Joe B. Hall has
declined to discuss
Byrd, except to say
when asked if Byrd will
be joining the team: "I
can neither confirm it,
nor deny it."
"It's up for grabs,"
said the elder Byrd.
"They can't say too
much yet. I'd say
they're kind of interested in him, but I
can't say if they would
take him (on scholarship) or not. He's playing it by ear now."
Byrd graduated from
Lexington Bryan Station High School in 1980,
played at Nevada-Las
Vegas the next season,
transferred to Wabash
Community College at
Mount Carmel, Ill, and
then to Somerset Community College at
Somerset, Ky.

Super Bowl champs hold football clinic at Rams' expense

(

By The Associated Press
Washington next Sun- than 100 yards for the
The Washington Red- day for the National fifth straight time in the
skins, the defendffig Football Conference playoffs as Washington,
Super Bowl champions, championship game. which set an NFL
have picked up where "beating them is going record by scoring 541
they left off — and then to be a Herculean task." points this season,
some.
"It's not that we don't dominated every phase
Using the same for- have confidence. We've of the game.
mula that propelled got plenty of con"I think something
them through last fidence," said Randy happens to the whole
season's National Foot- Cross of the 49ers. "So team in the playoffs,"
ball League's did General Custer."
Riggins said.
postseason
John RigSan Francisco reachThe Redskins held
gins' running, Joe ed the NFC final on NFL Rookie of the Year
Theismann's passing, a Saturday by defeating Eric Dickerson to 16
bruising offensive' line Detroit 24-23.
yards on 10 carries and
nicknamed "The Hogs"
The Los Angeles Washington rookie Darand a hawking defense Raiders will play host to rell Green capped the
— the Redskins gave a Seattle next Sunday for rout by intercepting a
clinic Sunday in beating the American Football Vince Ferragamo pass
the Los Angeles Rams Conference champion- and returning it 72 yards
51-7.
ship. The Raiders for a touchdown.
The playoff victory pounded Pittsburgh
"I've had enough of
was the most lopsided 38-10 on Sunday and them, twice is enough,"
since the old American Seattle upset Miami said Rams Coach John
Football League merg- 27-20 on Saturday.
Robinson, whose team
ed with the National
Riggins ran for 119 lost to Washington 42-20
Football League in 1970 yards and three during the regular
and left a lot of people touchdowns and season. "I don't know
wondering just how Theismann, the NFL's how good they are, but
good Washington really Most Valuable Player, they could have beaten
is.
connected with Art
"They're a Monk on TD passes of 40
devastating football and .21 yards as the host
team," said Russ Fran- Redskins rolled to a 38-7
cis of the San Francisco halftime lead.
49ers, who will be in
Riggins ran for more

us today in a parking
lot, on an ice skating
rink or anywhere el."
The Rams, who were
2-7 last season, did
make a dramatic improvement this season
In their first year with
Robinson. Los Angeles,
9-7 during the regular
season, beat Dallas last
week in a wild-card
playoff game before
running into the NFC
East champion Redskins, who were 14-2.
"We were ready to
play and just jumped On
them from the start,"
said NFL Coach of the
Year Joe Gibbs of the
Redskins. "It remains
to be answered just how
good we are."
Theismann, who completed 18 of 23 passes for
302 yards, said the Redskins did not let up.
"We had a 23-3
halftime lead against
Dallas in the first game

of the season," he said,
referring to a game that
Washington eventually
lost 31-30. "I think that
taught us a great
lesson."
Tilt Raiders roared
into the AFC title game
after spotting Pittsburgh an early 3-0 lead.
The Steelers had gotten
to the LA 1 before settling for the field goal,
and things went
downhill for Pittsburgh
after that.
Cornerback Lester
Hayes gave Los Angeles
a 7-3 lead when he intercepted a pass by Cliff
Stoudt, starting for the
injured Terry Bradshaw, and returned it 18
yards for a touchdown.
Then Marcus Allen,
who gained 121 yards on
13 carries, scored on
runs of 4 and 49 yards to
widen the lead. Kenny
King reeled off a 9-yard
TD run and Frank

Hawkins ran it in for the
2 as the Raiders put the
game away before
90,334 at the Los Angeles
Coliseum, the largest
crowd in NFL playoff
history. The attendance
surpassed the 90,038
that watched the
Raiders beat the Mew
York Jets at the Coliseum in a playoff game
494 YAW.
jim Plunkett completed 21 of 34 passes for
232 yards for the
Raiders, who won the
AFC West with a 12-4
record. Pittsburgh won
the AFC Central with a
10-6 mark.
Two of Los Angeles'
losses this season were
to the Seattle Seahawks,
a wild-cared team that
surprised an Orange
Bowl crowd in Miami
with a fourth-quarter
rally that lifted them
over the Dolphins.
Seattle held a 17-13

lead late in the fourth Gary Danielson five
quarter when quarter- times, yet the visiting
back Dave Kreig's pass Lions still grabbed a
was intercepted by 23-17 lead with five
Miami's Gerald Small, minutes remaining on
who returned it 18 yards Billy Sims' second TD
to the Seahawk 16. run of the fourth
Three plays later, quarter.
Woody Bennett scored
But quarterback Joe
to give the Dolphins a Montana marched San
20-17 lead with 3:43 to Francisco down the
go.
field, mixing runs with
But Kreig was un- short pacsee.,...iie,
daunted. He completed culminated the ninepasses of 16 and 40 yards play, 70-yard drive by
to Steve Largent and hitting Freddie Solomon
then Curt Warner, who on a 14-yard scoring
led the AFC in rushing pass with 1:23 left.
with 1,449 yards ar
tiriti Detroit still had time
gained 113 against
for one final comeback
Dolphins, swept in from try. Danielson moved
the 2 as the Seahawks the Lions from their own
regained the lead.
26 to San Francisco's 25
Miami's Fulton as the clock ticked down
Walker then fumbled to 11 seconds.
away the ensuing
But Eddie Murray,
kickoff and Norm who had earlier made a
Johnson added a field playoff-record 54-yard
goal for insurance.
field goal, was wide on a
San Francisco in- 43-yard attempt to dash
tercepted Detroit's Detroit's hopes.

Golfers not enthusiastic about match play

We'll
overlock
your first
accident
When you qualify as a preferred risk for
State Auto Companies' special Medalist Auto
Policy, your rates won't go up with your first
accident.
Unlike similar policies that require three years
of policy ownership, the Medalist allows this
exemption immediately.
The Medalist recognizes the older, safer
driver with substantial rate reductions and
broader coverage. Rate reductions begin as
early as age 25 and are particularly attractive
for the 45 to 64 year old.

By BOB GREEN
AP Golf Writer
TUCSON, Ariz. (AP)
— The return of match
play to the American
pro golf tour was ,accorded a less-than enthusiastic reception
by some of the first
round winners in the
opening event of the
10-month PGA Tour.
"I don't really like it.
And a lot of guys I've
talked to aren't too happy about it," said Tom
Purlier, a 2 and 1 winner over Mike McCullough Monday in the
first round of the twopronged, $1. million
Seiko-Tucson Match
Play Championship.

"You can play pretty
well, and maybe your
opponent plays just a little better. In medal
play, you've shot 68 and
you're a couple of shots
back. In match play,
you're down the road,"
Purtzer said.
"I can't say I really
enjoy it." said J.C.
Snead, a 3 and 1 winner
over David Peoples.
"Maybe I'm getting soft been played on the
in my old age, but I American tour since
wanted both of us to 1973.
win."
The major point of
"It'll bring tears to contention, both Snead
your eyes," said Chip and Purtzer said, inBeck, a 6 and 5 winner volved the eight leaders
over Ken Green and an from the 1983 Seiko
enthusiastic supporter Grand Prix list. Those
of the format that hasn't players, guaranteed a

Call.us about this car insurance breakthrough for safe,drivers.
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early. But if they're better than the rest of us,
let them get in there and
get after it."
Purtzer, in general,
agreed.
"I don't agree in giving them $15,000 in official money," he said.
"They deserve the
money, since they
played best last year.
But the don't deserve to
get official money."
Only a handful of fans
showed up at the Randolph Park Municipal
course for the tour's
opening action, but that
could be attributed to
the weather: cold,

blustery, high winds,
rain and a few flakes of
snow.
In all, 32 matches
were played in two
brackets: 28 - in the
regular tour competition and four in the
seniors tournament, In
all, 128 regular tour
players are competing
for $716,000 in total prize
money, with 24 seniors
going for $308,000.
Another 32 matches, 28
regular tour and four
seniors, will complete
first round play today.
Both tournaments run
through Sunday.

Minnesota fans sing different tune

It you have a safe driving record,see just
how low your car insurance premium can be
with the Medalist Auto Policy from State
Auto Insurance Companies.

PURDOM &
THURMAN
INSURANCE
407 Maple
oup.fing 753-4451

minimum of $15,000,
aren't required to play
until the fifth round
Saturday _morning.
They are Fuzzy Zoeller,
Hal Sutton, Lanny
Wadkins, Calvin Peete,
Gil Morgan, Tom Kite,
Ben Crenshaw and Tom
Watson.
"It's not true match
play. I don't think it's
fair to give them byes
until Saturday," Snead
said.
"But that's TV. They
have to have the name
players on the weekend.
The last time they had
match play all the the
heroes got knocked out

Grass Stretcher Feeds
Starting at '130" per ton.
Calf Feed 1771 per hundred
20% Hot Mixes 17" per hundred

(ds‘ BUCHANAN FEED
Industrial Rood

Murray

753-5378

BLOOMINGTON,
Minn.(AP) — When the
Minnesota North Stars
traded away Bobby
Smith on Oct. 28, the
team's fans were mad.
Their club was slumping and one of their
favorite players had
been dealt to Montreal.
Some fans waved banners that read: "Trade
Nanne." referring to
wheeling -dealing
General Manager Lou
Name.
These days, some
North Star fans are asking, "Bobby who?"
after Minnesota tightened its grip on first place
in the Norris Divison of
the National Hockey
League with a 6-5
triumph - Monday over
arch-rival Chicago,
Ia theiggiyoth*r game

Mahoney put his Montreal acquisitions
together on a new line
Monday with winger
Brian Bellows, and it
worked.
"It helps to play with
a guy who you played
and practiced with for
three years," Napier
said of Acton. The two
were seldom linemates
with Montreal, "but I
think we'll stay together
now."
The North Stars not
only edged defending
Norris Division champion Chicago, they sent
the Black Hawks packing in a hurry.
"Maybe if we get a
fast plane, we can get
rid of that dark cloud
following us," said
Chicago COach Orval
yet;"
Minnesota Coach Bill Tessier.

Monday, Washington
and the New York
Rangers played to a 2-2
tie.
Center Mark Napier
and Keith Acton, who
both came to Minnesota
in the Smith deal, each
notched their second
goals of the game within
a 72-second span in the
third period to give Minnesota the victory.
"One game isn't a
season, but it's a start
anyway," said Napier.
who has been sidelined
with injuries for much
of his m °vita ..1.13.
Minnesota.
"I wanted to help the
team in any way I
chuld," Napier said, "I
knew what I could do, I
just haven't done it

a
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Hurricanes claiming national crown
after 31-30 win over No.1 Nebraska
By BEN WALKER
the Cornhuskers ahead
AP Sports Writer
The game left Miami
All season long, No. 1 11-1 - it lost to Florida
Nebraska and No. 2 28-3 in the season opener
Texas kept winning, - while Nebraska slipsparking debate over ped to 12-1.
which team would be
But hold on a minute,
college football's na- says Auburn Coach Pat
tional champion once Dye, whose third the season ended.
And when it was all
over Monday night, it
was clear - neither of
them would wear the
crown.
Instead, a day of
upsets that saw fifthranked Miami shock
Nebraska 31-30 in the
Orange Bowl, No. 7
Georgia nip Texas 10-9
in the Cotton Bowl and
unranked UCLA blast
fourth-ranked Illinois
45-9 in the Rose Bowl along with No. 14 Ohio
State's 28-23 victory
over No. 15 Pittsburgh
in the Fiesta Bowl threw the Top Twenty
poll into a jumble.

ranked Tigers edged
No. 8 Michigan 9-7 in the
Sugar Bowl.
"It's cut and dried,"
said Dye. "If they are
going to have a No. 1
footbaLl team in
America, and it's going
to have any credibility
- if there's any
credibility in scheduling
- there's no way that
Auburn shouldn't be No.
It will all be sorted out 1.
Dye says his 11-1 team
today, when the
Associated Press counts played the toughest
the ballots of 60 sports schedule this season writers and broad- It lost to Texas, which
casters and announces also finished 11-1 - and
the national champion pointed out that the
at 6:30 p.m. EST.
Tigers were the highest
"We're No. 1 - no ranked team to survive
doubt about it," said the bowl extravaganza.
One of the few not conMiami Coach Howard
Schnellenberger, cerned about the whole
moments after his Hur- matter was Michigan
ricanes weathered a CoachBo
last-second Nebraska Schembechler.
"As long as Michigan
storm by breaking up a
two-point conversion at- is not No. 1, I don't care
tempt with 48 seconds to who is," he said.
A case could still be
play that would have put

made for Nebraska,
whose last-minute gamble fell inches short. The
Cornhuskers, who set a
bevy of offensive
records this season and
averaged 52 points per
game, overcame a 31-17
deficit in the fourth

Turner Gill's pass intended for Smith on the
conversion was tipped
away at the goal line,
and Miami then
recovered an onside
kick to seal its victory.
Earlier in the day,
Texas saw its hopes of a

quarter on touchdown
runs of 1 and 24 yards by
reserve Jeff Smith, who
played the last 19
minutes while filling in
for injured Heisman
Trophy winner Mike
Rozier.
Smith's 24-yard TD
run came on a fourthand-eight option play
and pulled Nebraska
within 31-30.
Nebraska Coach Tom
Osborne, whose team
probably could have
sewed up the national
championship by kicking the extra point, told
his team to go for a twopoint conversion and a
victory.
"I don't think our
players would have
been satisfied to back
into it by' kicking a
point-after-touchdown,"
Osborne said. "You
can't go for a tie. We
wanted an undefeated
season."
But quarterback

national title dashed in
the waning moments by
Georgia. The Longhorns
began the game thinking that if they could win
and Nebraska lost, the
title would be theirs.
Texas led 9-3 late in
the fourth quarter but
disaster struck when
Craig Curry fumbled a
punt at his own 23.
Georgia's third-string
tailback Gary Moss whose 29-yard punt
return had set up an
earlier field goal recovered for the
Bulldogs.
Three plays later,
quarterback John
Lastinger, who had been
shut dawn all afternoon
by a swarming Texas
defense, swept around
right end on an option
play and dived into the
end zone with 3:22 left.
Kevin Butler's conversion clinched the victory
for Georgia, 10-1-1.
Auburn4 which won

HUSKED - Nebraska's Big Red Machine came to a grinding haft Monday as the University of Miami upset the
No.1 ranked Cornhuskers, 31-30, in the Orange Bowl. The Hurricane defense successfully bottled Turner Gill
(with ball) who was instrumental in helping Nebraska average 52 points per game this season.
AP file photo

'Huskers,'Horns lose perfect
records; fall from top spots
By WILL GRIMSLEY
AP Special Correspondent
This was the day that people from the corn belt
decked out like fire engines and others from the
cow country in wide-brimmed hats and cowboy
boots were supposed be storming through the
streets pointing to the sky and yelling at the top
of their lungs:
"We're No. 1!"
"We're No. 1!"
And the press, print and electronic, was to get
all exercised again and reopen the old campaign
to end post-season bowl games and devise some
workable playoff formula to select a legitimate
national champion in college football.
Well, it didn't work out that way.
The nation's only surviving unbeaten teams,
No. 1-ranked Nebraska and No. 2-ranked Texas,
failed to fulfill post-season expectations and fell
victim to the biggest shocks in recent bowl
memory.
The Nebraska Cornhuskers, football's version
of the "Big Red Machine," an awesome power
which averaged 52 points a game in sweeping
through a 12-game schedule, were shucked by a
stringbean freshman quarterback named Bernie
Komar and a band of dauntless Miami Hurricanes
In Miami's Orange Bowl 31-30.
It was a heart-stopper with Miami, an 11-point
underdog, breaking up a pass for a two-point conversion in the fading seconds that would have
given Nebraska the victory.
The Texas Longhorns, a britishly ,- :hysical
team %Ouch boasted the nation's strongest
defense *rule smothering 11 opponents, couldn't
muster a touchdz,wn in losing to the Georgia
Bulldogs 10-9 in the friendly environs of Dallas'
Cotton Bowl.
So if, as critics had proposed, the logical championship game should have matched unbeaten
Nebraska and Texas, it would in retrospect have
repreaented only a consolation game.

On the basis of major bowl results, the two best
teams in the country turned out to be Miami and
UCLA, the latter a late maturing club which
trampled a favored Illinois, the Big Ten champion, 45-9 in the Rose Bowl.
Now Miami supporters are justified in hoisting
their index fingers skyward - like so many
Chicken Littles - and screaming, "We're No.
1!
For pace and excitement, the Orange Bowl
game was challenged only by that of the Rose
where a stringbean walk-on quarterback named
Rick Neuheisel of UCLA dazzled everybody with
his aerial pyrotechnics for a victory over Illinois.
The Cotton Bowl and the Sugar Bowl, where
Auburn beat Michigan 9-7 on a last gasp field
goal, were defensive struggles reminisent of
another era.
Yet they contributed to the 12 hours of non-stop
football action which kept millions glued to their
sets throughout the day and most of the night. It
is the kind of show that an antiseptic national
playoff could never match. Certainly there is a
lot of hoopla and commercialism to it, but for
sheer entertainment it's a hard act to match.

Don't Miss
Settle-Workmans
Big After Chirstmas Sale

the Southeastern Conference for the first time
since 1957, also had to
muster a last-minute
rally.
Al Del Greco, who had
earlier kicked field
goals of 31 and 32 yards,
drilled a 19-yarder with
23 seconds left for the
triumph.
The game-winner
came after the Tigers
drove 60 yards on 16
plays in a march that
took over seven
minutes.
Del Greco, a senior,
said he thought about a
similar scenario as the
team went through its
Sugar Bowl preparations during the week.
"A kicker always sits
back at night and
dreams about
something like that," he
said. "That's the first
time I ever kicked one in
the final minute. I have
no words to describe
how happy I am."
UCLA, which started
the season 0-3-1, wound
up its campaign by
dominating Illinois,
which was playing in its
first Rose Bowl in 20
years.
On New Year's Day,
nine UCLA players were
stricken with food
poisoning and three of
them did not suit up. But
one of those who did
play was quarterback
Rick Neuheisel, who
completed 22 of 31
passes for 298 yards and
a Rose Bowl recordtying four touchdowns.
The Bruins streaked
to a 28-3 halftime lead
and never were
threatened by the Illini,
who entered the game
with a 10-1 record.
The victory by UCLA,
7-4-1, was the 13th by
Pacific-10 teams over
Big Ten squads in the
last 15 Rose Bowls.
Neither Ohio State nor
Pitt had national title
hopes. They put on an
entertaining show that
featured a 99-yard
kickoff return for a
touchdown by Ohio
State's Keith Byars and
a fine effort by Pitt
quarterback John Congemi, who completed a
Fiesta Bowl record 31
passes in 44 attempts for
341 yards and two
touchdowns.
The game came down
to the final minutes as
Snuffy Everett kicked a
37-yard field goal with
2:39 left to give Pitt a
23-21 lead.
But the Buckeyes
struck last, and it was
enough, as Mike Tomczak threw a 39-yard
touchdown pass to split
end Thad Jemison with
39 seconds left to rally
Ohio State.

Sports Scoreboard
How
they fared

NBA
standings

The AP Top Twenty Fared
How the Al' Top Twenty college
football teams fared in poetseaaon
bowl games
No! Nebraska 112.1-0) lost to
Miami 31.30_
No 2 Texas 111-1-01 lost to
Georgia, 10-9
No 3 Auburn 111-1-01 beat
Michigan, 94.,
No 4 1111nots 110.2-01 lost to
UCLA. 45.9
No_IS Miami. Fla. (114-0) beat
Nebraska. 31-30.
No 6 So Methodist 110-2-0, lost to
Alabama. 28•7
No 7 Georgia 110-1-1 beat Texas,
10-9
No.8 Michigan
9-3-01 lost to
Auburn. 9-7
No 9 Brigham Young
11.1.01
beat Missouri, 21.17
No 10 Iowa (9-3-0) lost to Florida.
14-6
No 11 Florida 19-2-11 beat Iowa.
14-4
No 12 Clemson (9-1-11 did not
play
No 13 Boston College 19-34:11 lost
to Notre Dame, 19-18
No 14 Ohio State 9-3.0,1
beat Pittsburgh. 28-23
No 15 Pittsburgh 8-3-0 lost to
Ohio State, 28-23
No 16 1 tIel Air Force 110-2-01
at
Mississippi, 9-3
No 16 I URI Maryland 18-4-0i lost
to Tennessee, 30.23
No 18 West Virginia 19-3-01 beat
Kentucky, 20.16
No 19 East Carolina 18-3-01 did
not play
No 20 Baylor 17-4-11 lost to
Oklahoma State, 21-14
No.20 lite Oklahoma 18-4.01 did
not play

_College
basketball
College Basketball
Monday's Scores
EAST
Jacksonville 57. Army 41
New Hampshire 93. Harvard 76
Scion Hall 60. Providence 58, 20T
SOUTH
Alabama 63. Florida 61
Houston Baptist 69, NE Louisiana
61
Kentucky 68. Mississippi 55
McNeese St 90. Texas Southern

so
Memphis St 82. K Kentucky 50
Mid Tennessee 82, Georgia Coll
53
N C.-Charlotte 67. E Carolina 57
S Alabama 106, Roosevelt 57
Stetson 69, Hartford 55
To -Chattanooga 63, Tenn Tem.
ple 51
MIDWEST
Bradley 67. Indiana St 55
DePaul 78, Biscayne 50
Grand Val St 66. E Michigan 60
Miruiesota 06, loW8 St U
Wis -Green Bay 47 Colorado St
34
FAR WEST
Loyola. Calif 70, Goruaga 68
Pepperdine 78. Long Beach St 64
Sah Diego U 92, Idaho 64
Santa Clara 70. San Francisco St

es
Stanford 89, U.3. International 82
Washington 67 California 50

National Basketball Association
EASTERN CONFERENCE
Atlantic Di Mille
W L Pct
GB
Philadelphia
22
7
759
41
Boston
24
8
750 New York
17 14
548
Us
Washington
15 14
517
74
New Jersey
14 17
452 94
CAntral Division
Milwaukee
18 12
600 Detroit
16 14
533
2
Atlanta
16 16
500
3
Chicago
12 15
441
4 1.1
Cleveland
9 22
290
Indiana
8 21
276
iiks
WESTERN CONFERENCE
Midwest Division
Utah
20 11
645 Dallas
16 14
533
3i,9
Kansas City
13 16
448
8
Denver
14 18
438 84
Houston
12 19
387 8
San Antonio
12 20
375 84
Pacific Division
Los Angeles
19 10 .666 Portland
21 13 .618
ia
Phoenix
15 16
484
5
Golden State
15 18
06 6
Seattle
13 16
.448 6
San Diego
11 21
344
9t,
Saturday's Games
No games scheduled
• Sunday's Game
Philadelphia 115. Portland 103
Monday's Game
Indiana 96. Atlanta 88
Tuesday's Games
Boston at New Jersey
Los Angeles at New York
Detroit at Washington
Phoenix at Chicago
Utah at San Antonio
Cleveland at Milwaukee
Dallas at Houston
Seattle at Denver
Philadelphia at Golden State
Kansas City at Portland
Wednesday's Games
Washington at Boston
New Jersey at Atlanta
Los Angeles at Cleveland
Phoenix at Detroit
Chicago at Indiana
Seattle at Dallas
Houston vs. tJlai In Las Vegas ,
Kansas City at Sal Diego

Radio
l'haek I

NFL Playon Schedule
By The Assocated Press
AFC Wad Card
Saturday, Dec 21
Seattle .11 Denver 7
NfC Wrid Card
Monday. Doc 26
Los Angeles 24 Dallas 17
Conference Semifinals
Saturday, DOC 31
AFC Divisional Flavor!
Seattle 27. Miami 20
NFC Divisional Playoff
San Francisco 24 Detroit 23
Sunday. Jan 1
NFC Divisional Playoff
Washington 51
Loa Angeles
Rams 7
AFC revisionist Playoff
Loa Angeles Raiders 38. Pitt
sburgh 10
COMerence Champfonshops
Sunday Jan 8 1984
AFC Championship
Seattle at Los Angeles Raiders
RFC Championship
San Francisco at Washington
SUPERBBOWL XVIII
Jan 22. 1984
At Tampa Stadium. Tampa Fla

Upset
victims

TUCSON, Ariz. (AP)
- John Cook and Bobby Clampett were upset
victims Monday in the
first round of the $1
million Seiko-Tucson
Match Play
Championship.
Cook lost to Barry
Jaeckel 2 and 1 in
blustery weather, while
Mike Gove upset
Clampett 3 and 2.
Meanwhile, Bill Rogers
beat Curt Byrum 3 and
1, Dave Stockton
outlasted John Adams 1
up and Tom Purtzer
beat Mike McCullough
ADELAIDE, 2 and 1.
Australia (AP) U-nheralded
-Czechosl-ovakian
Miloslav Mecir upset
top-seeded Chris Lewis
of New Zealand Sunday
in the quarterfinals of
the $75,000 South
Prep Boys Basketball
The top teams to the Kentucky
Australian Open Tennis
Associated Press boys high school
Championship with a basketball polls with first-place
votes
records and total points
7-5, 6-7, 6-1 victory.

Chris Lewis
upset Slay

Prep
basketball

Top
Twenty
The AP Top Twenty
The Top Twenty teams in the
Associated Press 1E483-84 college
basketball poll, with first -place
votes in parentheses, total points
a
don
b
e
s
20-19-18-17-16-15-14.13 12 11 10 9.8.76-5-4-3-2.1, record through Sunday
and last week's ranking
Record Phs Pvs
1066
1.N. Carolina 1401 8-0
1
2.Kentucky (14) 9-0
1040
2
3.DePaul
5
4
934
10-0
4.Georgetown
896
10-1
5.Maryland
802 6
8-1
6.UCLA
7.1
7
713
7.Houston
707
10-2
3
8.Wake Forest
656 10
9-0
9.Louisiana St
804
7-1
9
10.Texaa-El Paso 11-0
509 16
11.Georgia
7-1
500 11
12.N.Carolina St. 10-2
461 13
408
13.St. John's
8.1
8
Illinois
341 20
14.
9.1
15.0regon St.
283 19
7-2
216
10-2
16.Fresno St.
17.Boston College 8-2
192 12
18.Nev.iLas Vegas8-1
136
126 17
19 Memphis St.
8-3
96
20.Virginia
9-0
-

NFL
playoffs

disqualified
HOBART, Australia
(AP ) - The British
yacht Panda was disqualified Sunday from
the Sydney to Hobart
race - the final event of
the Hitachi Southern
Cross Cup series.
The disqualification,
resulting from a collision with a Hong Kong
yacht soon after the
start of the 630 nautical
mile race, dropped the
British team from third
place to sixth in the final
standings.

1 Clark Co fl
2 Lex Henry Clay,2
3 Paducah TtIghollan
4 Logan Co
5.Ashland
6.Lou Doss
7 Lou Ballard
8 Henderson Co
9 Boyd Co.
10 Lex Tales Creek
11 Madisonville
12 Lou Fairdale
13 Lax Lafayette
14 Central City
15 Greenup Co

11-0 115
7-2 114
12-1 103
10-2 088
10-22073
8-3 061
7-2 055
7-1 063
8-2 041
8-2 039
5-0 030
5-4 026
5-3 021
15-1 018
7-2 016

Prep Gores 8asketba4l
The top teams in the Kentucky
Associated Press girls high school
basketball polls, with first-place
votes, records and total points
1 Marshall Co 6,
5-0 118
2.Whitesburg 121
9-1 113
3 Belfry II,
8-0 097
4.1.1ason Co
7.0096
5 Shelby Co
12-0 087
8 Laurel Co
6-0 061
7 Lou. Male
n .1 068
8. Whttley Co
6-1 056
9 Allen Co.
4-2 064
10.M.C. Napier
6-1 oao
Ii Betsy Layne
6-1 029
12 Webster Co
7-2 028
13.Lou Southern
5-1 027
14 Lax. Henry Clay
5-1 023
15.Mutilenburg Central
10-2 020
1 tie Warren East
11-1 020

SCOREBOARD

COMPUTER
CENTERS

RADIO SHACK'S TRS-80R PC-3
POCKET COMPUTER ON SALE NOW
TRB-B0 11C1DEl PC-3 \

a
, is in ga
uutLstcOuouusa SI WM
6113
LIQUQUIL7ILUCILINI
cgoutcloutabAsesta ma

" With Printer 'Cassette Interface (not ,octuded
Show,

Small Enough to Fit Your Pocket
or Inside Your Purse!

Save $20

al 1.4K Memory •24-Character Liquid Crystal Display
•Easily Programmable in Pockft BASIC
•Allows 16 Arithmetic and 8 String Functions
• Measures 3/8 x 55/16 x 23/4"• Weighs 4 Oz.
• Add Our Printer/Cassette Interface (26-3591,
$119.95) to Use Ready lo-Run Cassette Software

79
95
Reg. 0995

Enjoy Total Support from the World's Largest Computer Retailer
DIECX YOUR PHONE IOW FOR THE PARTICIPATING Rildle /book STORE COMPUTER CENTER OR DEALER NEAREST YOU
A DIVISION OF TANDY CORPORATION

PRICES APPLA AT PARTICIPATING STORES AND DEALERS
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AT&T chairman discusses breakup of world's largest firm
WASHINGTON (AP) was a "bad mistake," to
— Charles L. Brown, how he planned to spend
chairman of American New Year's Eve. Here
Telephone & Telegraph is an edited transcript:
Co., sat down for an
Q: When did you
hour in December to decide to consider the
discuss the approaching breakup? You met with
breakup of the world's your board on Dec. 16,
largest company.
1981, and received its
His interview with endorsement to pursue
The Associated Press negotiations. But when
ranged from why AT&T did you decide it was
was being broken up time to push for a
and why he thought it settlement?

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
ACROSS
1 Priest's
vestments
5 Merry
8 Sheltfish
12 Unit of
Iranian
currency
13 Devoured
14 Run easily
15 Darts
17 Sleepingsickness fly
19 Toil
20 Provide food
21 Heroic event
23 Rabbit
24 Evergreen
tree
26 Small drum
28 Negative
31 Teutonic
deity
32 Tropical fruit
33 Carry out
34 Marry
36 Part of flower
38 Prohibit
39 God of love
41 Back of neck
43 Detests
45 Prison corn
partments
48 Representatives
50 Fanatical
partisan
51 Ravelings
52 Time gone by
54 Learning
55 Parcels of
land
56 Court
57 Hit hard
DOWN
1 Sea in Asia

4SailingwmW
5 Aerifortn fluid
Aaswer to Previous Poszle
6 Near
L.
COO COM COU
7 Still
MOO MOO UOC
8 Lucid
COCO OCUUCCO
9 Decayed
MCC= MOO
10 Part of
BCC OU OCC
church
11 Beverage
COO CUOMO CU
16 Court order
OCO OC OCI MU MI
18 Mark left by
MOE= CC
wound
MOO OC COO
22 Coffeehouses
A WOO CUOMO
23 Navaho
DOCCOU =WOO
Indian
MOO COCO MCC
lodge
CO
UDUE PQI
24 indefinite
number
25 Anger
36 Station
premium
27 Small
37 Intertwine
46 Tree snake
amount
38 Roar
47 Let it stand
29 Room in
40 Leases
49 Carpenter's
harem
42 Tolls
tool
30 Measure of
43 Meeting
50 Collection of
weight
room
animals
35 Pawl
44 Exchange
53'Proceed

ZUnitofftatsan
currency
3 Tonsorial
artist

A: It would be a about my opinions on
mistake to assume that whether this was a
it was Dec. 16 that the desirable thing to de or
board first learned not. It was in that time

Your Individual
Horoscope
Fraaces Drake
FOR WEDNESDAY, JANUARY4,1964
What kind of day will tomor- member. Local visits have
row be? To find sot what the romantic overtones.
stars say, read the forecast SCORPIO
,
given for your birth sign.
(Oct. 23toNov.21) In
If inwardly angered, be
careful not to snap out at
ARIES
anyone. Money talks go well.
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 19) TA It's a favorable time for buyCompetition is keen career- ing and selling.
wise, but advisers are helpful. SAGITTARIUS
Romantic interests and (Nov.22 to Dec. 21)
friendships are highlighted
Avoid money quarrels. Buy
after dark.
some nice clothing for
yourself. Social life picks up
TAURUS
(Apr 20 to May 20) 64 7 dramatically. Be affectionate.
Despite friction with a co- CAPRICORN
worker, you'll make headway (Dec.22toJan. 19) V
on-the job. New opportunities
Your timing may be off in
are plentiful. Connections dealing with higher-ups.
pave the way.
You're better off working
GEMINI
behind the scenes toward the
realization of goals.
(May 21 to June 20)
The financial picture AQUARIUS
brightens, but don't take risks (Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
with capital. Exciting times
There may be some sort of
occur with a date this evening. shake-up at work. Be sure to
CANCER
accept invitations now. After
1June 21 to July 22)
dark brings favorable romanA loved one comes to grips tic developments.
with a problem. Fortunate job PISCM
developments keep you work- (Feb. 19 to Mar. 20) X
ing overtime. Make home im- • An argument will be resolvprovements.
ed to your satisfaction. A
friend does you a favor.
LEO
Business and pleasure com(July 23 toAug.22)
To be effective, tone down bine to your advantage.
your manner of presentation.
YOU BORN TODAY are
Children's affairs are favored. conservative yet adventurous.
Creativity and romance are You're capable of hard wort,
but avoid any tendency to get
lucky.
into a rut.-Variety for you will
VIRGO
prove to be the spice of life.
Aug.23to Sept. 22) "
P
Family get-togethers bring Though practical, you're good
loved ones closer. Money im- at taking chances. Gain an
proves now, but you must understanding of your fellow
avoid buying on impulse. Be man and you'll do well in a
patient.
political career. Teaching,
LIBRA
real estate and corporate
(Sept. 23 to Oct. 22
work may also appeal to you.
, Heart-to-heart talks will You have a sense of the
Clear up misunderstandings. dramatic and would succeed
Apologize to a family in the entertainment world.

V,

nagy-

4124CZ

Pear Sweetheart,

Months like years...
Years like centuriA..
Centuries like...

Without you my
days are endless.

frame(December 1981).
... The decision was not
even possible until it
was understood what it
was the Justice Department was offering and
whether it made any
sense. It was not like
kind of a light went on,
like a flash from the
mountaintop.
Q: Do you think AT&T
was attacked because of
its size and economic
power?
A: Americans,
historically, do not like
large aggregations of
power whether they
reside 19 unions or
reside in governments
or reside in large corporations. And I think
that, in part, is a factor.
It's a kind of mindless
factor, I feel, because
regulated as we are and
have been for so many
years, the fact of it does
not correspond with the
perception of it. I think
we were doing what
needed to be done. And
that's the reason we survived in this huge form
for so long. It's not the
man in the street who
finally came to the solution that was arrived at.
Q: You suggest it was
society that decided to
break up the telephone
company. Do you think
society will decide,
"Let's break it up again
if AT&T gets too big?"
A: I believe some people are beginning to
wonder whether or not
this philosophy is really
sensible in a world in
which we're competing
with Japan Inc. and
huge aggregations of
strength everywhere in
the world. I think, for
example, it would have
been a tragedy had IBM
been broken up. It's

You get the idea.

,enough of a tragedy for
the Bell System. ... I
believe other people are
beginning to believe this
now: that we can no
longer indulge in what
has been a kind of a luxury of saying big is bad.
Q: Do you think society has shot itself in the
foot with the AT&T
breakup?
A: Yes, I do. It's a bad
mistake.
Q: If it's not broken,
don't fix it?
A: Yes. I reached that
conclusion a long time
ago and I think a great
many people are
reaching that conclusion now. What was
wrong with it that we
had to break it up.? As I
say, I think it's bad for
the country and we're
just going to have to now
make the best of it.
Q: Are you ready for
the change? Do you expect to stick around?
A: I have no current
intentions of leaving
early at all. I feel
qualified to follow this
thing on through. I'm
looking forward to helping it get on the right
track.
Q: Where are you going to spend New Year's
Eve? I'm sure it's going
to have a great deal of
meaning to you.
A: It's an emotional
period in the sense in
that 100 years plus of
Bell System orientation,
our whole upbringing
was involved in trying to
work in parallel with a
million people with very
clear objectives. It involved a commitment to
the end product, which

is service rendered. And AT&T's standpoint and
to see the system split from the Bell comup no that we now have panies' standpoint, too
different entities with — looking toward the
different objectives and future and what it can
different economic bring.
drives is a major emoQ: So will you spend
tional change. ... But New Year's with your
we're largely over the family?
sadness and disruption.
A: I expect to be at
We're now — from home.

Orwell's book tops list
By CYNTHIA GREEN
Associated Press Writer
Thirty-six ears after
penning "Nineteen
Eighty-FOur," George
Orwell Is again a best
seller. Bookstores
across the nation are
reporting that the arrival of the ominous
year has brought a huge
demand for the darkly
prophetic novel.
Four of five stores
surveyed in Dallas on
Monday said they were
sold out of the book,
which details a future
society in which
citizens' individual
freedoms are subordinated completely to
the state.
"Sales are right up
there with the latest
romance novel," said
Peggy Ogden, a
salesclerk at B. Dalton
in Livingston, N.J.
"Every time we get it
In, it sells out."
"All the high schools
have assigned it as required reading, even
more than the average
number, and other folks
are reading it as well,"
said a spokeswoman for
Century Book Stores in
Dallas, which had no

ACES®
BOBBY WOLFF

(71)e XL)

"Everyone has a fair turn
to be as great as he
pleases." -- Jeremy Collier.

OgY
By Abigail Van Buren

Sex-Change Inquiry
Horrifies Readers

3

LET'S TRY SOMETHING
A LITTLE DIFFERENT
THI5 TIME -READY ?

DEAR ABBY: I am furious, angry and boiling mad! The
letter signed "No More Girls" from British Columbia
stopped me cold. It was from a man whose wife was
expecting their third child. The first two (ages 3 and 2)
were girls, and he wanted to know where they could get a
sex-change operation for the next baby if it was another
girl.
My God! I thought I didn't read it right! The man surely
was off his rocker. He doesn't deserve kids, nor does his
wife, who must also be a nut to consider such an idiotic
thing.
I hope no surgeon would ever perform such an operation.
I can't wait to see what %her readers had to say about
this crazy request.
•
HORRIFIED IN PHILLIPSBURG, N.J.

•

DEAR HORRIFIED: Other readers were equally
horrified. Many offered to adopt the expected child
if it was a girl. Some offered to take the 2- and 3year-old girls off the couple's hands if they weren't
happy with female children.
Be assured, no surgeon would consider performing
a sex-change operation on a healthy, normal child.

HOW5
THIS?

•• *

MINE
,IF I
STRETCH OUT?

more copies of the book
on hand.
In Chicago, Barbara's
Bookstore Is running a
special Orwell promotion, said Laurie Haight.
Any customer who buys
$19.84 or more in merchandise receives a free
paperback copy of
"Nineteen Eighty Four."
"The amount that
we're selling is
phenomenal," she added. The shop has recently special-ordered three
hardback copies, a request "almost unheard
of," she said.
But while the buyers
are eager, it appears not
all are well-acquainted
with the history of the
book that coined the
slogan "Big Brother is
watching."
One customer last
week asked a clerk at a
B. Dalton store in West
Hartford, Conn., if the
book was out yet in
paperback, said senior
sales clerk Audrey
Davenport.
"She said, 'Yes, it has
been for 35 years," Ms.
Davenport said.

DEAR ABBY: I just started reading your column in the
Moline (Ill.) Daily Dispatch, and I need some questions
answered.
1. Does a letter have to be signed in order to be
answered in your column?
2. If I want a personal reply, will I get one? Or do you
send form letters?
3. Are all the letters in your column real? Pr do you
make some of them up?
4. Where should I address a letter to you? lam sending
this to the Dispatch, but I would rather write directly to
you. Thank you.
•
MRS. G.H., MOLINE

Ti-IOSE SLIPPERS
HAD THEI R SHOTS?.

DEAR MRS. H.: 1. Letters do not have to be signed
In order to be answered in my column.
2. Personal replies are sent to those who sign
their names and enclose a self-addressed stamped
envelope. I do not use form letters.
3. All the letters are real. I couldn't make up anything as good as the letters I receive.
4. Address all mail to: Dear Abby,P.O. Box 38923,
Hollywood, Calif. 90038.

." •

•

Si-4E WAS ACCUSING
ME OF BEING A
TIGHTWAO

DEAR ABBY: IS 44 and have been a widow for four
years. I have a nice home and three wonderful children—
all college graduates with good jobs. The two older ones
are married and the youngest hat her own apartment. I
have always been there for them when they called or
came by for a visit.
Now, I have met a man that I care about very much. He
is a widower with three grown children. We are very
compatible. But he lives 200 miles away, with his farm
and business there, which means I have to go there if I
want to be with him.
I love my children so much, I feel guilty when I leave
them. After a week they call, wanting me to come home.
And I always do. My friend says I should cut the apron
strings. When I am with him, I think about my children,
and when I'm home, I think about him.
Abby, please don't tell me my children come first. I
don't want to live the rest of my life alone, but I don't
want my children to be unhappy. How can I have peace of
mind? What do you say?
PULLED APART
IN

DEAR PULLED: Children come Bret when they're
young. But your children are grown with lives of
their own. At 44 you have senny
years ahead
of you, so please don't feel that you have to "be
there' for your grown et,ildren. This Lsyour.chance
to catchThe brass ring (or the gold one); so go(tintAnd don't feel guilty.
•• •
(If you're single and want to know how to meet
someone decent, see page 20 of Abby's booklet,
"How to Be Popular." Send $2, plus•long. stamped
(37 cents), self-addressed envelope to Abby, Popularity, P.,Box mon,Hollywood. Calif. 90038.)

South and East each had
an opportunity in this interesting deal that helped
decide the 1963 European
Championships. France got
the better of the exchange
over Italy and went on to
win the championships.
West played his three high
hearts and Henri Svarc of
France ruffed the third one.
Trumps fell obligingly and
South played three rounds of
diamonds to eliminate that
suit. Next came a club to
dummy's queen and East
was stuck. If he won the ace,
the forced club return would
offer a free finesse and if he
ducked, another club lead
would net the same result -620 points to France.
Good fortune and good
play to the French. But
what about the opportunity
for the Italians? Had West
led a low heart at trick
three or had East ruffed in
with his seven anyway,
South's trump king would
have been forced and the
defenders would have
scored a trump trick to go
along with the other three
winners. East missed his
chance to be a hero.
In the replay, the Italians
were not quite as aggressive
with the North-South cards
and the French managed a
plus score at both tables.
West played in three
diamonds, just making, and
the French picked up a
large swing. _
NORTH
1-3-A
•A
1016038

•K 6 5
Q 1084
WEST
EAST
•Q 9
•J 7
IPAKJ742
IP 8 5
* Q 10 8 7 3
•J 9 4
4—.
•AJ9653
SOUTH
•K 6 5 4 3 2
•Q 9
•A 2
•K 7 2

Vulnerable: Both. Dealer:
Scuth. The bidding:
Sesta West North East
I*
3.
34
Pass
4+
Pass Pass Pass
(West's three clubs shows a red
two-suiter)
Opening lead: Heart long
Bid with The Aces
South holds:

1-3-B

•J 7
•85
•J 9 4
•AJI1851
North South
1 NT
111
2!4T'
ANSWER: Three clubs..
for two
Show the club"
WW
opiner
will bid game. Without a
good fit, declarer will be in
a safer metro&

ws

tad blip emus= es The Aces
P.O.Ow 1238S, Wks. Tim TIM
with self-adlessast staispwis
saralsge
tar reply

2

,

,

,
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Notice

Car safety device
for sale or lease.
Paul Crocker
753-3315

•
Have 5 minutes?1
Call 759-4444 for
an inspirational
message to
brighten you day.
Children's tape
759-4445.

Jim Suitor I, Jerry
Henry will be in our
showroom from 6:308:00 Mon., Tues.,
Thurs., In.
PURDOM
MOTORS, INC.
Olds-Pont.-Cad.-Buick

5

Found

850 REWARD
Lost
large Male Seal Point
Siamese cat. Lost In 5
point area. Call collect
901.986-9550.
LOST male Brittany
Spaniel, reddish brown,
white, no tail, 45 lb., 4
year old. Lost Christmas day In East Y
Subd., Hwy. 94E. 2
miles from Murray.
$400 reward. 753-3999 or
call collect 901-726-008,5.
6

3

Lost and

He lp

Wanted

$300 WEEKLY part
time at home filling out
Income tax forms during tax season. Fast.
Easily learned. Call
716-842-6000, including
evenings, ext 73060.
ABSOLUTELY
Guaranteed 8250
Weekly Paychecks.
1‘ork in the comfort and
security of your own
residence. No experience. Equal opportunity employer. Complete details and application sent. Write to:
Wealthco, 700 N. St.
Mary's (Hiring Dept)
No. 1400, San Antonio.
Texas 78205.

9

Shop the
best buys
in town
the

Murray
Ledger
& Times

AN OHIO OIL CO. offers
high income, plus cash
bonuses, benefits to semiretired person in Murray
area. Regardless of experience, write M.S
Read. American
Lubricants Co., Box 426,
Dayton, Ohio 45401.
FEDERAL, State and
Civil Service Jobs
available. Call 1-1619)
569-8304 for info.

6

Help

Wanted

15

MATURE, responsible
person to work 5 days
per week in a helping
agent.''Send resume to
P.O. Box 1040 C
Murray.
NEED someone to
babysit in my home
Mon -Fri. Must have
references. Call 489-2616
after 5:30p.m or if no
answer call 753-7219.
NEW MSU faculty
member needs part
time housekeeper In.
rludes two Alleinoons
and evenings. 753-6378.
NOW Hiring Offshore
Oil Drilling Overseas
and Domestic
Will
train, $35.000-$50,000
plus poss. Call Petroleum Services at
312-920-9675 ext. 1774.
Also open evenings.
TEXAS Oil Company
needs mature person
MeF to sell full line of
high quality lubricants
to manufacturing,
trucking, construction
and farm customers
Protected territory,
thorough training program. For personal
interview, send work
history to C.C. Lin37
Southwestern Petroleum, Box 789, Fort
Worth, TX. 76101.
9. Situation

Wanted
SHG, Typing Service.
P.O. Box 45. Call 7530406.
10. Business Opportunity

COMMERCIAL building and 2 acre lot. Ideal
location, this 4500 sq. ft.
building has a 20x50
shop area. 20x50 storage
area, gas heat and
MANAGER FOR central air conditioning.
COMPUTER STORE Owner will consider
needs sales manage. lease option. $55,000.
ment and micro ex- Call KOPPERUD
perience. Salary plus REALTY, 753-1222.
percent of profit. Send
resume to manager, 14.
Want to Buy
P.O. Box 808, Paducah,
RAW, Furs Raccoon,
Ky. 42001.
MANAGER for videc mink, muskrat, red and
game room. Degree in gray fox, opossum, beelectronics with 2 yrs. aver, coyote. McClellan,
experience or equiva- Pulaski. Ill. 618-342-6316.
lence of military train- USED air conditioners.
Dill Electric 753-9104.
ing. 800-647-6680.

ATTENTION
\\, \\RETAILERS!
,

e.
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Articles for

Sale

16

Home Furnishings

3 USED couenes $60
each Call 759-4638
5 PC girl's white
canopy bedroom suite.
753-3583 or 753-9648
6 PC. Mountain Comfort
couch, 2 end tables,
rocking chair, ottoman.
coffee table Cushions
are rust, brown and
camel plaid. 753-2861.
tARLY American
couch, mint condition
Antique pie safe. 7591756
22.Musical
PIANO for sale. Wanted. Responsible party
to assume small
monthly payments on
spineterconsole piano.
Can be seen locally.
Write: (include phone
number) Credit Maria
ger, P.O. Box 521,
Beckemeyer,IL 62219.
Pevey bass amp. 7532280 or 753-0220.
24

Miscellaneous

2.55 ACRES of dark
fired tobacco base
Written bids accepted
until Jan. 6, 1984. P.O
Box 7, Murray, Ky.
42071.
FLASHING arrow sign.
First month free rent.
Rental purchase plan.
Portable sign, $225. Call
Bill Tuell 502-782-2922.
OAK and Hickory
Firewood, 90 percent
split wood. $25.00 rick
delivered. Call Days
753-3476, Night 436-2778.
MERRITT All-Alum.
Headache rack, DOT approved. 8400 or best offer.
,436-2837.
OAK and hickory
firewood. delivered.
$25trick. Call 759-1145
after 4p.m.
PINBALL
machine.BASEBALL
t y pepin ball machine, 1200.
antique walnut wardrobe, $375. Antique one
horse open sleigh and
other antiques. Days,
753-1271. Evenings. 7536620.
WOOD for sale. 522.50
rick delivered. Also
build plank fences. 759
9313 after 5p.m
27. Mobile Homes for Sale
1974 TRAILER, 2 BR
Sell with lot or without
759-1928.
1981 12x60 MOBILE
home. Price reasonable. Call 247-8132
29. Heating and Cooling
KING Automatic wood
heater. Model KWC 80,
price $249.99. Model 8802
B, $299.99. Mobile Home
Heater, UL approved,
model KMH80, $299.99.
Wallin Hardware. Paris.
Tenn,
30. Business Rentals

Ld

Mini

id

-

Woraboase
Storage Space
For Rent
753-1492

BUILDINGS on the
University campus.
Ideal for sororities,
fraternities or offices.
753-2967.

Acree Portable
Building
Mayfield, Ky.

All Wood Storage
Bu ilding
8x12
8895
8x16
0895
10x16
81095
12x16
81395
12x24
81995
247-7831
Mayfield, Ky.

hat Does
TMC Mean
To You?

Your Advertising message can reach (16,800
households) throughout Murray, Calloway County and
six surrounding counties in Kentucky and Tennessee.
The Murray Ledger and Times has a daily circulation
of 7,800 and the Shopping Guide has a weekly circulation of 9,000. Ads may be purchased for combined low
rates. Ask our advertising department staff about how
TMC "can ring your cash register."
WE GUARANTEE DELIVERY AND RESULTS!

Milierray Ledger & Times
1001 WhItnell

753-1916

32

2 14
GM rims and
studded snov, tires
759-4557

32

Apts for

Rent

bUPLEX, 2 BR, unfurnished, refrigerator,
stove, washer. dryer.
carport. Deposit and
lease required. Prefer
ample. 753-0291.
rJRNISHED apts. Efficiency. 1 or 2 bedrooms, also sleeping
rooms. Zimmerman
Apt-. S. 16th St.
753-6609.
ONE BR duplex apt. -414
South 10th, Murray.
C'all 492-8225.
ONE and Two bedroom
apartments, near down
town Murray. Call 7534109. 762-6650 or 436-2844.

Apts for

ONE bedroom apart
ment at 1002 Main
Street, appliances furnished $135 monthly
plus deposit Call
SPANN-REALTY ASSOC, 753-7724
34 Houses for Rent
6 ROOM house. 1-107
Olive. Available in 2
weeks. Call Mayfield,
247-4869.
A COUPLE of young
ladies wants in share a
house. Located near
MSU and downtown
with 1 or 2 other ladies.
Call Rebekah, 759-4172.
COLEMAN REAL ESTATE AND PROPERTY MANAGEMENT. Houses from
$175 to $375/month 1
apt. 753-9898.

Homes for Sale

Services

53

IMMACULATE CONDI
TION! The results ot
hours of hard work by th,owners are evident in thi,
lovely home 3 bedroom, •z
bath. All new carpet, ness
drapes and freshly pain
ted inside and out. Nice
patio on back.. large
storage area plus 2 car
carport For your personal tour. call CENTURY 21 Loretta Jobs.
Realtors at 753.1492

Offered

Mobile Nome Anchors,
underpinning, roofs
sealed
aluminum
patio awnings, single

and double carports.
JACK GLOVER
753-1873

CONCRETE -Block and
brick work Large or'
small jobs, garages,
basements, foundations,
LOOKING far-- an- in- and chimneys 753-5476.
expensive hide-away? PENCE sales at Sears
We have it for only now. Call Sears 753.2310:
84.5001 Extremely neat for free estimate for,
two room cottage, your needs.
completely furnished. GENERA
L HOME'
Located near lake on
REPAIR. 15 years exacre lot. You would perience.
Carpentry.
have to see it to believe concrete,
plumbing,
it! Roberts Realty, roofing,
sliding. NO'
753-1651.
JOB TO SMALL. Free
NICE brick 3 BR home estimates Days 75338. Pets-Supplies
in Panorama Shores 6973. nights 474-2276.
features scenic wooded GUTTERING
3 gN LISH Pointer
by Sears
view of lake and large Sears
continuous gutpups. 4 months Shoots,•
raised deck. Ideal for ters
installed for your
$30 each. Call 436-5802.
those
year specifications
Call
DOG obedience classes around wanting
home at lake. Sears
753-2310 for free
and private, home or Family room -kitchen
estimate.
show. Indoor facility
area enhanced by
Certified instructor
fireplace. Only 857.900.
Call 436-2858
Our
business
MURRAY CALLOWAY
dates back to 1928
COUNTY REALTY,
43
Real Estate
but we have the
753-8146.
latest facilities & es
PASSIVE Solar home.
Purdom & Thurman
rustic in lovely Paraperuse to produce
dise setting, 3 to 5 acres.
the quality you're
Insurance 8.
Country living only 10
looking for
Real Estate
minutes from town.
CARTER STUDIO
Soithside Court Sq.
Three spacious be300 11/1a.r, 753 8298
drooms.
Two
full
baths,
Morro'', Kentucky
plush carpeting INSULATIO
N blown in by
753-4451
throughout. Kitchen Sears.
TVA approved.
complete with built-in Save
on those high
appliances, lots of heating
and cooling
storage. Don't buy any- bills. Call
Sears 753-2310
thing untill you see this for free
REALTY
estimates.
one. By owner. 753-4501.
LEE'S CARPET'
Lae Ann Ptilpot 753-6043
CLEANING. ..Murray's
48.
Auto
Services
Wiryne Wilsoe
7534054
only professional CarIMPORT Auto Salvage. pet Cleaning Company
436-5676
is. L. Kell100.1
New and used parts for with over 12 years
1912 Coldwater Rood
most imports at re- continuous local service
Murray, Kostecky 42071
asonable prices 474- using the most powerful
(502)73-0116
2325.
cleaning system made.
Anytime
VW engine rebuilt. 1600 Hundreds of satisfied
./04 L. IL DIMON
Dual Port. 350 Ex- repeat customers
Broker
Licensed and Insured
change 474-2325.
NVe move the furniture
49. Used Cars
free. Free estimates, 24
1968 PLYMOUTH. good hour service. 753-5827
condition, $500. Call
after 6p.m. 759-4409. ,
Will haul white mil,
1971 FORD Torino, good
sand,
lime, rip rap and
second car, $600. Call
masonary sand, cool.
after 5p.m., 753-0806.

&la

Appointments made •
for your conveFOR SALE
nience. Full tine sale
1979 Cadillac Seville,
associates evening
one owner, local,
phones
Purdom Motors
Amos lAcCxty 753-2249
1406 W. Main
Theresa Knight
753-7729
Joyce Betsworth 753-9390
753-5315
Amu *Path 753-2477
Louie Baku
753-2409 1978 HONDA Civic
Pronto Dunn
753-5725 75,w miles, 35 MPG.
489-2266 AM-FM 8-track, $1,500.
Bob Klef
46. Homes for Sale
3 BEDROOM frame
home built in 1973.
Central heat and air,
well insulated, 2 bay
body shop with 220
wiring, lit acres,
located near Squire
Potts Road. Priced low
for quick sale at 325,500.
Call KOPPERUD
REALTY today for an
appointment. 753-1222.
3 nR brick on 1 acre
near Coldwater, $24,500.
No reasonable offer
refused. Well insulated.
Beautiful landscaped
Furniture negotiable.
For sale by owner. Call
489-2689.
3 BR house, natural gas
heat, central air, additional living space or
efficiency apt. with
separate entrance. New
storage building. 12x16
many extras. 2 blocks
from college in quiet
neighborhood. Sale by
owner. 753-3949.
PORMAL OR INFORMAL.. This is a
great entertainment
home. You-can get in on
the fun with this four
bedroom, two bath, 14
story home Fenced
back patio.. Truly a
marvelous home for entertaining and comfortable family living. Let's
see this one today. CENTURY 21 Loretta Jobs.
Realtors..753-1492.
KICK the city life! Live
in the quiet of the
country in this charming two bedroom ranch
home. Very near to the
lake for the fisherman
and golfers are a short
distance from the Un
iversity Golf Course
House has a sunken
conversation center
with fireplace, outbuildings with cellar
storage Call to see this
one today, 840's. KOPPERUD REALTY. 753=2

•

Training Coordinator
Must have individual experience, college degree, communication skills, people
management skills and ability to work
successfully with all levels of management. Must have demonstrative ability to
design, conduct and assess training programs for supervision management and
production employees This position offers an excellent salary and benefit
package commensurate with ability and
experience
Apply by sending resume and salary
history to Employment Manager, General
Tire & Rubber Co., One General Street,
Mayfield, KY, 42066
We are an equal opportunity employer.
M/F

46

Rent

H/V

Coll Roger Hudson,
753-4545 or 7536763.

MCKINNEY Appliance
Service on all major
appliances. Wards.
Westinghouse, Maytag.
Tappen, Admiral, G.E.
and all others. No. 10
Dixieland Ctr753-8505.
BOB'S Home Improvement and General
Call after 6p.m. 901-247- Contracting. 20 years
experience. additions.
5104.
1 9 7 9 CADILLAC. carpentry, painting.
loaded. Best offer or concrete work.
aluminum awnings and
trade. 753-0516.
trailer skirting. Call
1980 CUTLASS
Supreme, diesel, 32 753-4501_
miles per gallon, 1978
Cutlass Supreme- and
1977 Cougar XR-7. All in
good condition and real
sharp. Cheap must sell.
Call 1-354-8050.
Low, low Rates.
1981 SUBARA DL WaSatisfied References.
gon, air. $5.200. 436-2165
Free Estimates.
or 753-0521
7S9.19113
1967 CORVAIR. Black,
hardtop. Newly upSEWING
Machine Reholstered, new engine.
Sharp! Price negotia- pair. All makes and
ble Call 753-7863 after- models. Industrial.
home and commercial.
noons or evenings.
38 yrs. experience. All
work guaranteed. Ken50 Used Trucks
neth Barnhill, 753-2674.
1972 CJ5 Jeep, needs Stella, Ky.
work 51.000 Call 436-5802.
1974 CHEVROLET
Alomioom Service Co.
Cheyene Pickup 4
Alrminim
ald vinyl
Wheel Drive, good considing. Castor trim work
dition. 753-8124 or 7539181.
Retereoces Gall Will Ed
1976 DATSUN long wheel
Bailey. 15.3-0689.
base truck. has 2000 cc
motor with 4 speed transmission. Sliding back FIRE Wood. Seasoned
glass, high back bucket oak, tree trimming and
seats, white letter tires. removing hedges and
White spoke wheels. 24, shrubs. Free estimates
000 miles on rebuilt mo- 753-5;176
tor. $1,200. 753-6550.
WET BASEMENT' We
1978 CHEVY truck, make wet. basements
short bed. 6 cylinder, dry. Work completely
straight shift, good guaranteed. Call or
condition. $2,950. 753- write Morgan Con2813.
struction Co. Rt. 2, Box
409A, Paducah, Ky.
53 Services Offered
42001 or call 1-442-7026.

BAILEY'S CARPET
CLEANING

INTERIOR painting
done. Special holiday
rates. Job guaranteed.
Call 762 401l

Aluminum and Vinyl I
siding and Aluminum
trim for all houses. It
stops painting
Jock Glover
753-1873

'PAINTING
INTERIOR
'kTERIOR
AINTING
:.ALLPAPERING

JIM DAY
Painting

APPLIANCE
R
VICE. Kenmore.
FREE_ L.,T,MATES*
Westinghouse.
Whirlpool. 21 years
experience. Parts and
service. Bobby Hopper. 56 Free Column
Bob's Appliance Ser- PREF. to good home
vice. 202 S. 5th St. female spade dog Good
753.4872, 753-8886 with children
We're
i home(
moving' 436-5802

753-3716

DAILY GOLD & SILVER PRICES
Gold
Closed

Yesterday
Today
No

Silver
Closed
383.00 Yesterday

Opened
383.00 Today
Change Down

Compliments of

GOLD & SILVER
CUSTOM JEWELERS
OLYMPIC PLAZA

8.

_
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1 .91.•
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Surplus store gives away 7,500 winter coats

at the

s..

14MiNa OF arnsni- rrollemAnti

MOLINE, Ill. (AP) —
A surplus store that is
going out of business
after more than 50 years
thanked its customers
by giving away more
than 7,500 free winter
coats.
The coats were
military issue and hardly stylish, but that didn't
daunt the thousands of
men, women and
children who lined up in
the snow Monday to
receive them.
The giveaway was
conducted by A.D. Harris Co., which is closing
Saturday, and no ques-

by
isrft forfeiter

'Scarface': First rate violence
•
-

•

Brian DePalma, the
controversial director of
"Scarface," has one
supreme virtue: he
never bores. That's
because he has no
elevated ideas. He only
wants to make interesting films.
There's not a trace of
a good intention in
"Scarface," but it is
made with consummate
skill. Early in the
movie, a dope dealer
butchers a dope carrier
with a chainsaw. This is
how it is filmed: First
we watch as the dealer
starts up his chainsaw
and approaches the
wide-eyed carrier, who
is tied to a shower curtain rod in a small
bathroom. As the whirling blade is about to
touch flesh, DePalma's
camera leisurely moves
away from the scene,

Piza tower

tlons were asked — the named said they were
government-surplus grateful for the warm
coats were handed out clothing. Some *said they
to anyone who, re- were unemployed and
quested one.
had been unable to af"We're not cheekily ford new coats for
for income eligfbility, themselves and their
but rather letting each families.
individual's conscience
"While there may be
be his guide," said Al one, or 10, or 100 or 200
Tunick, executor of the who take advantage of
estate of the late George It, those that do benefit
Harris, one of the by it make it all worstore's founders. "If thwhile," Tunick said.
they take a coat and
He added the
really don't need to, giveaway was meant as
they'll have to live with a way of thanking
that."
residents of what is
Several recipients known as the Quad City
who asked not to be — Moline, East Moline

and Rock Island in Illinois and Davenport in
Iowa — for their
patronage.

about 2% times as many
as Tunick said he
thought would be handed out.
Security personnel
Tuniek said thcstore
limited the nunper of
opened its doors at 8
allowed in the
a.m. Monday, about 30 people
store to 10 at a time., and
minutes earlier than
store employees
planned, because of the
donated their time to
large number of people
replenish the stock and
who lined up for coats.
assist people in finding
By the 5 p.m. closing garments that fit among
time, more than 7,500 the racks of light blue,
coats had been given navy blue and drab
away. The number was green coats and jackets.

travels out the second- and fall of a thuggish
story bathroom window, Cuban refugee, played
and floats down to street by Al Pacino. (The
level, where it non- movie is loosely based
chalantly surveys a on the 1930s gangster
beachfront Miami movie, "Scarface.") Instreet.
deed, DePalma cares so
While our eyes stare much about the clear
blankly at the serene exposition of his plot
street outside, our that he uses titles to
minds of course are fix- signal changes in
ed on what we imagine setting.
Is going on in the
Another of DePalma's
bathroom above the strengths is that he
Irving P. Bright, years," Bright said.
street.
usually takes us places
president of Bright's, "However, it was in the
LEXINGTON, Ky. nine-month federal
After its survey of the we've never been. In the
ty for misdemeanor announced today that, interest of the paducah
street, the camera slow- case of "Scarface," (AP) — Federal pro- grand jury investigation possession of cocaine is at approximately the store to relocate in a
ly returns to the DePalma shows us the secutors offered James of alleged cocaine traf- one year in prison.
first week of April, brand new facility. at
bathroom, where the world of Little Havana, P. Lambert the oppor- ficking in the Lexington
The newspaper said Bright's of Paducah will Kentucky Oaks Mall.
sound of the chainsaw the Cuban community in tunity in October to area. He has denied any Its sources claimed the open a 7,600 square foot
"The new store in the
suddenly cuts in. But Miami, with its tacky plead guilty to a misde- involvement in cocaine proposal to allow store in the Kentucky- Kentucky Oaks Mall
still DePalma doesn't Greek revival architec- meanor charge of co- trafficking.
Lambert to plead to the Oaks Mall, Paducah, will have all the same
Lambert declined to misdemeanor charge and will close their departments that their
allow us to look at the ture, ostentatious caine possession, but
gore. Instead, the wealth, nightclubs with Lambert turned them comment about the pro- was offered by Assistant Paducah downtown downtown store has."
camera pans the velveteen wallpaper, down, The Lexington- secutors' offer and his U.S. Attorney Robert retail operation at the
bathroom wall, which is and 50s automobiles Herald Leader said rejection of it.
Trevey to Lambert's at- same time.
U.S. Attorney Louis torney, James Shuffett.
filling up with splat- with zebra-print seat- today.
"It was a tough deciUK STUMP
,
The
newspape
r said DeFalaise also declined
tered blood.
covers. And he takes us
Both Trevey and Shuf- sion to make because
REMOVAL
Lambert,
allegedly
44,
to comment.
It's a riveting scene, deep into Miami's cofett declined to Bright's has been
, We toe remove stumps up '
masterful in its caine tfade, with its in- is a central figure in a
The maximum
penal- comment.
associated with
to 24' below the g.u.rat
_
manipulation of the au- terconnecting interests
downtown Paducah
435 4343 or 435 4319
dience's imagination. It 'among dope dealers,
FIRST OF MICHIGAN CORPORATION
retailing for over 70
,
`Is-also as decorous as a banks, and businesses.
MORRIS BILBREY
scene in a Greek
The violence of "Scartragedy, where the face" may cause you to
SENIOR VICE PRESIDENT—INVESTMENTS
murders occur offstage. turn your head away
DePalma isn't always from the screen, but I
so timid about showing doubt if you'll be bored.
violence. In fact, no
Rated R due to many
mainstream director bloody killings by pistol,
delights more in violent rifle, machine gun, and Prices furnished by First of
I.B.M
.. 123% +1%
material. Occasionally shotgun. Upper female Michigan
Jerrico
17% unc
DePalma panders to our nudity. Very rough Industrial Average
-.51
J.C. Penney
56%
%
prurient interest in gore language throughout. I Air Products
45% + %
Johnson & Johnson
40% -%
as shamefully as the give "Scarface" a A-.
Ashland
28% unc
Kmart
33% -1/8
schlockiest director of
American Telephone. 61 7/8 +
Mary Kay Cosm.
15% + %
cut-throat movies. But
Chrysler
28 + %
Penwalt
407
/8 + %
Hog market
DePalma is not merely
Dupont
52% + 17,
Quaker Oats
8
59% + 1/
4
a panderer. Graphic Federal-State Market News Service Ford
427/8
Sears
37% +
January 3, 1984
violence indeed Kentucky Purchase Area Hog
G.A.F
16%
Texaco
35% -1/8
Market
fascinates him. Report Includes 6 Buying Stations
General Dynamics
58%
U.S. Tobacco
39%
-%
Receipts Act 1666 Est 800 Barrows
Movie making &
General Motors
74%
Wal-Mart
Gilts 375-4 00 lower Sows under 450
38%
fascinates him even lbs. 50-1 00 lower 430-500 lbs 3 00-5 00 General Tire
38%
Wendys
lower over 500 lbs 5 00-5 50 lower
more.
Goodrich
30%
Wetterau
19 +
US 1.2 210-240 lbs
248 50-49 75
Goodyear
DePalma likes a US 2 200-210 lbs
30%
A.L. Williams
12 -%
$47 50-48 50
$48 00-48 SO
Gulf Oil
strong story line _ as US 2 210-250 lbs
427A
C.E.F. Yield
U2-3 260-270
EHEVR 0 LET
$47 00-48 00
much as he likes Sows
12270-300
US
lbs
violence. It's not sur$37 00-39.00
WOODMEN BLDG., MURRAY 753-9476
US 1.9 300.450 lbs
$38 00-40 00
prising that he was at- US
(Acres, From Uncle Jeffs)
1.3 450-500 lbs
240 00-50 00
STOCKS— MUNICIPAL BONDS-- MUTUAL FUNDS
tracted to the, almost US 1.3300-600 lbs
$50 00-52 50
US 2-3 300-540 lbs
237 00-39.00
MEMBER NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE MEMBER SIPC
mythic plot of the rise Boars $31 00-32 75
)1(
EHEVROLET

Lambert made plea offer

Paducah Bright's to
relocate to new mall
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is leaning

R

even more
PISA. Italy (AP) —
The Leaning Tower of
Pisa is tilting a little
more but is "in good
shape" and not about to
topple, according to an
annual maintenance
report.
Prof. Giuseppe
Toniolo, head of the
group that oversees
maintenance of the
179-foot-high marble
tower, said experts had
determined that the
landmark leaned a little
more — 0.05 inches to be
precise, but there is no
need for alarm.
The tower now leans
about 16 feet from the
perpendicular.
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# WOULD YOU LIKE TO #
DRIVE A NEW
CHEVROLET
it AND SAVE MONEY?

Stock market

i

SEE OUR
ADVERTISEMENT
ON PAGE 10
#
FOR MORE DETAILS
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Israeli planes make 'accurate hits'
BEIRUT, Lebanon
(AP) — Divebombing
Israeli warplanes
struck at Palestinian
guerrilla bases in the
Syrian -controlled
Lebanese central mountains today. The Israeli
command said the jets
scored "accurate hits."
In Damascus, meanwhile, Syrian officials
freed U.S. Navy airman
Robert 0.-Goodman Jr.
after a month's captivity in response to an appeal by the Rev. Jesse
Jackson.
A Syrian official statement said Goodman's
release was intended to
encourage a withdrawal
of U.S. forces in
Lebanon. Goodman was
captured when his attack jet was shot down
while on a raid on
Syrian-held positions in
central Lebanon Dec. 4.

„ .
An Israeli military
The Voice of Lebanon, towns in the central
communique said its a Beirut radio station mountains, denied
the
jets struck at positions controlled by the five-story
Shepherd
occupied by forces of rightist Christian Hotel was hit.
He also
guerrilla chief Col. Saed Phalange Party, said denied radio
reports
Mousa, a leader of the four Israeli Kfirs back- that the hotel
had
revolt against the ed by eight fighters become a
headquarters
leadership of Palestine staged bombing and for Mousa
since the
Liberation Organization strafing runs that set Israeli army
withdrew
chairman Yas-ser several targets ablaze, from central
Lebanon
Arafat.
including a Bhamdoun Sept. 4.
The Tel Aviv com- hotel used as headThe spokesman, who
munique said the planes quarters of the Palesti- declined to be
identified,
returned safely after at- nian guerrillas and an said the hotel
was servtacking targets in ammunition dump.
ing as a Druse hospital.
13harndoun, located in
But a spokesman for He said the Israeli jets
Syrian-controlled ter- the Druse Progressive hit at Palestinia
n bases
ritory on the Beirut- Socialist Party, whose around, but
not in,
Damascus Highway.
forces control most Bhamdoun.
Today's air strikes
follow a recent escalation of guerrilla attacks
against Israeli troops in
south Lebanon. Last
month, Israel launched
four air attacks agazist
guerrilla targets in
Syrian-controlled secWASHINGTON (AP) of prosperity in 1984."
tors of Lebanon.
— Last year's industrial
The specific bureau
rebound will spread figure is 87 percent of
through the economy in the 194 industries for
1984, with nearly 90 per- which estimates were
cent of the nation's made, compared with
said Darnell pounded on manufacturing in- the 72 percent showing
her dbor just before 7 dustries expected to improvement last year
a.m. "He saved our .show improved and the 31 percent in the
lives," Ms. Thompson shipments, the govern- recession year of 1982.
said. "We probably ment is estimating.
Home building and
wouldn't have seen 1984
Overall, economic ex- auto production — "the
If it hadn't been for his pansion will slow a bit main drivers of the 1983
from last year, but a recovery" — will slow
pounding and yelling."
Darnell said he had greater variety of in- somewhat, the report
heard yelling and dustries will share in the said. But it added that
fighting from an apart- revival, according to a the slack should be
ment unit and about 30 report issued Monday taken up by basic inminutes later saw by the Commerce dustries such as those
smoke and flames pour- Department's Bureau of producing metals, tools,
Industrial Economics,
ing from the roof.
engines and fertilizers
In a more somber
"All I could think
Brown said the
about were all those note, the report said specific industrial propeople asleep and not some of those industries jections are based partknowing what's going - steel and autos, for ly on an assumption that
example — have tiled to the entire economy — as
on," said Darnell.
Darnell said used his fight their way back to measured by inflationcordless telephone to health through cbst- adjusted gross national
dial the fire department cutting measures that product — will grow 4.5
_
as he ran through smoke included workforce percent from the fourth
and flames along the reductions. And many of quarter of 1983 to the
corridor of the burning those laid-off workers fourth quarter of this
building and knocked on will never get their old year.
jobs back.
his neighbors' doors.
But the general tone
"People just weren't
Although there are
getting up," said of the report — as well yield signs in West
Darnell, his voice as the comments of Virginia and Alabama,
hoarse from vhiridint. —government officials — nerranci .117
,42•0 WW1
Tlae-Aseidedty upbeat:-"describing what :the
"I guess- they meg.,

Last year's industrial
rebound may spread,
government says

Man saves lives

r— "--

44
*

DALLAS (AP) — A
man who called the fire
department on his cordless telephone as he
ran through a burning
apartment building and
pounded on doors was
credited with saving
lives in the early morning blase.
The fire Sunday at the
Montfort Place apartment complex caused
an estimated $500,000 in
damages. Fire Chief
J.J. Franklin said the
fire was of "suspicious
origin:: and authorities
had the name of a man
they wanted to question
about the blaze.
A resident of a nearby
building, Mike Darnell,
said he had decided to
stay home instead of attending a New Year's
party and was reading a
magasine on model
airplanes when the fire
broke out. So,
"I'm just glad I was
&wake." said Darnell,
26 "I Just didn't feel like
partying this weekend
If it hadn't been me, someone else could have
done the same thing "
Kathy Thompson, 25,

OutandlihdOn1
hear anything. I made
the rounds several
those pounding and yelling before everyone was
out."

__ILtiad_news,!!.._SiM/11011diablt liktor
sa- id Deputy Conunerce what a driver should do
Secretary Clarence w,lisn encountering one,
Brown, is that most in-, according to Rand
dustries "are very Me. McNally's "Places
ly to enjoy a higher level Ratedftimanac."
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Further Cuts Could Moon Less

ants

Anatomy
of a
Newspaper
By

Robert Tres

readers
It's advertisers and
Answering a need;

Morro rod
II Mower
mew
The sirs's
'.06* seer
miner
w elms
boo bre ad
4.
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am* weir
98 elrelloo
598 6* WEI
wes-lentrft
mit
rem WO
real.. ion
so moms
am&
plot*. Its
trier re

pages,
It's the printed
Streaming from the press
government's watchdog:
Serving up the latest,
It's
ne,ighixos' deaths.
trend;
From births to
It's a market
freedom..
It's the voice of friend.
boy
It's the whistling the gales
It's the people's
through
Hurrying
Delivering the bundle sales.
As old as history.
and
news.
news
Of features,
New as today's
tradition
It's liberty's
current views.
Giving
It's the publisher
his town
Who cares about
rights to know
you lift your paper
when
And guards its
So
down.
From being beaten
Give a little thought
stands for -To all the things it
bought.
bargain that you
It's the editor
This
Reporter, ad man,too,
ATF Bu Photographer and pressman-- Consider all it is
In Noxt
been told
crew.
Besides what you've
All vital to the
Consider what it's worth
housewife's aid
Thismagic that you hold.
It's the
sales
tool of
The merchant's
thing,
businessman's informant
The
More than any one
entails.
strife,
On what the day
The .sum of all its
newspaper that you read
The
and more,
your life.
Ifs all of these that you read
Is the itory of
The newspaper
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